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Introduction

The aspirations of the people for better public services always 
increase with democracy. Infact the hope that the elected representatives 
will ensure this, is often, in their manifestos. Yet public services cry out 
for improvements. The agency that has to provide these services is often 
the civil services and members of the civil services are happy with status 
quo. There is no sense of urgency and what is more, there are safeguards 
provided even for failing to deliver services to the people.

The IC Centre for Governance considered that Civil Services would 
be a very apt subject for a new lecture series, to cover a range of subjects 
associated with the civil services. This series has covered "Civil Service 
Reforms", "the Changing role of Civil Services", the "Relationship 
between civil servants and politicians" and the "Role of Civil Services 
in the Process of Decentralization" with experts in the filed as keynote 
speakers.

The discussion on this subject has raised several issues. The role 
has to change. The civil servants of today need to look at their own 
aspirations as secondary, develop the thought and concept that their 
masters are the "People of India" and not the "politicians of the day", 
and that they are public servants.(Very often the civil servants think 
and behave like masters)

This compilation has a lot of material to ponder over and we at 
the IC Centre for governance are grateful to the speakers for their 
contribution and the participants for the discussion.

We hope the subject will get discussed further and those in position 
today will look at the subject afresh and the civil services will develop 
a vision for themselves.

Mahesh Kapoor
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CIVIL SeRVICe RefORMS

B D Gupta

Good evening friends. I extend a hearty welcome to you all on behalf 
of India International Centre and IC Centre for Governance. We have just 
finished our last Lecture Series on Governance Issues in Public Sector. 
From today, we are starting a new lecture series on the ‘Changing Role 
of Civil Services’. We have the first lecture today. We have a galaxy of 
speakers on the subject. We have Lt. Gen (Retd.) Surinder Nath, PVSM, 
AVSM, Ex-Vice Chief of Army Staff, He joined the Union Public Services 
Commission on September 20, 1995 as Member and rose to the position 
of the Chairman, UPSC on December 11, 1998 and continued up to June 
2002 as its Chairman. Presently, he is a Member of the Governing Council 
of Institute of Directors. 

The next speaker in line is his successor, Shri P C Hota. He is an 
IAS officer of the 1962 batch of the Orissa cadre. He has held various 
important positions in the Government of India, the last being Secretary 
to the Government of India in the Department of Personnel and Training 
prior to joining UPSC as its Member in September 1996 and he rose to 
the position of Chairman in 2002 succeeding Lt. Gen. Surinder Nath and 
continued up to September 2003. Recently, he was a Member of the Expert 
Committee on KPSC Reforms which submitted its report in August 2013. 

The third speaker is Shri Alok Kumar who is an IAS from Assam 
Cadre of 1984 batch and has held various positions in Assam and 
Meghalaya and the central government. Presently, he is Joint Secretary, 
Ministry of Personnel, Public Grievances and Pensions, Department of 
Personnel and Training.

I request all the speakers to come to the dais and request our President, 
Shri Prabhat Kumar to preside and deliver his Opening remarks on the 
subject.

Prabhat Kumar, President, IC Centre for Governance 

Thank you Mr. Gupta. Of late, we have been seeing many comments 
on the Civil Services in the media and in public discourse. Most of the 
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criticism of Civil Services is directed at the All India services and I think 
for a good reason because they are the most visible. The Administrative 
Reforms Commission has recently devoted a chapter, a full chapter or 
more than a chapter to the subject of civil subject reforms. And that is why, 
we, in the IC Centre for Governance thought that Civil Services would 
be a very apt subject for a series of lectures. We will have four lectures in 
this series on various aspects of Civil Services. The first one, of course, is 
today on reforms. I do not understand one thing and that is, that I was a 
civil servant till 14 years ago but I still consider myself as a civil servant. 
My days in the government have conditioned me so much that I still refer 
to civil servants as ‘we’. And the second thing I don’t understand is that 
we retired civil servants, when we have all the answers, nobody is asking 
us any questions. I take this opportunity for making some remarks on the 
Civil Services today. The question is whether the Civil Services of India 
require any reforms in their original concept and structure. 

The question is whether the Civil Services have degenerated over 
time. I think the question is whether the Civil Services are now out of tune 
with the requirements of the governance of the 21st century. And I think 
the question is whether the Civil Services have lagged behind the other 
sectors of the society; the other sections like politics, technology, business 
and education. They have moved much faster than Civil Services. I don’t 
have answers on the question of civil service reforms. 

We have three very distinguished speakers today. They are much 
more qualified than me to speak on the subject and therefore, I will 
refrain from talking on civil service reforms. Instead, I will share my 
thoughts with you on another dimension of Civil Services and that is, 
given all the recommendations of reforms in civil service, they are very 
good and I think most of them should be implemented but given all these 
reforms, do we think that the Civil Services will really live up to their 
ideals. The ideals are, of course, we know that, are the Civil Services of 
India acknowledged as the sole proprietor of all the knowledge, expertise 
on governance? Whether they are recognised as being able to deliver 
services to the people honestly and efficiently? Whether they are capable 
of replicating the best practices anywhere in the world and whether they 
are seen as being people-friendly? I think we should look at what the civil 
servants have done over the last six and a half decades. What have they 
done to maintain and strengthen the authenticity of Civil Services? Have 
we made mistakes? I think we have. If we go to the Weberian axiom of 
Civil Services which India adopted; like many other democracies, India 
also adopted a politically disinterested and permanent Civil Service with 
the core values of integrity, objectivity and propriety and being able to 
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transfer their loyalty and expertise from one elected government to the 
next.  This is what ‘Civil Service’ according to Max Weber is. 

Now, we should test our civil servants on these basis. I think the Civil 
Services have lost their credibility. I think the Civil Services have lost 
much of their credibility because of their own undoing. If we go back to 
what Sardar Patel said in his speech to the first batch of probationers of 
IAS on April 21 1947, he said that, ‘you are the pioneers of Civil Service 
and the future generations of civil servants will follow in the traditions 
and foundations laid down by you’. He said that you have to create a real 
sense of spirit without which you have no place in the scheme of things. 
I think the successive generations of civil servants including me and my 
colleagues have failed in doing so. We have made mistakes. I will just 
refer to three or four mistakes that we have committed and that is why my 
request to serving civil servants is not to continue making these mistakes. 

The greatest mistake that we did was that we did not have a sense 
of urgency. And I think without a sense of urgency, no extra effort is 
made. No sacrifices are made if there is not a sense of urgency. We did 
not create a sense of urgency. We exulted in the protection given by the 
constitution to us and therefore, we did not innovate. There are very few 
among us who really went out of their way and set their standards a little 
higher than others. 

The second mistake that we committed was we acted alone. Most of 
our good officers, brilliant officers were loners. Mr. Somiah says in his 
autobiography which he has titled ‘The Honest Always Stand Alone’. 
Individual leaders are important. Individual leaders can inspire others 
but individual leaders in my view cannot change the behaviour of their 
followers or the others. In fact, individual leaders attract countervailing 
forces. In all these decades, we did not see the importance of collective 
leadership. We are all aware of the predecessor’s, successor’s syndrome. 
A good officer initiates something and then what happens after he leaves 
the job? If we had a coalition, a coalition from various services, a guiding 
coalition, then perhaps this inertia which has set in could have been 
removed to some extent. 

And the third mistake, we all know that we hobnobbed with 
unscrupulous elements in politics. Consequent mudslinging, the 
mudslinging of politico-bureaucratic nexus was justified in many cases. 
But then, unfortunately, the mud stuck to the faces of all of us. In such 
a situation, it is not the corrupt bureaucrat who suffers; the honest 
bureaucrat is the victim. And the results are, as we have seen, slowing 
down of decision-making process and erosion of institutions. 
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And the fourth mistake in my view is that we did not think of a 
vision of Civil Services. There is no vision. There is no reiteration of the 
highest principles of Civil Services which we can give to the new entrants. 
Do we have a vision? Those among us who are civil servants, is there a 
vision of civil services? You go to the website of the Indian Army and it 
says, ‘We follow our own rules’; ‘We make our own norms’; ‘We are men 
in uniform’. ‘The country comes first for us always and every time’. Is 
there something in it? The Civil Services of India do not have a website. 
Instead if you see the motto of the Indian Administrative Service, what 
does it say? It says, ‘Excellence in action is yoga’. ;ksx deZlq dkS'kye (yoga 
karmasu kauśalam in Sanskrit); a philosophical truism. I remember Mr. R C 
Noronha, an ICS officer who was the Chief Secretary of Madhya Pradesh 
who has written in his memoirs that, ‘I see myself as a mercenary. I work 
for any government who chooses to pay me and in that respect, I consider 
civil servants as rice soldiers. And they have nothing to be ashamed of, 
provided they sell their sword and not their honour’. 

I think the serving civil servants must think about these things, the 
mistakes that have been committed in the past by their predecessors. I 
think there is a need for drafting a vision for the Civil Services. If there is 
a group of civil servants from various Services who could come together 
and make a discussion paper on the subject, I think that is what is required.

And finally, I would say that if a guiding coalition of civil servants 
from various services, when I say Civil Services, I don’t mean any 
particular service; it has to be all the Services and if a guiding coalition 
could be formed, that I think is the answer. Thank you very much.   

I now request Mr. Alok Kumar who has been dealing with the subject 
of reforms in the Ministry of Personnel to make his comments. Thank you.

Alok Kumar

A very good evening to the panelists on the dais, President, IC Centre 
for Governance and former colleagues and those who are interested in 
the status or the state of Civil Services. I consider it my privilege today 
to be amongst very senior citizens, officers who have been civil servants 
themselves and worked through their career and still have the flame to 
think, to espouse and to maybe chart a course or a path for reforms in 
Civil Services. I would like to first state a disclaimer that the facts are 
official but the opinion is personal. This is necessary to give me enough 
latitude to speak on the subject otherwise, it will become a very dusty 
file like what we deal in the government. I have over a period of time;  
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( I have now almost spent 30 years) and my opinions have become firm. 
Maybe, it has become inflexible. One of the troubles with the Civil Services 
is that with passage of time, we become opinionated and self righteous. 
So pardon me if in the course of this small presentation, I say something 
which affronts your feelings. 

I would like to give a brief context about which I feel myself about 
how I came to Civil Service and what I felt about what was Civil Services 
in which I stepped into. I really felt that the trappings and swagger of 
power were very pronounced and are still a very pronounced trait of Civil 
Services. I was a post-Kothari Commission civil servant. Nonetheless, for 
a major part of my career, I have felt it. If a civil servant has that kind of 
an impression, imagine the common citizen and people, what they get out 
in the form of image and impression. We not only strengthened, fostered 
and developed these trappings and swagger, we lost the fairness and rule 
of law which our earlier avatar had as a hallmark of the service. The whole 
nation was shifting from control to development, monarchy to democracy, 
civil servant tried to cling to whatever remained of the grandeur and what 
went with it. One of the major mistakes I feel that the civil servants who 
conceived and transplanted the present set of services, it very neatly fits 
into the caste system which we have had in this country for thousands 
of years. Your batch, your rank, your college, your forefathers, your title 
defined you. That is the identity of a person even today in this country. 
We have not converted it into a land of dream and opportunity. 

I fully agree with Mr. Prabhat Kumar when he says that somewhere 
we should have espoused what the vision should be, what constitutes 
the civil services, what we stand for, what we are. With the passage of 
time, this really has hurt the services. Today, if I have to say what are 
things which should define the identity of a civil servant today, I will 
find it very difficult to have five or ten things which all of us will accept. 
And this confusion of your own identity translates into everyday action. 
Everybody is a law unto himself. One of the works which we are doing 
in the DOPT is trying to grapple with this issue to sort of box, identify 
or define what we are, what we stand for. When somebody says he is a 
civil servant, the public should know what his values are. He should be 
able to communicate in a language which is understood across the board 
and accepted. 

The small presentation that I am going to make today is about one 
of the works which we have done. We have brought out Competency 
Framework for Indian Civil Services. It is a project which we started 
a couple of years ago with UNDP and one of the basis of this is that 
traditional, academic aptitude and knowledge is not an indication for 
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lifelong achievement or performance of excellence. The proponent of 
this concept or this school, David McClleland tried to differentiate what 
differentiates between a normal performer and an outstanding performer. 
He came to a model which is accepted in behavioural psychology or in 
this field as the Iceberg Model where the knowledge and skill which is the 
visible part of any person is just one-tenth of the total impact which that 
person has on his surroundings. The remaining nine-tenths come from 
his motives, traits, self image and social role. It is very easy to measure 
what knowledge he has by the usual testing methods and what skills he 
has but ultimately, on what he puts these skills and knowledge to use is 
determined by what are his motives, social roles, self image and traits. We 
have tried to find out what these competencies are which will differentiate 
between a typical performer and an outstanding performer and have come 
out with this framework which is based on many recommendations of the 
Second ARC. If I say in a nutshell what the Civil Service should stand for 
today and this has been achieved after a couple of years of consultation 
with all stakeholders that the ethos of the Civil Service ought to be that it 
should be citizen-centric, inclusive, promote public good and long-term 
interest of the nation. This is what an impartial and professional civil 
servant should be. 

We have identified these four pillars and we call them, Ethos, 
Ethics, Equity and Efficiency. The ethos which he imbibes; ethics 
which demonstrates integrity, transparency, openness and fairness; the 
equity pillar comprises of treating all citizens alike, ensuring justice to 
all with empathy for the weaker sections. The efficiency competencies 
are promoting operational excellence and value for money, managing 
human capital and nurturing capability. Again, these have been broken 
down into individual competencies and defined. For the last one month, 
it has been put on the website of DOPT with a tool kit as to how the 
individual departments and organizations should go about in identifying 
the competencies from these 25 competencies put together which is most 
applicable for those organizations and then trying to develop their human 
resources and develop these competencies in their human resources 
through stable intervention. This is a long haul exercise and it will take 
years to fit into individual behaviour and conduct but we can say that in 
the last couple of years, we have been able to agree and get the government 
approval on this set of 25 competencies that these are the 25 competencies 
which the civil servant should have. At least one can say that there is an 
alphabet to create a language for the civil servant. 

I came here more to listen and to substitute for my Secretary who 
could not attend this meeting due to some very urgent work in the 
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parliament. I am really thankful for giving me an opportunity to share 
the dais with illustrious seniors and former colleagues. I have worked 
with Mr. Hota when he was chairman of one of the committees which 
was constituted by the DOPT and I have seen how hardworking he is. 
Thank you. 

Prabhat Kumar

Thank you Alok for this Competency Framework. I think you have 
outlined the four important values of civil servants and I think we 
are contributing a little so far as the ethics is concerned. IC Centre for 
Governance, perhaps some of you would know, has been organizing a 
learning programme; we don’t call it a training programme, a learning 
programme on ethics in governance, ethics in public service for the last 
nine years. Thanks to the Department of Personnel, Alok’s department, 
it has been received very well. I hope that there are similar programmes 
on the other elements of Competency Framework. Thank you very much, 
Alok. I now request my friend and senior colleague Shri P C Hota to 
enlighten us on the reforms in the Civil Service. 

P C Hota

The President of this evening’s function Mr. Prabhat Kumar, General 
Surinder Nath, my predecessor in the office in the Union Public Services 
Commission, Mr. Alok Kumar who has paid me a very handsome tribute 
this evening by calling me hardworking. I remember a very senior officer 
who wanted to convey that his junior was hardworking and in those 
days there was no electronic typewriter. He dictated something and his 
stenographer brought it in saying he is hardly working. 

Civil Service reforms is a very vast subject. I propose to only touch 
upon certain issues but before that I will narrate a real life experience. 
Mr. Mohanty, my batch mate and a good friend who was a Secretary, 
Government of India and thereafter, the Managing Director of UNIDO 
was there when we were under training. Mr. Mohanty would recall that 
when we were getting trained, the Chinese chose to attack India and when 
it happened, the training was disrupted. We were sent to border districts. 
On hearing that we were coming, the Chinese naturally retreated and the 
Government of India did not know what to do with us. They had closed 
the Mussoorie Academy and had sent us out. They asked us to go to 
various institutes. I will refresh your memory, Mr. Mohanty, we went to 
the National Malaria Institute which is now called the National Institute 
of Communicable Diseases. There, a very research-oriented scientist took 
charge of us and gave us a lecture. He started at 9.30 but unfortunately, he 
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had prepared about 60-70 slides on various aspects of Malaria. He spoke 
for three and a half hours showing the slides and explaining the various 
technical details. At the end of it, we were thoroughly bored. He closed 
the lecture at about 1’o clock and asked us if we had any questions. A 
very distinguished civil servant whose name I would like to keep under 
wraps asked what the cause of malaria was. If you make it a long-winding 
lecture, you are likely to miss the cause of malaria. 

We have a problem because we must look at the concepts. Civil 
Services as concept, let me state what I have thought about. What is it? 
What is a Civil service? Is it an institution or is it an instrument? If it is 
an institution, you have to treat it differently and if it is an instrument, 
you have to treat it differently. I am a student of history. My study of 
history indicates that through various phases in world history, the Civil 
Service has been treated as an instrument and not as an institution. It 
was treated only as an institution when the regulatory state emerged 
after the Industrial Revolution. Regulations were brought to be enforced 
and in the language of Mr. Alok Kumar, hardworking officers had to be 
located. Therefore, the task was handed over to a Royal Commission, a 
Northcote-Trevelyan committee who recommended that Civil Service 
should be open to talent. And Thomas Babington Macaulay devised such 
a stiff syllabus that anyone who qualified naturally evoked admiration 
and respect. Thirteen subjects, seven classical languages in Latin, 
Greek, French, German, Italian, Arabic, Sanskrit. That is why, when Sir 
Chintaman Dwarakanath Deshmukh who stood first in ICS incidentally 
went to Puri, the place I come from, he stunned the entire galaxy of 
intellectuals thereby talking in Sanskrit on Sanskrit and that was the 
hallmark of the ICS. Sir Girija Shankar Bajpai, ICS and First Secretary 
General of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs could speak French like a 
Frenchman and Arabic with the gesture of an Arab. That was the ICS: 
the Oxford and the Cambridge educated scholars and scholars who went 
through the best of universities in India and who could afford because 
before 1922, only those who could afford could go to England Because it 
was only in 1922, the first centre in India was started in Allahabad. 

The ICS did a lot of good work because they came through very stiff 
competition. I don’t know if it is in the public domain that the Jhelum 
and Chenab Canals were constructed by voluntary labour under the 
leadership of the ICS officers. Not a rupee was spent out of the state 
treasury. J H Gray Sir Malcolm Hailey worked in the field. Sir Malcolm 
Hailey requested the Raja of Bharatpur to send two surveyors and the 
surveyors did the alignment of the canal. He persuaded the hardworking 
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Punjabis to give voluntary labour so that the canals would be dug and 
the colony would be settled. That was the ICS. 

This has undergone a sea change in UK because of transformation of 
the concept of the State. ICS suited an industrial state. The post-industrial 
state which emerged after 1945, after the Second World War, wanted a 
service state. Those of us who are students of political science know that 
Harold Laski wrote that, ‘it would be of lasting benefit of political science if 
the whole concept of sovereignty were surrendered’. How could he write 
this? He could write this because the concept of the State as the provider 
of service emerged in place of the concept of the State as a regulator and as 
administrator. That is, in England itself, lot of radical changes have taken 
place. As a matter of fact, the Civil Service Commissioners are no longer; 
they are there but they are doing some audit functions of the calibre and 
competence of civil servants. The recruitment has been handed over to a 
private agency known as the RAS and the recruitment is done not through 
essay type examination but through objective type tests and Assessment 
Centre Technique. Assessment Centre Technique where in a simulated 
situation, you are asked to respond to some questions and the company’s 
consultants who are supposed to be knowledgeable will decide whether 
you are the right material to in the Civil Service. 

That is because the Civil Service has lost its charm. The Civil Service 
has lost its élan. The Civil Service has lost its monetary compensation. 
When John Beames writes his memoirs, Memoirs of a Bengal Civilian, 
brilliant memoirs that I had the good fortune of reading, he says that, 
‘when I joined as Collector and Magistrate of the District of Balasore, my 
salary was Rs1400 and rice was selling at 40 seers a rupee’. I joined as 
Collector, Balasore exactly hundred years later. Not that, I have anything 
to be compared with John Beames but I joined exactly 100 years later and 
the rice was selling at Rs1.25 per kg and not 40 kgs a rupee. The Service 
has lost its élan, its image and its romantic heritage and today, in England 
and I am quoting from their published reports, one person competes 
for one job in the Civil Service even in the administrative class because 
any company will pay you much more. Seeing yesterday’s or today’s 
newspaper, mine and Mr. Mohanty’s hearts warmed up because our batch 
mate’s son is getting $ 18 million as the CEO of Microsoft. I wanted to 
convert that into rupees and it was an obscene figure. Now the boy whom 
we had seen grow up before our eyes has become the CEO of Microsoft. 
Of course, it is a prestigious assignment but I am talking of the financial 
compensation. That is the first observation. I am keeping a sharp look on 
my wristwatch because I have noticed that after retirement, I am tending 
to talk a little more than what I used to do in the past. 
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Secondly, Mr. Prabhat Kumar pointed out several inadequacies and 
several mistakes we have committed. Yes, we have committed mistakes; 
who doesn’t commit mistakes? Mr. Alok Kumar gave us certain insights 
into the competencies. I am grateful but the Civil Service must have 
character which cannot be tested by any competitive examination. It 
flourished in an age where unheated arbitraries, cross-country runs were 
there in the public schools and the products of those schools who were 
taught Latin and Greek that were compulsory competed for the Civil 
Services and they showed character. Do you think 1200 and odd ICS 
officers ruled over India on the strength of rules? No, they ruled on the 
strength of character. I will give you one example. It is there recorded 
by L.S.S. O’ Malley in the history of ICS. Vans Agnew was an ICS officer 
who was a bachelor. When the Chief Secretaries and Governors look 
for officers to handle tough assignments, they mostly look for bachelors 
because a married lady will have lots of problems since she has to stay 
back or her husband may get worried. 

Vans Agnew was sounded by the government to go to Multan 
because Multan was in ferment. There was this agitation by the Pathans. 
Now the Commission asked Vans Agnew if he was ready. He replied 
he was ready but only on one condition. He said that he would give 
them a sealed envelope and it was to be opened if anything happened to 
him. Cutting the long story short, Vans Agnew went to Multan with the 
detachment of British troops. He enforced order and restored the Rule of 
Law but when things had become normal, he relaxed a little and was a 
little careless I must say. One evening he went out for a walk without any 
escort and he was shot dead. It was very sad. Now the Commissioner, the 
Chief Secretary and the Governor opened the sealed envelope. Do you 
know what was written there? Here in district Multan lies Vans Agnew 
in the cause of the empire. Character is important. Mr. Alok Kumar has 
amended the Rules on 28th January, a copy of which he sent to me on 
my request that if you give two years tenure to an IAS, IPS or a forest 
service officer, it will improve the efficiency in service. Certainly, it will 
but what is required is character. I can’t say why. To a great extent, all of 
us in the Republic of India have lost something of that word ‘character’. 
I can’t say why it has been so. 

The third issue and I will be very quick. As I have seen in the Civil 
Service, what really ails it? Of course, it is character, compensation, 
pension compensation, domain knowledge but what really ails the 
Civil Service particularly, the All India Civil Service, particularly in the 
states is the lack of fixity of career. I don’t have to say anything on the 
basis of my own information. David C. Potter who has written a book 
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India’s Political Administrators: From ICS to IAS is available in training 
department’s library. He says that only 6 per cent of IAS officers in the 
country during the period were in their posts for three years or more and 
the average tenure was nine and a half months. How do you get result 
through people who have such short tenure, who don’t feel responsible 
at all for any target, for any result and they just wile away their time 
keeping the politician happy and in the process going for a slightly better 
post with better perks and better privileges? Because once you make it 
a very flexible system where anyone can be transferred anytime. If you 
become tough, you are transferred or if you become very malleable, you 
are transferred because you are wanted in some other post. We had a 
very senior officer who would say that there were three reasons for any 
posting for an IAS officer. One is that you are not wanted in the present 
post. The second is that you are wanted in some other post. I thought he 
would not be able to say anything as the third reason. He said somebody 
else wants your post. It is a very short tenure. I don’t know how much 
of help this circular would be because on 24th May, 1997 when I was 
already a UPSC Member, there was a Chief Ministers’ Conference in Delhi 
presided over by the Prime Minister. A resolution was passed and Mr. 
Alok Kumar can ferret it out; it was a very well drafted resolution that 
‘this conference records that frequent transfers of All India Service officers 
is the bane of the system’. This committee recommends that there should 
be an establishment board in every state who will recommend transfers 
and various other things. In a state whose name I will not repeat here or 
I will not mention here, the Chief Minister would send the second page 
note sheet, transfer proposal to the Chief Secretary who will adopt it as 
the recommendation of the Civil Service Establishment Board. Why such 
a fraud on the system? If the political executive thinks that through fraud 
they can manage, that is sad. The turbulence which you are seeing in the 
society, the ferment which you and I are seeing in the society today is 
because of the cumulative result of fraudulence. And I am quite sure if 
this continues, we will have a very tough time.  

I will try to make the last two points as short as possible. Corruption 
in the Civil Service: I am not trying to pat myself on the back. My good 
friend Shanti Narain knows because he and I were neighbours in Satya 
Marg. When we got recruited and I am not claiming anything which 
is not in the public domain, even for a cup of tea, we used to pay four 
annas. It was a very silly and odd gesture but it had to be done because 
the senior officer who was in charge of my training would first fish out a 
Re1 note once the tea cups were brought with biscuits. We used to carry 
tiffin box. I had become an object of ridicule when I tried; I don’t want 
you to give any particular significance to the year I mention when I did 
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it after 1975. No significance need be attached to that particular year. It 
became very hard for honest officers to sort of survive in the system. 
I am saying this with full sense of responsibility because when I was 
in service, I had the Conduct Rules to regulate me but today I can say 
anything which a responsible person who has some experience of public 
service is competent to say. 

But we are overreacting. I don’t want to name because the names 
tend to be highly controversial. In two very, very high profile cases, CBI 
could not submit charge sheet though they raided the premises, the office, 
they could not submit charge sheet because the evidence was lacking. 
Nobody is asking the question as to what sort of a preliminary enquiry 
was done. Nobody is asking that question. A number of my good friends 
are in the police and the virtue of the Indian Police Service is that it is the 
most qualified Police Service in the world but nobody asked a question.

Now let us look at the different countries of the world. Corruption 
has not decreased because Lord Nolan drafted a report on Standards 
in Public Life. You are all familiar that the Israeli Prime Minister, Ehud 
Olmert was jailed for corruption and also Kakuei Tanaka, the Japanese 
Prime Minister in Lockheed scandal. It is not that we alone are corrupt. 
Before Bill Clinton became the President of the US, William Rees-Mogg, 
the Editor of the Times of London went public by saying that the charges 
of corruption against Clinton must be proved first. It is not that we are 
number one in corruption. I refuse to believe that. There are still some 
very, very honest and hardworking persons in different levels of the 
hierarchy. But if one nun goes astray, the whole nunnery gets a bad name. 

Lastly, I had promised that I would only deal with the issues and the 
last issue in my view is the compensation package. I am painfully aware 
that you can’t be a rich person through the Civil Services route. But look 
at the person who gets into the Civil Service in 2014. Can he afford a 
barsaati in Delhi when he retires? That is the fist question I want to ask. 
All of us because we got some plots of land from our state government and 
we begged, borrowed and mostly stole and we could build our houses. 
Today, a person who joins the service, at the end of the day when he 
superannuates, he has nothing. Mr. Gupta mentioned that I had gone to 
Singapore; it was an eye opener. Republic of Singapore pays the highest 
salary to its civil servants in the world because they have a formula-
based situation. Now that the Seventh Central Pay Commission has been 
announced, I will request Mr. Alok Kumar and Dr. Gulati who are the 
serving officers here to communicate that in Singapore, salary is fixed of 
the highest civil servant by taking into account the earnings of top eight 
earners in six specified professions: accountancy, engineering, medicine, 
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law, local manufacturing companies and multinational companies. They 
have stock options and 50 per cent of it is deducted. Their salary and 50 
per cent stock options are added and two thirds of that is the highest 
salary of the Singapore civil servant which in my time was working out 
to about Rs15 lakhs per month. That is not only the civil servant but for 
the vice chancellor, the police chief and one other category.

Friends, Civil Service reforms is a very vast subject. I have only 
collected some pebbles by sitting on its shore. Government in their wisdom 
has been appointing me from time to time as in charge of committees but 
committees will not improve Civil Services. The political executive must 
make up its mind or else disaster will overtake this country. Thank you 
very much. Jai Hind. 

Prabhat Kumar: Thank you Shri Hota. Thank you for your profound 
observations including that the Concept of the State is a provider of 
services and the Civil Service is an instrument. Thank you very much. 
I think we need to discuss these issues. I will request General Surinder 
Nath to kindly enlighten us. Thank you.

Lt. Gen (Retd.) Surinder Nath, PVSM, AVSM

Good evening ladies ands gentlemen, distinguished gathering here, 
Mr. Prabhat Kumar, Mr. P C Hota, Mr. Alok Kumar and ladies and 
gentlemen, I really don’t know whether I should be talking about reforms 
in the Civil Services. Now that I have left my uniform 18-19 years back 
and I was in civil dress for quite some time, one day, the then cabinet 
secretary called me after I had left UPSC. He said that they were thinking 
of appointing me as the Chairman of one man committee to take care of 
the performance appraisal system or the ACR system in the Civil Services 
and also to suggest the promotion system that they should follow. I asked 
him in what way was I qualified for that. I asked him to take somebody 
from the Civil Services who can head this committee. He said that they 
wanted somebody from outside and that they have had many committees 
from within the establishments and now they wanted some views from 
outside the establishment. I said fine and took on that commitment. Of 
course, as Mr. Hota has brought out that the administrative reforms in 
Civil Services is a very vast subject and has a very vast scope.

Mr. Mahesh Kapoor rang me up one evening and asked me if I could 
talk on the committee which I had headed on Civil Services performance 
appraisal systems as well as on the promotion systems, whatever I had 
done in that committee. I agreed to talk on that but now I think the 
things have already crystallized in the DOPT and certain modifications, 
amendments, new systems have already been incorporated. Anyway, 
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since Mahesh is a very good friend, I could not say not to him and 
therefore, I am in front of you all. 

But before we go into the actual topic, let me say that being from the 
Defence Services and we have seen how difficult it is to defend our borders 
whether it is external threat or threat from within the country but I would 
like to compliment the Civil Services here and the so many constraints 
that they all work under. Today, if we see stability in our country, the 
development which has taken place since 1947, the integrity that we have 
been able to maintain, the unity of the country, a lot of credit goes to the 
Civil Services for that. I think the Defence Services and the Civil Services 
of this country have played a very, very significant role. If you see what 
is happening around our neighbours, where they were when they started 
off, when they got their independence and what kind of stability they 
have today, we have definitely a much better democratic norm that we 
have been able to establish and whatever the political system we have 
today, a lot of the credit goes to the Civil Services. In fact, it was the Civil 
Services when the independence came through and the political heads 
were quite new to this governance system, it was the Civil Services that 
really guided them and told them about the various principles of good 
governance. Of course, there are constraints. But let me also tell you here 
that I have spent seven years in the Union Public Service Commission and 
have introduced so many youngsters, our silver lining today is that we 
have very good youngsters who are coming up. Today, nearly one-third 
of our population comprises of the youth in the age group of 30-35 years 
and they are the people who are highly motivated, very knowledgeable 
and want to do something for the country. They are devoted to it and 
they want to do everything in a very ethical manner whether it is in the 
government services or in the corporate sector. I have seen lot of people 
in the corporate sector also and everyone is very keen to do things in an 
ethical manner. That is a great silver lining. 

Somebody asked me a question that so many people were recruited 
by us for the Civil Services and when they grow up and hold senior 
positions, we hear different things about them. Why was it so? Aren’t we 
able to select good material for the Civil Services? I told him that we have 
nearly 3-4 lakh candidates who apply for the Civil Services examination 
every year and we try our best to select the most capable and the most 
meritorious candidates amongst them. After that, once they get into the 
Service, it all depends on the leadership that is provided to them, the 
grooming that is given to them and to that extent, I would say that our 
senior leaders in the Civil Services have a great role to play. They have to 
guide their juniors, they have to bring them up. In fact, when we joined 
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the service as youngsters, I was just 20 years old and I am very grateful 
to my first boss who groomed us. He gave us such a nice grooming; he 
was very tough otherwise for the job but he was a man with a golden 
heart inside. But that grooming which he gave us stood us throughout 
our lives. We always still remember him that whatever we have achieved 
in our lives was because of the first 5 to 10 years of the grooming that we 
had in our units. I would strongly recommend this aspect of the role of 
the senior leaders in the Civil Services. How they can groom them, how 
they can guide and build them up because it is very easy to destroy a 
junior but if you build him up, he will remember you and respect you 
throughout his life and his career. That is one aspect. 

The second aspect is we have already talked a lot about character 
qualities. To my way of thinking, there are three things which are most 
important in an officer: professional competence, character qualities and 
courage. You can say three Cs – Competence, Courage and Character. 
Once you become a senior officer, it is taken for granted that you are 
professionally competent otherwise you would not have reached that 
stage. As far as courage is concerned, that is the most important aspect. 
The courage is both moral courage and physical courage. You should 
have that capability of owning up if something is going wrong, have the 
courage of conviction and also have the physical courage in every project 
that we undertake, in every event that we undertake in our lives. There 
are certain risk elements and we should have the physical and the moral 
courage to accept them. 

And of course, the most important of all, is the character qualities. 
In the 1980s, when the Japanese were doing extremely well in their 
business sector, the Americans were worried. They said that they had the 
best management schools in the United States, but how was it that the 
Japanese were going ahead of them. And the answer they got was that 
it was because of their character qualities that they were going ahead. It 
is not what is written in the books or what you teach in the classrooms; 
it is what you do physically and practically on the ground that matters. 
On character qualities, even for the Armed Forces, it is said that when a 
General is fighting his war, it is 90 per cent his character qualities which 
will matter, which will make the difference in the defeat and victory. If 
you study the biographies of all the famous field marshals who fought 
the Second World War, you will see that it was their character qualities 
which took them ahead in the situation of crisis. I think these three factors 
are extremely important.

I will just touch upon the question of few specific reforms that we 
looked into and that was on the Performance Appraisal System which 
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we have in the Civil Services and the Promotion and the Empanelment 
System for senior officers particularly for Joint Secretaries and above. The 
terms of reference given were that we should try and make a system as 
transparent as possible. The promotion should be based more on merit 
because in UPSC, we carried out a study and we took 1000 ACRs of 
different branches of the Civil Services. We found that 95 per cent of the 
officers were meeting the basic benchmarks which were required for the 
promotions and at the level of promotions to the rank of joint Secretaries 
and additional secretaries. Those 5 per cent who were not making it were 
most probably those who were involved either in vigilance cases or they 
had some problems on the medical side. Either our system is extremely 
good, our officer calibre is very good that 95 per cent of them are making 
the grade for promotions. If that is so, that is extremely good. I must 
compliment them. But if that is not so, then there is something wrong with 
the system because in every system, if you take a bracket of 100 people, 
there are some people at the top level, there are some at the bottom level 
and most are in the middle. 

The question is whether our system of performance appraisal is 
working satisfactorily. How do we make it more meaningful? How do we 
ensure that it helps the officers in building their skills and promoting their 
future career requirements and also whether the Promotion system should 
totally be based on the ACRs? Do our officers write these ACRs exactly 
as what they think and feel about that officer and is it what they pen it 
on the paper or do they think something else and they write something 
else? All these factors have to be taken into account. 

We felt in our study group. We studied the system of reporting of 
performance appraisal throughout the country and throughout the world 
of various organizations which included the corporate sector, the PSUs 
as well as the government sector and in foreign countries. Ultimately, the 
format which has been designed; I have given you a sample of the new 
Performance Appraisal System for the benefit of those who are probably 
not familiar with the new system. I must also say that the Department of 
Personnel and Training also put in lot of efforts and the administrative 
reforms people have put in lots of efforts into this to bring it to this level 
at which it is today. And the instructions which have now been given 
to the officers who are writing it are very, very comprehensive and the 
Department of Personnel has done an extremely good job in making it 
very, very purposeful writing as far as the ACRs are concerned. Now the 
question, of course, is it all depends upon the people who are operating 
that system. You can write any amount of instructions, you can design 
the best system in the world that you think you can design but ultimately, 
it will depend upon the people who are operating it.
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 I met some senior officers and I asked them how it was working 
and they said they did not care and that they had given 10 out of 10 to 
everybody in their department. He had given outstanding to everybody. I 
said fine and asked him why then was he taking the trouble of writing all 
this if he has to give outstanding or ten out of ten to everybody. What was 
the point in writing all this? Are we just filling up the columns? I would 
request the DOPT and in fact, it is in our defence system. We have a cadre 
of nearly 40000 officers. It is a very huge cadre. In our system, our senior 
officers, whenever they go on a visit, they talk about this subject to the 
officers. They address them and talk about this subject and tell them that 
they have to write these things absolutely in an honest and in a manner 
that it becomes absolutely professional. My suggestion would be that 
when the senior officers of the various departments visit their respective 
branches, they should make it a point to address their officers and bring 
out the importance of writing the Performance Appraisal System because 
ultimately, the entire career of the officer depends on this. If the officers 
are efficient, obviously all these things will automatically be taken care of. 

They have also added on a few good things. Every officer above 40 
years will have to go through a medical examination every year which 
is a good thing so that at least you know what exactly is happening. The 
ACRs have been made transparent. The report is written by the reporting 
officer, the reviewing officer and the accepting authority. After they have 
completed the report, it is then shown to the officer; the entire thing is 
shown to them. The whole thing has been computerized and the benefit 
of this computerization is that now you can keep on monitoring exactly 
what is the progress on writing and compiling of the ACRs. There was a 
case when I was doing one of the DPCs in UPSC and the ACR of one of 
the officers was not available for two years. This DPC was in 1996 and 
the ACRs of 1986 and 1987 were not in his records. This officer was told 
that he will not be looked into for promotion. He requested to wait for 
a day and that he would bring his ACRs the next day. I asked him how 
he would bring his ACR of 1986 and 1987 the next day but his ACRs of 
1986 and 1987 came to the UPSC the next day. I asked him how he had 
managed it. He replied that the officer who was his boss in 1986 and 
1987 was today the Additional Secretary in the department and he had 
approached and requested him and he has written it and he had given 
him an outstanding report. This chap had to be promoted and had to be 
approved. 

Basically, the timely writing of these reports is required. Now in the 
system of computerization, you can make a master data sheet in which 
on one side you write all the attributes of the officer, his experiences, his 
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professional knowledge, his academic knowledge and all the outstanding 
work that he has done or any vigilance cases and on the other side, you 
write it annually year-wise. Say, what he achieved in 1990, in 1991, 1992 
and so on. In one sheet, you can have his complete profile for the last 20 
years. This helps you when you are doing your screening, when you are 
doing your empanelment for various sensitive jobs.

I hope this system which now has been put into force will help the 
Civil Services. This has been introduced for the All India Services and the 
aim is that let it be introduced in the rest of the allied services also. But 
again I would say nobody can design a system which is absolutely perfect. 
No one can. Every system, I admit, even in the Defence Services, we have 
a problem of grade inflation. You have to find ways and means of trying 
to narrowing down these problems and find how best we can gauge these 
officers. Ultimately, it will all depend upon the officers who are going to 
handle this. If they are honest about it and give the true assessment of 
the officers, then only it will help the cadre and help the people at the top 
when they come up that they are really competent officers. 

The other thing which we have also suggested was that there may be a 
domain specialization. If an officer joined the Civil Services, he has certain 
basic background knowledge about what he achieved in his academic 
career. If he wishes to progress his academic career and professional career 
in those domains, can it be known to him that he will be taken care of and 
absorbed in such post in the domain in which he wished to work? Now 
the DOPT has given in the new Performance Appraisal System. They 
have mapped various departments and ministries and 12 domains have 
been selected. Every reporting officer and reviewing officer is required to 
recommend him for 4 of those domains because you can’t fit everybody 
in one particular domain. To make it more flexible, every officer will 
be recommending that he is suitable for these four domains. So over a 
period of time, when you see his 10 years or 20 years record, wherever 
he has been recommended for mostly those domains, ultimately when 
he reaches a senior level, where policy formulation is required, you can 
then really place him in those jobs. 

Now regarding the Promotion System, basically, what we have 
been doing is we have been following the basic benchmark; either he 
has 4 or 5 ‘very good’ and he will be promoted. When a fellow gets all 
his benchmarks and if he does not get his promotion, he goes to the 
administrative tribunal or the court and the court says since he meets 
the basic benchmarks, why is he not being promoted. The question is, as 
I told you, 95 per cent of the people meet the basic benchmarks. Should 
our promotion system be only based on meeting the basic benchmarks 
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or should there be any other criteria for promotion system? And I think 
the other criteria particularly at senior level, at the junior level, up to the 
director level, let it be the basic benchmarks as long as his performance 
is satisfactory and let him be promoted. But once he is reaching super 
time scale and above, that is Joint Secretary level and above, then the 
selection should be much deeper. How do we make deeper selection? To 
make that, what we have suggested was the ACRs or the Performance 
Appraisal Report should not be the only criteria. You should take into 
consideration the nature of jobs that he has held. There are some people 
who always remain in soft jobs. For 10 years, he is a resident commissioner 
in Delhi and he gets his promotion also. While the other fellow who is 
in the field facing all tough assignment and there is hardly any different 
between them. Let there be some weightage given to the nature of jobs 
that they have held. Let there be some weightage given as to whether 
the person once who has joined the service, takes it for granted that now 
his promotions are going to be there, it is guaranteed and automatic and 
that he will go up to the level of Additional Secretary or Secretary or 
does he have to work for it? And if he has to work for it, then how does 
he improve his qualifications, his professional qualifications. Now as 
you are aware that the in-service training has been institutionalized for 
at least IAS I am aware because I was a member of that committee for 
training. They have institutionalized in-service training for officers for 
9-10 years service, 16-18 years service and 24-26 years of service. In those 
institutionalized training capsules which run from 4 weeks to 8 weeks, 
these are the people who should be attending it and it has now become 
compulsory that they have to qualify in these training courses before they 
are considered for promotion. In fact, in our case, in Defence Services, 
there are certain career courses in which the officers are evaluated against 
their peers and then it is seen where he stands because a complete batch 
attends that training establishment courses and then you can gauge the 
performances. 

Basically, the aim is that if we want people to be promoted particularly 
to senior level from Joint Secretaries and above, let there be merit cum 
seniority. The suggestion which we gave was that if they have (1.5n+2), 
‘n’ being the number of vacancies. If there are ten vacancies, take into 
the zone of consideration 1.5 that is 15+2, that is, 17 officers. You take 
17 officers and go through their complete records, last ten years of their 
performance appraisal report and thereafter, out of those 17, select the top 
10. Once you have selected the top 10, then you place each one of them in 
their seniority. After that, you make the seniority list and the approved 
promotion list. That is one way. The basic aim being that we have to have 
some system for our performance appraisal reports because the people 
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who are writing them are a little concerned that there is reluctance if 
they give any adverse remarks, there will be representation and who is 
going to take care of those representations, follow up action and so on 
and so they might as well leave it as it is and be happy and he will also 
be happy. That is one way of working. 

The other thing is you have to be loyal to your colleagues, to your 
subordinates but you have also to be loyal to the organization in which 
you are serving. To be loyal to the organization, if you are going to grade 
everybody as outstanding, then you are doing a lot of damage to the 
organization. As senior officers, it is our responsibility to take care of 
both the individuals as well as the organization.

On the Empanelment System, we just gave one suggestion. The 
Empanelment System was very fine and at the moment was working 
very smoothly. What happens is once the people are empanelled, then 
I am told that they keep on lobbying for getting all the posts which are 
very attractive. If you get the domains also, let us say, this person X is 
suitable for these four domains which has been seen over a period of 
time throughout his career, then when the empanelment list goes to the 
ACC, it should go that this officer is suitable for empanelment and he is 
to be absorbed in these four domains. Once the ACC clears it, then this 
officer will automatically be absorbed only in those four domains and 
then this lobbying etc. would stop that he wants to go to the commerce 
department or finance department and so on. 

With this, I would like to close this discussion. I know it is a very vast 
topic and all of you will have your views. All of you have got so much 
of experience in writing the ACRs, the problem is if you make the ACRs 
totally transparent, there is grade inflation; there is huge grade inflation. 
If you don’t make it transparent, then again there is a lot of subjectivity. 
So what should we do? There are some organizations which make it semi-
transparent. That means the report of the reporting officer is shown to the 
individual but that of the reviewing authority and the accepting authority 
is not shown to him. There are various methods of doing it. I leave it to 
your better judgment for this. But this is an issue which is causing lot of 
concern to the Department of Personnel about grade inflation and how 
it can be curbed. I think the best way is to educate our senior officers in 
particular on the kind of damage that they are doing to the organization 
or the institution if they continued to assess people like this. Thank you 
very much. Thank you for giving me this opportunity to address this 
distinguished gathering particularly being from Defence Services. I am 
very happy to be here. Thank you very much.  
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Prabhat Kumar : Thank you so much. We have had three very 
illuminating presentations. They covered very broad areas of reforms 
and other aspects of Civil Service. We have such a distinguished group 
of experienced and knowledgeable civil servants and opinion makers. I 
think we have about half an hour for discussion on these subjects. I will 
only request you that your observations need not be confined to asking 
questions. Please make your comments, give suggestions and if you have 
any queries, our panelists are there to address them. The floor is now 
open for discussion. 

Comments Question and Answer Session

Q: I would like to say something as somebody who is not a civil 
servant about this theme particularly which Mr. Hota took up about the 
golden age of Civil Services, of character and issues like that; that civil 
servants had breadth of learning, great knowledge, character formed in 
public schools and that is now lacking. I think there is a problem with 
this and the problem is that when you talk of the high standards of the 
past, you base yourself primarily on autobiographies and on books like 
Potter’s which you mentioned which are based on interviews. Your 
source is the self-assessment of people whereas when you talk about 
Civil Services which you see, that is based on more direct experience. The 
book you talked about, Beames has been dead for a long time. People 
come out better when they talk about themselves for a public audience. 
If you look at books instead which are based on people’s correspondence 
or letters, there are books like Clive Dewey study of two civil service 
officers, Malcolm Darling and Brayne, you will find evidence of string 
pulling in those days. You will find one of the men is so frustrated, the 
Britisher says my boss is so bad, he is making me into an Indian nationalist. 
The point is very simple that this is to some extent, I am not disagreeing 
entirely; it is an unfair comparison of an ideal based on self-presentation 
with the situation as you see it. The ICS perhaps were not so golden and 
perhaps people now are not so bad in terms of character. You brought in 
the comparison with the nunnery. What I am saying is you are not such 
bad nuns if you wish to see yourself in those terms. Please as a group, 
be kinder to yourselves. 

Q: I am non IAS but I have worked with a number of IAS officers 
because I worked in ONGC and GAIL in close proximity with the ministry 
. We used to work in 14 states where the natural gas supply is being done. 
We were in touch with the local district magistrate and everybody. My 
opinion about IAS is different. They are the kingpin of the country’s 
future, country’s development. There is no other organization, no other 
service which is connecting the length and breadth of our country like 
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the IAS. The IAS should not come to this sort of a bad reputation which 
we are seeing in the last one decade. There maybe 10 per cent cases; I am 
not going to rate the remaining 90 per cent as dishonest. There should be 
a system. I want to probe this galaxy of senior people and then request 
Mr. Prabhat Kumar even to go a step further because what he has said in 
his notes is wonderful. We have to go for action, execution. The pity in 
our country is we have got excellent intelligent people and we need that 
execution. Compensation has also been talked about by Mr. Hota. There 
are many people today, young boys and girls going into different fields 
and go to private sector. Even when we came, the Honourable Nehru 
was our Prime Minister and he gave a call of the socialism. I opted for 
public sector service; I could have gone for private and made millions. 
But the people who are opting IAS have got some sort of idealism in their 
minds. They are opting for that service. 4 or 5 lakh people are competing 
for, maybe, a few 100 seats. See that galaxy of 100 being filtered out of 4 
or 5 lakh people, the boys and girls. Let us not undermine their quality 
or the character. There is something and I am trying to think about it. I 
have been thinking and I used to tell some of my IAS friends that if they 
failed, the country will fail. 

Succumbing to politicians is one of the most useless things for their 
calibre. What is it that an IAS wants? You have got wonderful jobs, 
wonderful character, wonderful career and you have got everything. 
Right from the day you go in the district as a lower officer coming to 
the cabinet secretariat. You have got a different stature for yourself at all 
levels. Ultimately, you should have the satisfaction for your job and what 
you are doing for the country. I am requesting the honourable panel to tell 
me, today, we have come to a situation where everybody is criticizing as 
to why the politicians cannot be fixed by this intelligent group of people 
at different levels. You have got DOPT to protect their career. In Tripura, I 
worked as a project manager. The Chief Secretary was in trouble. He was 
a Bengali. He left one fine day. I asked where he was and I was told that 
he had already left because the chief minister was misbehaving. He had 
come to Delhi and was on leave for a few months. Ultimately, the DOPT 
helped him and he got a different posting. What I want to say is if you 
want, there is a solution for everything but there should be some sort of 
network. There should be some sort of a system right from the district 
level to Delhi. The tenure of two years is a very good solution looking 
into the recent Durga case and Haryana IAS officer suffered and all that. 
If you have got a person who has got ten transfers and if these two years 
is protected, at least he can do something. 

I want to know how we are going to move from now because IAS 
cannot keep quiet from this succumbing to political setup. Thank you. 
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Q : I just want to share some thoughts. Currently, we are hearing this 
single directive being agitated in the Supreme Court. I am personally 
very happy at the questions that the judges are asking. The way I look 
at it is that from independence, we have had a single political party 
government at the centre for many years and in most states. There was a 
tacit understanding between the bureaucrat and the politician that you 
write what I want you to do and we will protect you. I think this is a 
very unholy alliance. I will be very happy if this is struck down. When 
government says because of CAG or CVC, decision-making has been 
slowed down in government and our economy is losing 2 per cent of 
GDP and this and that, I think it is a pathetic thing for them to say. They 
don’t want that bureaucrat to write what he wants to write. So where is 
the file lying? It is lying somewhere in the ministry or with the secretary 
or the joint secretary but not with the minister because he has to take a 
decision. They realize that if today’s bureaucrat writes what he wants to 
write, governments are changing everyday, maybe, two years down the 
line, they may give the permission for investigation. You must appreciate 
the dimension of this single directive and I think it is time we abolished 
it. We have to be bold and I don’t think heavens will fall. The only person 
who is going to be unhappy in my view is not the bureaucrat; it is the 
politician. When RTI was enacted, through this forum, we used to visit 
many states to interact with senior officers of different departments as 
to what RTI is. And I recall the thing which we used to repeat again and 
again which was that only the dishonest officer or the officer who is mixed 
off with the political masters has something to worry. It is a boon to the 
honest officer. You have to encourage the officers to write not a thesis 
on every case but reasonable statistics, reason out the case. Bulk of the 
matters that come to the government are routine. The three broad cases 
when an officer has to think are (1) When there is already a policy, a formal 
approval has to be issued. He has to write nothing but just assume that 
when he says yes, he is aware of the policy. (2) Then comes an area where 
there is either vague policy or somebody asks for a change in the policy 
and (3) Policymaking itself. These are three areas in which one expects 
and also at the level of joint secretary to be competent enough to marshal 
facts and reasonable grounds and reasons for recording what he wants 
to write. My own feeling is that no political people will like such a note. 
But I think progressively, the joint secretary who I think are the kings 
keeping up the administration at the GOI, they really have to be able to 
write. I had the experience. My secretary used to tell some industrialists 
that he had a very irresponsible joint secretary but he would overrule 
him which he never did. 
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I am just trying to share a thought with you and think about who is 
scared of the single directive; whether it is the politician or the bureaucrat?

Q: I am thankful to the President for allowing comments as well 
as questions. I have two very brief comments. The first is one that you 
probably raised it. The process of reforms was very, very slow and during 
tea, I said we neither require reforms nor revolution. I am not talking of 
63 years because I was too small when India got independence. But at 
least talking of 50 years of our service from 1963-2013, this is one thing 
which is killing all initiatives. In 1996, Mr. Hota may be aware, the Chief 
Secretaries recommended about the Establishment Board. In 2013, the 
government could not do it. It was only at the behest of the highest 
court that this was done. How many years did it take? Seventeen years 
where nothing was done by the bureaucracy and only one directive by 
the Supreme Court. This has been miserably very slow.

My second comment is when I think as to why this is happening, 
various forums and various reasons can come up but one basic thing that 
seems to me is that all such calls for reforms are coming from outside; 
outside the bureaucracy. It is either from the mob or the consumers, from 
the citizens who are affected. When we say that Civil Services comprise 
the brilliant, the grandest of the grand cadres, sometimes as the Civil 
Services is called, how is it that our own people are not realizing it? This 
has come out very well only two years back when Ken Keller, in his book, 
says that the government is good, people in the government are very, 
very amazingly good, they are really brilliant but the government as a 
system is in a mess. And he very rightly says, the stone pelters, those who 
throw stones cannot be good reformers. Only those who love the system, 
love people can reform the man whom he loves. We are civil servants, 
we lover Civil Services, then it is we who have to do that. I think this is 
now in the realm of academic discourse of Keller. You can read this book. 
I have it with me. It has come out only about six months back. These are 
my two comments. 

My question is to Lt. General who has been the chairman of UPSC. 
The whole philosophy of PAR, Performance Appraisal Review is based 
on the anchor sheet of the immediate boss. Is it not? Initially, we had a 
good argument for that. He is in maximum touch with the officer who 
is commented upon. He knows him, he sees him almost every day but 
it also has a danger. Too much of closeness, as everybody know, can 
colour the vision. If that be so and by now, we have systems in which 
we are measuring performance. Even in the Government of India, it has 
been introduced four years back. And this performance measurement is 
not done by the immediate boss but it is done by an independent panel, 
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we call it peer group which may not be entirely of government servants; 
they are academicians, they are professionals, they are peers and so on. 
At least, I would suggest that for some time, till the system stabilizes, 
the performance measurement as done by an independent peer, the 
Composite Index out of 100 is made a part and as an annexure of the PAR. 
Sooner or later, when the systems gets stabilised, probably the appraisal 
by accepting authority, by the reviewing authority and the immediate 
boss can get further diluted. Thank you very much. 

Q: My question is actually for Mr. Hota. Among the many points he 
made, one of the most important points he made was the average tenure 
of 9 months for a civil servant for various services which is actually one of 
the biggest problems. In that connection, in a PIL petition which everyone 
is aware of, the Supreme Court has suggested that there should be an 
Independent State Civil Services Board.

Prabhat Kumar: Not independent board. 

Q: Sorry, independent word was not used. How do you have an 
independent Civil Services Board? Civil Services Board already exists 
in many states including neighbouring states. Unless there is a Civil 
Services Act or some such thing which requires political will and courage 
at the centre, we will never succeed in having an independent Civil 
Services Board. Having seen the result, the state of limbo in which The 
Civil Services Performance Standards and Accountability Bill which was 
being considered a couple of years back, nothing has happened yet. Do 
you see any light at the end of the day? And if not, then what lies ahead 
of us? 

Q: I am an Accountant and having worked for about 30-35 years 
in private and public sector, I am not a civil servant, though I had the 
privilege of working with Shri Prabhat Kumar. Now for the last 20 years, 
I have been teaching. My question is to Mr. Alok Kumar. Whatever he 
mentioned, I am teaching papers like ‘Leadership, Business Ethics and 
Corporate Governance’. I have a feeling that the civil servants who are 
there in the office, the authority is given to them, they enjoy it while my 
students who are doing MBA have to acquire this authority. Please correct 
me if I am wrong.  

Q: I am Mr. Hota’s batch mate. There are many issues in Civil Service 
Reforms. There are issues of substance and also issues of mechanics. 
You change the Performance Appraisal System and other things, but 
there are two issues which have been highlighted mostly which are 
professionalism in the Civil Service, and I am not speaking of IAS alone 
but many areas, there is a charge that civil servants lack professional 
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expertise in the area that they work on. And that is why they say that 
they are not innovative in their work. The other charge is there is lot of 
red tapism in the government. Therefore, there is no accountability to 
the public. Traditionally, the concept of Civil Service was that you do 
whatever you like and the minister will take care of your responsibility. 
That has become outdated. Today, when you are dealing in an office and 
we have a clientele, we have to be accountable to that clientele. If we are 
doing industrial policy, we have to be accountable to the chambers of 
commerce, businessmen and you cannot treat them like duds. These are 
the two charges. Recently, the Hong Kong-based Political and Economic 
Risk Consultancy said that India has the worst bureaucracy in Asia. On 
of a scale of 1 to 10, they gave 9.2 to India and Singapore was 2.7. 

These are the things that are being said. Addressing competencies is 
one part but how do you develop professionalism? You join a job, work 
there and then you go out of it and do some study and come back. There 
is an alternative process in which you acquire knowledge, you increase 
your knowledge and therefore, you can do innovative work. That thing 
is not there. Since there are many issues in Civil Service reforms, I think 
we should prioritize and take one or two and achieve that in the field. 
We have the Morarji Commission Report, First ARC and then now 
Moily Committee report, Second ARC. There are so many proposals 
but nothing is being implemented or very few are being implemented. 
Therefore, I think this has to be prioritized. World over, people join an 
organization and rise in that. Here, we have a system in which we move 
around. And the ministers can play truant. They can play games with us 
like two months here, three months there and nine months there. If you 
work in an organization and develop an expertise, you will also acquire 
independence and you can resist the minister if he is trying to interpolate 
because you can leave the job and go to another place. These are the issues 
that must be debated. That is my view. Thank you. 

Q: My background is different from that of the majority in this room. A 
mention was made about the service being an institution or an instrument. 
I would recommend considering it as an institution. An institution is 
something which you rally around. It is like a flag. You prepare to sacrifice 
for it, you prepare to go through trouble and travail for an institution. An 
instrument would be used and when the use is over, I am sure the service 
which has seen the nation through 65 years can never be an instrument. 
It must always be an institution. Thank you.

Q: I have been studying the Civil Service here for 25 years. I had to 
stop but now I am back and I would like to be here. When I interviewed 
100 civil servants in 1991, the same issues had come through. The idea 
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about the appraisal came through. Nobody gave number one, nobody 
gave number five but they would give the middle. I interviewed the 
new batch that came to Mussoorie which was fascinating, what their 
aims were. They said that their stated aims were they wanted to work 
for India. But when you went into the canteen and they were talking 
about dowry. It is quite an interested thing. I have to agree with you 
though that ICS is painted very golden. There were often issues there also  
Mr. Hota, we ought not to worry about Singapore. The last election that 
the President nearly lost was because of the high pay of the ministers 
and civil servants. The people in the country are getting fed up of the 
high pay. We have to be very, very careful of the political pressure on 
the standards that Singapore has been able to do. I think this is the same 
thing here. I interviewed the most outstanding civil servant yesterday, 
absolutely outstanding wanting to do things. He moved with his minister, 
has to because the minister said he was good. We have got that problem 
happening all the time. When I first came here, the civil servants were the 
centre of every party I went to. Then they were at the edge of the party 
and now they are not invited. I think the whole point which you made 
which was so strong that the Civil Service ought to say that they are an 
institution. I absolutely agree but they need some public relations. They 
need to say they are good and that is what I feel very strongly. If you want 
to motivate anybody, they have to be proud of what they are doing and 
I think they are doing an incredible job actually. Not all but incredible 
job facing incredible opposition. Thank you. 

Q: It was said that character cannot be tested by any test. But I think 
the recruitment method does have an impact on the quality of this civil 
servants selection and keeping this in mind, UPSC has recently changed 
the pattern of the examination by introducing a paper on ethics, integrity 
and aptitude. My first question is what is the impact that this new pattern 
will have on the quality of civil servants selected and secondly, how 
character can be introduced in the civil servant. Whether it can be done 
by reducing the age or by selecting candidate after 12th like in NDA, we 
do in the army?  

Q:I have spent 30 years as an IAS officer in the Indian Institute of 
Science and 6 years abroad in international organizations. My present 
reading is not the changing role of the civil servant but the changing 
environment in which they are working. Presently, the governments are 
changing. For long, there was only one single party which was Congress 
and the rest were supporters and backing up. We don’t know tomorrow 
which party may be in power. The general public is awakening. But what 
is the Kejriwal government? Even the lowest set of parties is coming up. 
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That changes the environment for the civil servants. It remains the same. 
It was first grade and it is even today. There are things which have been 
neglected. First of all, ICS is neither Indian nor civil. They are not servants. 
Some of us try to ape them. We don’t go to the rural people or the area or 
the villages where the unemployed live, poorest of the people live, people 
who have poultry and other business live. Then there is corruption.   I 
have seen in my long career, the officers were corrupt, but an officer who 
is honest and efficient, the minister will think twice before touching him. 
That is his strength. Even the cabinet, chief secretary support him, the 
chief minister supports him and lastly, even the Government of India 
supports him. There are some duties which we have neglected. It was 
there during the British time, anybody could come and meet us. 

Lastly, we should try to follow the same principles taught on the first 
day of training of the ICS. 

Prabhat Kumar: I will close the session now and make a request to our 
distinguished speakers to give their short comments, answers to queries. 

Q: I am a Civil Services aspirant. Coming here and knowing all such 
issues exist, what should be the hope for an aspirant to look for to work 
for this? 

Q: First of all, the IAS and all the civil servants are doing a pretty good 
job. We are not scared and we are not afraid and I think we have held 
our heads high. All this criticism in the past was not very good and I am 
very grateful that my class fellow, Indeevar has raised this point and I 
thank him for that. The fact of the matter is the situation today is far more 
complex than it ever was at any point of time. And therefore, we are in 
the throes of this transition. In the throes of this transition, the IAS is a 
service and all, the IPS, the IFS, all of us have acquitted ourselves fairly 
well. And the point raised here was unless we are proud of ourselves, 
unless we involve our own people in it, unless the state associations, the 
central associations and we join hands and work together and say yes, this 
is good and we need to make it better, we can’t really get things across. 

Q: We are doing it. How do you say we are not doing it? In the whole 
Durga Shakti case, who did it? It was only the central association which 
did it. 

Q : What I am saying is if this country has come to the state that it is, 
it is not because of the current crop of civil servants. The entire advisories 
that are being given, let them be taken with a pinch of salt. Today, the 
system that has come up, who has created this system? Who has created 
this empanelment process? All this was done when all of you were there 
in the top most positions. Now all this has not happened overnight. The 
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point was very well made by Indeevar. In essence, what are we trying 
to say? And I want to tell this young lady that it is still the best job in the 
country; the best job in the world. Nowhere else can you work and make 
a difference the way you can make a difference here. The only problem is 
some of us in all the services, in not just the IAS, think that becoming a P.S 
to the minister, joining the PMO is the only thing. My recommendation 
and suggestion is let no one from the All India Services be appointed as 
a P.S or an A.P.S or posted to the Prime Minister’s Office. That is the only 
reform that is required. The moment the minister chooses his personal 
staff, the moment you get these things on, that is where the whole thing 
starts. Whoever works for the Minister of Agriculture or the Ministry of 
Corporate Affairs or the Ministry of Finance, give the discretion to the 
ministry to choose any one of the deputy secretaries. There is where the 
problems have happened in our country. That is where the reform has to 
start. The reform has to start at the very top. I am sorry for having barged 
in but I thought it was important to have barged in. I think the moment 
we start barging in more in the affairs of the governance, things will be 
better. Thank you.

I will request General Surinder Nath to have the final word. 

Surinder Nath: We are happy to hear that lot of good questions have 
been raised and I think they are all very, very relevant questions. Now the 
basic thing is as regards Mr. Mohanty’s suggestion that we should decide 
on the priorities, select those items on which administrative reforms are 
urgently required in Civil Services and then go ahead with them because 
there have been committees and committees and Administrative Reforms 
Commissions and all that but somehow the status quo attitude has to be 
avoided. We must go ahead and carry out these reforms. Every reform 
which you do may not succeed the way you wish it to succeed but let 
us try it out at least. In most of the foreign countries, in Europe, USA, 
UK, Australia and all developed countries, in the last 2 to 3 decades, 
they have carried out a large number of administrative reforms and 
there is a requirement to do so. Times have changed and therefore, we 
have to change accordingly. I went to someone very senior with our 
recommendations and do you know what his attitude was, ‘this has been 
going on for the last 50 years, why do you want to change it now? Let it 
remain the way it is’. That is the problem. If we have to have that kind of 
a status quo attitude, then things won’t work. I agree with Mr. Mohanty’s 
suggestion and let us decide on the priorities and go ahead with them. 

The second point about the Civil Services Examination and the 
aspirations, l have mentioned to you that today our youth is very keen 
to do a dedicated service for our country. They are very well informed, 
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highly educated and highly motivated. Therefore, I would request all of 
you that when you join the Civil Services, do not get demotivated after 
some time. Maintain your own values and maintain that you are not going 
to compromise on your basic norms. You decide for yourself; you are the 
best judge of yourself. If you think that so and so person is doing it, when 
you should not do it, if your wife tells you that the other fellow is so rich 
and what was wrong with you, you are not going to reach anywhere. 
You have to have your own course, your own ethics, your own moral 
values, decide them for yourself and stick to them. I can assure you that 
if you are professionally competent person, an honest, upright person, 
nobody can do any harm to you because after all, you have joined the 
Civil Services. You are a very senior person, a very responsible person. 
Therefore, you stick to your moral values, your core ethics. That is what 
is extremely important. 

And as far as the examination and the new system are concerned and 
somebody raised this question, there is a paper of ethics and how that will 
help. Let me tell you when we are young, there are certain things which 
you aspire for, you have your role models but later on, when you grow 
up in service, how you shape yourself is very difficult to forecast at this 
stage. It will all depend upon the environment in which you serve, the 
circumstances in which you serve, the kind of leadership that you get from 
the top and your own personal qualities, your own personal character 
value. Therefore, no examination can test what you will be after twenty 
years, what your integrity will be, and what your core moral values 
would be. This is only an attempt which they are making at this stage. In 
Defence Services, when we go for an interview, we have a psychologist. 
He watches you for four days as to how you are performing and then 
he gives the report. I have seen the psychologist’s reports and we saw 
in our service career that those people whom the psychologist thought 
were very good did not really perform that well and those whom they 
thought were very mediocre or meek or average, somehow they did 
extremely well. It all depends on how your personality will grow. Even 
in the Supreme Court, when this question was raised that in the UPSC, 
you have only 12.5 per cent weightage given to the interview, the rest of 
the weightage is given to the written examination. The Supreme Court 
gave this answer that the people who are coming for the examination are 
all youngsters. Their personality has not even matured yet. Therefore, 
to reject a person just on half an hour or forty five minutes of interview, 
when he is so young, it will be very unfair. Therefore, it will depend on 
how you ultimately grow up in your career and entirely upon yourself. 
Are you prepared to compromise on your basic moral values, on your 
basic ethics? If you are and then you follow the others and then say that 
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you are going to do what the others are doing, then it is entirely up to 
you. I hope that answers your question. 

A question was raised regarding the work order and we should have 
some kind of quantification. In the new Performance Appraisal Report, 
there is exactly a mention of what was said. I have given the format. It says 
that the Annual Work Plan will be worked out and then it will be reviewed 
after 6 months and the reporting officer and the reviewing authorities 
will give remarks on that as to whether you have been to carry out the 
marks on the based on whatever the work plan was designed and in the 
new system, out of 100 marks, they have given weightages. 40 per cent 
weightage is for the work plan; whether you have been able to achieve the 
work that was planned for you. 30 per cent is for your personal attributes 
and 30 per cent is for your functional efficiency. DOPT has done good 
work this time that they are trying to quantity your performance and 
then base their judgment on that. 

To close the session, I entirely agree on this issue that as civil servants, 
we have to be proud of ourselves. If we are not proud of ourselves, then 
things won’t improve. You have to improve yourself. In every service, 
there are certain deficiencies. There is no service which is absolutely 
perfect. Let us identify those deficiencies, try and improve upon them, 
build upon them and let us try and do an honest, upright and dedicated 
service to our country. Thank you very much. 

B D Gupta: I request Mr. Mahesh Kapoor to propose a vote of thanks.  

Vote of Thanks by Mahesh Kapoor

Thank you very much. Before I propose a Vote of Thanks, I request 
Mr. Prabhat Kumar to give a memento to each of the speakers of the 
evening on the dais today. 

On behalf of the IC Centre for Governance and the India International 
Centre, I am really happy that we had an excellent evening where the 
discussions went from the mistakes we made, the three Es of Ethos, Ethics 
and Equity, and competence, character, appraisals, the whole works. We 
went down and up the hill to cover a very wide range. We also had a 
young service officer fighting and saying that we are the best and still 
continue to remain the best. I can only say that it was an excellent evening 
and very informative one at that. I take this opportunity to thank all the 
speakers and specially the participants and the audience. Thank you 
very much.
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CHANGING ROLe Of CIVIL SeRVICeS

B D Gupta

A hearty welcome to all of you on behalf of India International Centre 
and IC Centre for Governance. The current lecture series is on Civil 
Services reforms. We had the first programme on 7th February when 
Shri P C Hota, Former Chairman, UPSC and Lieutenant General (Retd.) 
Surinder Nath, Former Chairman, UPSC besides Shri Alok Kumar, Joint 
Secretary, DOPT had shared their views. Today is the second lecture of 
the series on Changing Role of Civil Services in the present day scenario of 
the country. Today’s keynote speakers are Dr. Yogendra Narain, Former 
Secretary- General, Rajya Sabha and Shri B G Verghese, Senior journalist. 
Shri Syed Shahid Mahdi, Former Chancellor, Jamia Millia has kindly 
agreed to preside. Mr. M K Kaw will give his introductory remarks on 
the subject. All the dignitaries on the dais are quite well known to you. At 
least, for today’s audience, all of them are so familiar. But just to follow 
the format of the programme, please allow me to say a few words about 
each one of them. 

Dr. Yogendra Narain is a 1965 batch IAS officer. He has served in 
various districts, states and federal structures of governance. He has 
done a Ph.D. in Public Administration. He rose up to the level of Chief 
Secretary Uttar Pradesh. He was the founder-Chairman of the Greater 
NOIDA Industrial Development Authority and the founder-Chairman 
of the National Highways Authority of India. He later functioned as 
the Secretary-General, Rajya Sabha. He is also connected with INTAC. 
Shri B G Verghese is a very senior journalist. He started his career with 
Times of India and later became Editor of Hindustan Times from 1969 
to 1975 and then in Indian Express from 1982 to 1986. He also served 
Information Adviser to Prime Minister of India from 1966 to 1969.  He 
was honoured with the Ramon Magsaysay award in 1975.  He has also 
been associated with several NGOs in the field of media, education etc. 
He was also a member of the Editors Guild of India Fact Finding Mission 
in Gujarat in April 2002. He has written several books on varied subjects 
of public interest including his own autobiography First Draft: Witness 
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to Making of Modern India. Even today, he keeps on writing his columns 
in newspapers on a variety of subjects. 

Shri Syed Shahid Mahdi is an IAS officer of 1963 batch. He has the 
distinction of being an educationist, bureaucrat and a diplomat. He has 
been associated with Aligarh University, Jamia Millia University, Kumaon 
University, Nainital University. He has also served in UN bodies like FAO.  
Shri M K Kaw is of the 1964 batch IAS of Himachal Pradesh. He has held 
various positions in state and later at the centre rising up to the positions 
of Secretary, Aviation, Secretary, HRD. He is a very senior member of our 
core group. He is a prolific writer and a poet. His columns like Kaw Caw 
in NAAD magazine and Silly Point in Gfiles are very popular. His books 
Bureaucracy Gets Crazier and An Outsider Everywhere: Revelations By 
An Insider are very popular books. I would now request Mr. Mahdi to 
take the chair and initiate the proceedings.

Syed Shahid Mahdi

Thank you very much. I think it is a privilege to share the dais with 
distinguished persons like Mr. Verghese, Dr. Yogendra Narain and the 
in-house intellectual and satirist Kaw caw. Thank you. I don’t have much 
to say at this stage. Maybe, at the end of the proceedings, we might be 
having some remarks. The topic is a little intriguing to me because I 
think that there have been only two or three changes when we talk of the 
changing roles of Civil Services. The whole Civil Services started with 
East India Company I suppose. These posts were auctioned because they 
were supposed to come here and derive income and that is why it was 
auctioned. It was only Mr. Macaulay whom we blamed for lots of things 
but I think we should also be thankful for a few things who started in 1835 
or something like that. But I think that continued perhaps until 
independence but after independence, essentially, the role has been 
basically defined as transition from a colonial system to a democratic 
system. It will be very interesting to hear the speakers as to what kind 
of changing roles have been there and what kind of expectations now 
are there in their essentials. Of course, there will be lots of things in the 
details. I hope that at the end of these presentations, there will be some 
kind of a lively discussion from the floor. I invite Mr. Kaw to lead us to the 
subject.

M K Kaw

Mr. Chairman, dignitaries on the dais and friends, I am grateful for 
this opportunity to flag off the discussions on the changing role of civil 
services. The civil services as they exist today are as Mr. Mahdi said a 
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creation of our colonial masters. The British achievement was to convert 
a prosperous country which in the year 1700 AD commanded one-fifth 
of the global trade and one-fourth of the world’s GDP into the poorest 
nation on the earth to turn what had been a thriving granary into an 
area beset by starvation and famine and to transform a country having a 
gurukul in each of its villages into a nation of illiterate bumpkins. It is now 
generally conceded that the Industrial Revolution in Britain was funded 
by India’s enormous wealth that was plundered by our British masters. 
The Imperial Civil Service later known as the Indian Civil Service was the 
active instrument of repression. It was the steel frame which supported 
this stranglehold of the colonial regime. It devised the strategy by which 
the industry manufacturing cotton and silk fabrics was destroyed and 
conditions created for the invasion of the vast Indian market by the 
fabrics produced by the cotton mills of Lancashire. It was the active 
agent for implementing Macaulay’s infamous minute on education. But 
there was nothing evil about the ICS as such. The same ICS provided 
the leadership for the civil services in independent India. Together, they 
fatefully implemented the policies framed by the new political leadership. 
When Nehru plumped out the Soviet Economic Model, the bureaucracy 
created the vast infrastructure of the public sector and promoted a 
mixed economy. The role of the civil servants changed when the licence 
permit raj was introduced. Civil servants became the new Mughals and 
wielded enormous power and authority. This tyrannical regime led to a 
warped and twisted approach to development which brought us to the 
brink of bankruptcy. Internationally, the communist bubble burst with 
disintegration of the USSR and the promulgation of the Glasnost and 
Perestroika regimes. 

In 1991, we changed gear and decided to unshackle the private sector. 
Now the role of the civil servants changed once again. They became 
facilitators of private initiatives and regulators of economic activity. 
Suddenly, the Indian economy which was chugging along steadily at 
the Hindu rate of growth of 3 per cent for four decades accelerated to a 
respectable growth rate of more than 8 per cent. 

What major changes do we see in the role of the civil servants of the 
21st century? In my view, the following broad trends are discernible:

1. Today, corruption has become the number one issue in governance. 
Thus ethical aspects are likely to dominate all future discussions on 
how the Civil Services function. 

2. We must declare zero tolerance for corrupt practices. 

3. Recruitment procedures need to be modified so as to ensure that 
young people with the right mindset join the Services. 
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4. There should be frequent exposure to training programmes which 
embed an ethical streak in the psyche of all officers. 

5. There should be quinquennial reviews of performance and integrity 
and if adverse reports are recorded, there should be ruthless weeding 
out of corrupt officers. The present system, in which promotions are 
almost automatic, needs to be reviewed. Only the best should reach 
the top. 

Secondly, e-governance, information technology and all other 
elements of the third wave should become an integral part of governance 
procedures. All processes should be subjected to intensive reexamination 
so as to take advantage of the latest technology in order to convert as 
many as possible to online submission and disposal. Services should be 
provided by the government departments and agencies in accordance 
with the laid down schedule and it guarantees performance and adherence 
to time limits prescribed under the law. Grievance redressal should be 
monitored more effectively. 

Thirdly, there are any number of suggestions and recommendations 
by various commissions and committees in order to reduce the trust deficit 
in the performance of civil services. The courts have also intervened to lay 
down minimum tenures in a post, inhibit undue interference by higher 
authorities, and provide a protective cover for those who refuse to obey 
verbal, illegal or irregular orders and so on. There are suggestions by 
which the spinal cord of civil servants can be strengthened. 

The Right to Information Act which was sometimes criticised for 
creating a policy paralysis can be implemented with a positive frame of 
mind and be used as the basis for taking the right decisions or at least 
place the contrary views on record. 

The recent case of Ashok Khemka and Durga Shakti Nagpal provide 
pointers to the direction in which we have to move. The positive attitude 
shown by the print and electronic media towards honest officers is 
heartwarming. The interest exhibited by the service associations is 
encouraging. The route of public interest litigation especially in the two 
cases of Prakash Singh and TSR Subramanian appear to provide judicial 
succour. It seems to me that there is no cause for despair. The Civil 
Services will still attract the best talent of the country. In 2013, 3.18 lakh 
candidates appeared for the prelims. A compulsory paper on ethics and 
attitudes has been introduced by the UPSC for the first time. The Supreme 
Court has ordered that the postings and transfers should henceforth be 
recommended by the Civil Services Boards. Parliament has just passed 
a Lokpal Bill and the Whistleblower Bill. The present crop of officers is 
generating its own folklore. Everyday, we get to hear moving stories of 
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compassion and courage by members of all services. This gives us reason 
to hope and celebrate. 

At the end, I would like to emphasise two major points. (1) There 
should be a pruning of numbers. (2) The Civil Services should have a 
vision that colours all their actions and all encompassing vision that 
imbue their attitude to life, country and people and converts them into 
leaders with the passions of service, transparency and selflessness. Thank 
you very much. 

Syed Shahid Mahdi : Thank you Mr. Kaw for a very good overview 
on the subject. I now request Dr. Yogendra Narain to kindly take the 
floor. Thank you. 

Dr. Yogendra Narain : Thank you Mr. Chairman. Respected Mr. 
Verghese, Mr. Kaw, Mr. Mahdi and distinguished people in the audience, 
first of all, I would like to say that it is very nice that all the people sitting 
in the dais have been civil servants. Now you might be surprised why I 
am counting Mr. Verghese as a civil servant. I was going through his book 
First Draft and in page 83, I have marked it out where he says that he joined 
the government in February 1966 as a civil servant and he continued till 
1969 when somebody rightly said that he joined the Hindustan Times. 
So I presume that he understands the problems of the civil servants also. 

In analysing the changing role of civil servants in India, it is necessary 
to break up the history of civil services in the following four periods. 

(1)  The British period from 1600 to 1947. 

(2) The period in the interim government after gaining independence 
because we had an interim government from 1947 to 1950, before we 
adopted the constitution. 

(3) The period when elected governments came into power under the 
new constitution adopted in 1950 ending up to 1991. 

(4) The period from 1991 to the present day.  

I would like to take up the role played by the Civil Services in each of 
these periods. The British period from 1600 to 1947 – the concept of Civil 
Services can be historically conveniently traced most authentically from 
the British period starting from 1600 when the East India Company got its 
charter from the King of England to engage in trade in India. The period 
earlier to that which saw the rule of the Mughals, the Muslim period, the 
Gupta and the Mauryan kingdoms, the Buddhists in Vedic period and 
even Mohenjo-Daro and Harappan period do not indicate the existence 
of the concept of a Civil Service. Though there is a historical mention of 
how the taxes were calculated and collected by the servants of the state 
which was usually represented by the king whether elected or otherwise. 
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As the British set up training boards, we had the early green shoots 
of the Civil Services in the concept of factors. That is the persons who 
were responsible for the factories or storage sheds of the British traders. 
They were called factors. To distinguish them from the military services, 
these factors slowly evolved into a separate category of civil, that is, 
non-military servants. There was, however, no concept of a Civil Service 
as such. The concept of the Civil Service came into existence when the 
British parliament passed the first Civil Service Act in 1861. There was a 
Civil Service Act in 1861 which was passed for the first time. Even though 
the British under Gladstone had set up Civil Service Commission which 
Mr. Kaw talked about and Mr. Mahdi talked about, earlier there used to 
be not auction. In fact, it was the Directors of the East India Company 
were auctioned because they were paid money by people who wanted 
to enter the Civil Service at that time. Gladstone, the Prime Minister 
had set up a Civil Service Commission in 1854 to have an impartial and 
correct method, an impartial and independent method of recruiting civil 
servants. And this began conducting open competition for the Imperial 
Civil Service as it was then called. By this time, the political authority of 
the British had expanded in India. Clearly, the services of the best and the 
brightest were called for by the empire to maintain its territorial integrity 
and impose order. 

The Committee set up under Lord Macaulay to implement the 
Trevelyan- Northcote report which had recommended open recruitment 
for entrance to the civil service strongly stressed the concept of the 
generalist administrator, that is, an all-rounder. It also promoted the 
concept of ideal administrator as a gifted layman who moving from job 
to job was capable of taking a practical view of any problem irrespective 
of the subject matter on the basis of his knowledge and experience in 
the government. The generalist administrator should have received the 
best of the liberal and most efficient education of the first degree in Arts 
at Oxford or Cambridge according to Lord Macaulay. Together with 
Imperial Civil Services, a number of other central services were also set 
up from time to time to cater to the expanding role of the government. 
It is necessary to point out that the Civil Services did not consist of only 
the Imperial Civil Services. From the 1920s till the time of independence, 
the Civil Services of India stood classified as under: 

1. All India Services that is the ICS and the Indian Police as it was then 
called reporting to the Secretary of the State in UK;

2. The Central Civil Service reporting to the Viceroy in the central 
government;  

3. The Provincial Services reporting to the government of  the state; 

4. Subordinate Services. 
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The British ensured that the Imperial Civil Service became an elite 
service by ensuring that the members of the service filled all the important 
administrative positions of the government both at the state and at the 
centre. This tradition continues even now because all the states are 
required to fill up the cadre post only by the IAS officers, belonging to 
the IAS cadre. Under the British, the role of the Civil Services was both 
of policymaking as well as execution of policies. There were no elected 
ministers in the provinces till 1935 when an elected central legislature 
consisting both of officials as well as elected members came into existence 
as per the provisions of the Government of India Act 1921. The All India 
Services were under the Secretary of the State of India and their role as 
stated just now was to perpetuate the British rule. However, we must not 
forger that even under the British, the civil servants were working under 
a democratic regime and through the Secretary of the State for India were 
owing allegiance to the British constitution and the British parliament. 
The Indian affairs were routinely discussed in the British parliament and 
whether it was Robert Clive or Warren Hastings or General Dyer, they 
were punished under the British laws. The Indian Penal Code, the Indian 
Evidence Act and the Criminal Procedure Code were introduced in India 
during the British rule and the civil servants had to act in conformity with 
those Acts. Their role had to conform to the provisions as given in these 
three Acts. The ICS officers were supposed to look after the welfare of 
the people and they adopted the ‘mai-baap’ approach as it as called. For 
the rural areas, they prepared the Famine Code and the Indian Revenue 
Act. For the entire country, they established the Rule of Law, constructed 
railway lines and telegraphs, abolished customs like Sati etc. The only 
people they vigorously suppressed and which we did not like were the 
freedom fighters. Here too, they could be dragged to the courts for illegal 
detention. 

The Civil Services as developed by the British was mainly to support 
the British rule. It did bring a measure of order and peace if not prosperity 
to the areas where anarchy had long held sway and we should not forget 
that. It possessed strength and efficiency. A close well-knit administrative 
service designed to maintain the stability and continuity of the British 
power, identified the interest of the Indians with those of England 
completely. Primarily devised for maintenance of law and order and 
collection of revenue, the civil servants who ran the system were not 
responsible to the people or whom they ruled and that is why Mr. Kaw 
said, they also saw to it that the Indian economy got destroyed to benefit 
the British economy. The system of administration was paternalistic, 
regulatory and rigid. It did not reach the grassroots nor was oriented 
to improving the life of the common man. It did not come to grips with 
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the political, economic, social problems of the masses. It was status-quo 
oriented and not development-oriented. 

We next come to the second period which I mentioned where the role 
of the civil servants was very important. This is the period of the interim 
government which was formed after gaining independence in 1947 
under the Government of India Act 1947 and this interim government 
continued from 1947 to 1950. There was no constitution but there was an 
interim government and the elected central legislature functioned as the 
Constituent Assembly when it was drafting the constitution and when 
it was drafting laws for the country, it acted as a central legislative body. 
That is how it was. 

The interim government came into existence under the Government 
of India Act 1947. Post 1947, the role of the civil services did not change. 
Together with the elected ministers, they continued to influence 
policymaking as well as administer the execution of those policies. The 
only difference was that under the British rule, there was no intimate 
coordination with the elected representatives who sat in London because 
all their MPs were sitting in London and not in India. While after 1947, 
the elected ministers and the civil servants were working clearly together. 
In the field, the role of the district magistrate vis-à-vis the people did not 
change. He continued to play the role of ‘mai-baap’ and continued to 
command respect. This was governance, maintenance of law and order, 
public peace, administration of justice impartially without fear and favour. 

Partition that followed independence brought an exodus of refugees 
in very large numbers. That was an experience unheard of in those times. 
This happened when more than half of the senior officers of the ICS 
who were British had already left the country. However, the truncated 
civil service rose to the occasion and came forward to meet the situation 
with courage, endurance and imaginative efforts. They looked after 
the relief and rehabilitation of the refugees, administered the rationing 
system which became necessary due to the shortages in the post-war 
environment. It was mainly due to the remarkable performances of the 
Civil Services in that period that the country remained united and was 
saved from catastrophe. Thereafter followed the migration of population, 
intermittent violence and the integration of the princely states was carried 
out in this time from 1947 to 1950 with famous civil servants like Mr. 
V P Menon etc. Integration of the tribal people into the mainstream of 
national life and the problem of the northeast states, resources were scarce 
and problems aplenty. In the life of a nation, particularly a developing 
country like India with centuries of tradition, a colonial past and a complex 
social structure, the very fact that there was continuity and stability with 
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democracy surviving in spite of several shocks and upheavals is because 
the Civil Services assiduously carried out its remedial tasks laid down 
by the government. This period and that is why, I have separated this 
from the other, this period in my opinion was the grandest period for the 
Civil Services with an immature and yet to stabilize governments at the 
centre and the states. The Civil Services worked hard to keep the nation 
intact. This period also witnessed the first Indo-Pak Kashmir War and 
our success in integrating Kashmir within India and more than the 500 
princely states was a very commendable effort. 

Then we come to the third period which I call and this is the period 
when elected governments came into power under the new constitution 
adopted in 1950 ending up to 1991. This is the third period that I would 
like to speak about. As you are all aware, the Constitution of India was 
adopted on 26th January, 1950. As far as the Civil Services were concerned, 
there were three important decisions which were taken and which 
determined their role in this period. First of all, development goals were 
redefined under the rubric of the welfare state. Secondly, the scheme of 
the All India Services was made a part of the constitution. Thirdly, the 
allocation of business rules was notified by the President of India. I give 
much importance to this allocation of business rules because then that 
determined the nature of relationship between the political masters and 
the civil servants. Because as you know, under the constitution, all the 
executive power of the state is vested in the President as far as the centre 
is concerned and in the governors as far as the states are concerned. 

And the President then under the transactions of business rules 
and allocation of business rules which minister would look after which 
work and which department and then it is the minister; here, it is a very 
critical point. The minister allocates delegates work further down to the 
secretaries and joint secretaries etc. The minister was made completely in 
charge of the department he was running and the secretary’s role only was 
to ensure that the work of the ministry went on under the transaction of 
the business rules which actually meant that if there was a file involving 
or case involving financial matters, it must go to the finance department 
for concurrence. If it involved legal disputes, it must go to the legal 
department for advice. So the secretary’s role was confined to that. 

The entire power was vested with the ministers and they delegated 
the work further down. So that was the allocation of business rules. 
As far as the development goals in India were concerned, they were 
derived from the Directive Principles of the State Policy as enshrined in 
the Indian Constitution. These Directive Principles and the Preamble to 
the Constitution maybe said to have defined the future role of the civil 
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servants in India. The major thrust of these Directive Principles of State 
Policy was the state shall strive to promote the welfare of the people by 
serving and protecting as effectively as it may, a special order in which 
justice, social, economic and political shall inform all the institutions of 
the national life. 

Consequently, the Civil Services were required to discharge a 
wide range of developmental responsibilities under the programme of 
planned development of the country. In the initial years, the role of the 
civil servants was to guide India’s planned development, to build up by 
democratic means a rapidly expanding and technologically progressive 
economy and a social order based on equality and justice. That became 
the role of the civil servants. During this period, the first Five-Year Plan 
came up and an institutional structure for integrated rural development 
thought community development blocks started in 1952. The main 
function of the Civil Services at that time was to ensure that through the 
development blocks, scientific and technical knowledge in agriculture 
and animal husbandry and rural industry was passed on to the villages. 
Establishment of the National Extension Programme was the first reform 
since independence for decentralized development and this had to be 
carried out by the Civil Services. 

The second Five-Year Plan stressed the need for creating within 
each district, a well-organized democratic structure of administration in 
which the village panchayat would be organically linked with popular 
organizations at the high level. The civil servants were not used to a 
democratic organization at the rural levels at all. But this was a thrust 
put in by the masters and their role became to see that this system 
of decentralized administration and a democratic administration 
was sustained. There was a proliferation of officials at various levels. 
The district collector, the district development officers and the block 
development officers became the key officers to coordinate the activities 
of different development officers at the district and block level. The Civil 
Services was expected to ensure that the basic goals of development as 
laid down in the Five-Year Plans were achieved. The basic objectives 
were to improve economic conditions of the weaker sections, increasing 
employment opportunities and providing basic needs to the people like 
clean drinking water, provision of basic medical and health services, 
spread of primary education, linking of villages with all weather roads 
etc. Successive plans which followed had the emphasis on food self-
sufficiency and industrialization. And here, I must also tell you that this 
is the period which saw the maximum proliferation of the Civil Services. 
At the time of independence in 1947, we had 933 ICS officers. Now we 
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have 4500 IAS officers to fulfill these roles which the government took out 
for them. However, because of the shortage of resources and to ensure 
the establishment of industries in backward areas, the licensing raj also 
emerged. Civil servants and the industrialists got together and that is 
when what we call crony capitalism also developed. The politicians also 
gave a call for committed bureaucrats. When emergency was promulgated 
in 1975, the civil servants were also forced to follow illegal orders. That 
was the weakest hour for the Civil Services in India ever.

However, as far as the other aspects of developments were concerned, 
the civil servants during this period both in the Planning Commission 
as well as in the ministries evolved and formulated several programmes 
for eradication of rural poverty. For example, Drought-Prone Area 
Programme (DPAP); Small Farmers’ Development Agency (SFDA), 
Intensive Agriculture Area Programme (IAAP) and they saw to it that 
rural development got a big thrust because that was the mandate given to 
them by their political masters. The administration of these multifarious 
development programmes, efficiently and economically became the main 
concern of the senior civil servants. Public administration became an 
instrument of social change. The civil servants were expected to have the 
capacity to forecast project and understanding the direction and the tempo 
of major or significant changes in the political and social environment, 
to plan for necessary or desirable changes, to adopt itself to changes 
demanded or planned by the political system and to innovate on its own.

It is a nice piece written by Lord Fulton at that time in UK. Lord Fulton 
stated that it is not enough for a modern civil service to maintain status 
quo. It must innovate and to innovate, it must have a radar system. For 
scanning the future, it must be deeply involved in the social, economic, 
scientific and technological changes in the society around it. It must 
identify sufficiently in advance the major problems likely to arise in the 
future and must work on them so that the political decision when taken 
might be as reasonable as possible. Though the primary responsibility 
for policymaking will rest with political system, it is the bureaucracy as 
the expert group which is expected to provide the technical know-how 
and wherewithal to the political masters and thus provide the real basis 
for policymaking. 

Under the constitution, there was another important role which the 
civil services played. What happened as the commentator is saying, ‘to 
ensure an effective role for the central government in the administration 
of the country, one of the factors considered necessary was to have some 
acceptable and durable link between the state and central administration. 
After consultation with the states, the scheme of All India Services 
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was accordingly made a part of the new constitution. And this came, 
I still think, in a very dubious way because our home minister Sardar 
Vallabhbhai Patel suddenly said when the matter of the continuation of 
the Civil Services, IAS was being considered that he had held a meeting 
with the state chief ministers and they had agreed on the scheme of All 
India Services. There is nothing in writing on this and on this basis, it 
became a part of the constitution and the creation of All India Services 
was presumed to be acceptable both to the centre and the states. But 
if you study the history of the Civil Services, you don’t find that exact 
consensus when it emerged and how it emerged. 

The role of the All India Services was to provide a very strong uniting 
link between the centre and the states in the day to day administration 
of the country as these are common between the centre and the states. 
The Civil Services provide uniform standards of administration from 
Kashmir to Kanyakumari and from Gujarat to West Bengal. The Services 
maintained close agricultural links between the centre and the states on 
a day to day basis. They ensured a coordinated and a balanced socio-
economic development of all the regions of the country as visualized 
in the constitution. They helped to minimize the centre-state tensions 
or points of friction. The Civil Services have played an effective role of 
making the federal polity, a truly cooperative federation of the centre 
and the states. The role of the services was to bring the knowledge of the 
field to the centre and to bring to the state governments, the policies and 
methods of the central government. 

The role of the Civil Services has been of vital importance for the 
smooth transaction of the day to day government business at the centre 
and the states. This is also because of a spirit of camaraderie amongst 
the holders of the highest level posts in the states and under the central 
government. As I mentioned, all the cadre posts, the top posts in the 
states are also held by the top civil servants. Many issues of governance 
usually get amicably settled without assuming political dimensions or 
becoming matters of bitter dispute between the centre and the state. The 
civil servants are usually able to arrive at pragmatic solutions at their own 
levels within the politically approved frameworks. Political prejudices 
of one kind or the other do not come in the way of understanding the 
viewpoints and legitimate interests of the states. The Sarkaria Commission 
in Para 8.7 of its report said that, ‘We are convinced that these services are 
as was necessary today as they were when the constitution was framed 
and continue to be one of the premier institutions for maintaining the 
unity of the country’. Undoubtedly, the members of the Civil Services 
have shown themselves capable of delivering the roles that the framework 
of the constitution envisaged for them. 
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And then we come to the last period which is from 1991 to the 
present day. This period witnessed the opening up of the economy. 
Liberalization saw the end of several regulations and the civil servants 
were now expected to positively promote growth with the help of the 
private sector. The Indian economy opened up to globalization and the 
civil servants were expected to play a leading role in international forums. 
The use of technology and e-governance was encouraged. Delivery of 
services was emphasized upon. Public servants today are at the helm of 
complex challenges of administration in critical sectors like education, 
health cover, transportation, land management, infrastructure, skill 
promotion, employment generation, rural development and what not. All 
these are intricate issues which call for domain expertise, long experience 
in the sector and deep insights into the social and economic realities 
besides qualities of leadership and the capacity to manage and respond 
to change. Even within the country, the civil servants have to face the 
new challenges of terrorism and Maoism. With more than 200 districts 
out of the 630 districts in India being affected by this menace, the district 
officer has to take up the leadership role both in development activities in 
these areas as well as to sit with the police to work out strategies to curb 
the menace. Further, the civil servants conduct and decision-making is 
also now subject to intensive examination by institutions like the Central 
Vigilance Commission and the CAG. In some cases, the judiciary has also 
started conducting the investigations under its own supervision. The civil 
servants are operating today in an atmosphere of distrust. The media is 
also playing a very active role and is ready to highlight any mistake or 
delinquent action by the civil servants. This was not so in the past.

And that is where, lastly, we come to the importance of ethics 
after which I will close. Administrative ethics today is as important as 
political ethics. If you see the evolution of governance, firstly, it is merely 
governance which means ensuring peace, law and order. Then the second 
is good governance where the emphasis is on the welfare state, on seeing 
that the services are delivered properly to the clients, that is, the citizens, 
and the third stage is what I call ethical governance because people are 
not only satisfied with governance or good governance. They want ethical 
governance. Even this new party which came into power in Delhi came 
on this platform of providing ethical governance. This becomes very 
important in today’s atmosphere. 

How quickly one can fall from the high pedestal of ethics is best 
reflected in the words of an ICS officer, R C Noronha, who was the Chief 
Secretary of Madhya Pradesh. He said, ‘when the politicians speak of 
democracy, they have in mind the greatest goal of the greatest number 
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of his supporters. Public spiritedness refers to that section of the public 
which had voted for him. Dedication means dedication to himself’. Ethical 
non-accountability and insensitiveness has become all pervading in 
India in the recent years. And as I see it, there is an ethical deficit in the 
role the public servants play today. The prevailing political culture and 
weak moral leadership has also decayed so much that it has encouraged 
the breakdown of basic values and yet the civil servant has to keep on 
playing his role in an atmosphere with pragmatic solutions. We must store 
pragmatic ethical values so that people in all professions act morally and 
ethically. Thank you very much. 

Shahid Mahdi : Thank you Dr. Yogendra Narain for such a 
comprehensive coverage of the subject – its historical evolution, the 
transition and some hints about the challenges of Civil Services. We are 
not using the first Civil Service in its dictionary meaning; perhaps we are 
using it as a proper noun. Because the common man has interface with 
all kinds of other services and even for the central services, perhaps you 
are not included there because there also, there is so much interface with 
the government. Maybe, because all the three of us belong to the All India 
Services, we have focused on that. But there is a whole segment both 
at the central level, the permission level and other paths. I don’t know 
whether our discussion should include that because many of them are 
there at the cutting edge of those people. I agree that if the senior civil 
service is playing its role, then it filters down to a great extent to other 
services also. While we are discussing it, I don’t know if Mr. Verghese 
is going to cover the other dimensions of Civil Service or not but I think 
that in any such discussion, perhaps we will have to bring in those other 
segments also with which there is constant interaction between the people 
and those services. 

I now request Mr. B G Verghese to give his words of wisdom on the 
changing role of Civil Service. Thank you.

B G Verghese

Thank you. I must first disavow any pretensions or any ambitions 
to be a civil servant. I was not one. I was in the government. I was an 
interloper; a freelance journalist in government. Having been appointed, 
this is the First Information Adviser that the government had appointed in 
Mrs. Gandhi’s time and they did not know what the job entailed and when 
I asked Mrs. Gandhi, she said whatever you do will define your job. But 
I soon discovered that what they wanted was a propagandist and not an 
Information Adviser. So I was a freelance journalist and I had enormous 
license to do things. Being in government, I took official leave and spent 
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five weeks with Jayaprakash Narayan in Bihar unprecedented, unheard 
of and said that I am the eyes and ears of the government to report back 
on very confused reports coming in as to what was happening. There 
was a total confusion about the northeast which was governed by the 
home ministry, external affairs ministry and the defence ministry. There 
were three contradictory views about what was happening, what should 
be done and so on and so forth. I said why don’t I go down and make a 
coherent report about what northeast is about and what should be done. 
And I took five weeks and did that. I also did things which had nothing 
to do with the government but as a freelance journalist, it was highly 
educative from my point of view and I am not sure what happened. 

I used to do things like part of civil service, Parkinson’s Law had just 
been published, Northcote Parkinson and Parkinson’s laws and they were 
still very new. I cut out the original reports from the British newspapers 
and circulated them. This was the first intimation that the people in the 
government had about Parkinson’s Law; very pertinent aspect of the Civil 
Service. That is, work multiplies to fill the time available for its doing 
and the more people you have, the less each one does and so on. Very, 
very fundamental principles which are true. Expense your expanse to 
meet whatever the budget is and so on. That was the kind of thing I was 
doing. I wasn’t a civil servant but I enjoyed my tenure there. I had great 
friends before and since as a professional journalist with the Civil Service. 

I define Civil Service not merely as the IAS or the other All India cadres 
but anyone who is serving the government and is a servant of the public. 
It includes the police, the BDO and everybody upwards. These are only 
gradations. It was the old India services, superior services and the inferior 
services and so on and so forth. The point is that we moved. A reference 
was made to Sardar Patel, the idea prior to independence or at the time 
of independence was that the Civil Service, the IAS and police and so on 
were really handmaidens of the Raj. Therefore, now that independence 
was won, the British had gone, these people must be removed. It was 
Sardar Patel who said no. This steel frame, they were very patriotic people 
and they rendered very valuable service and without them, the nation 
will not hold. And I think that was the way this decision came to be made 
and I think it was a very right decision because those members of the 
Indian Civil Service of different cadres who were there – the engineers, 
the doctors, those in education service and everybody else did yeoman 
service and without them, they knew that the administration would not 
have been able to function because they were all absolutely new to the 
administration. So the steel frame continued. But its role changed from 
being that of taking care primarily of law and order to one of development 
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and its purpose was to implement the constitution. To put it in simple 
terms, the preamble to the constitution which was the heart and soul of the 
constitution – development, justice and fraternity. This was the new role 
that it had and it had to be, to some extent, trained to think on different 
lines. This didn’t entirely happen. Though some of it was introduced later, 
gradually in the academy in Mussoorie and other training institutions, 
that your job was to be of a civil servant, that is not the arrogant boss but 
to be a servant; that is the servant of the people and not the master of the 
people. The government under the constitution was now to move from 
top down to bottom up with the Civil Service helping to facilitate that 
whole process. That is what happened. 

But even later, about 30 years later, in the 1980s I remember, former 
just retired Cabinet Secretary, Nirmal Mukarji, the last ICS Cabinet 
Secretary or the officer that we had in service, spoke at the Mussoorie 
Academy and at the Centre for Policy Research where I am which by then 
I had joined and raised the question, should the IAS top be abolished. Why 
should we have it? What is this All India Service? We are a vast continent 
and there are myriads of problems with different regional, cultural, 
historical and other backgrounds. The states are there with their federal 
powers and we are talking about Panchayati Raj, why should there be 
Civil Service or IAS as the top boss. These questions have persisted and 
I think it was right and wise to keep that though the changing form of 
the Civil Service is something we need to keep track of. It can’t be what 
it was because India is changing. 

Take one very simple example. We are urbanizing very fast and in 
another 20 or 30 years or less than that, we will be majorly an urban 
society. Now there is no semblance of urban government in India at all. 
As it is, 400 million people or more are in urban areas. This is the most 
explosive tinderboxes that we have. There are really refugee camps. We 
don’t have a job in the village. If you are oppressed by castes or whatever 
it is, you look for new opportunities. If there is no land, you come to the 
city. This was the doctrine. What is the governance there? There is no 
semblance of governance. It is not clear as to what kind of governance 
we need. And these are large, large agglomerations. We are talking about 
Delhi, about 17-18 million, Greater Bombay, Chennai, Kolkata, Bangalore 
and so on. These are large, large chunks which have interrelationships 
with the rural area but call for the kind of governance about which we 
have not given adequate thought and very little training and yet, this is 
going to be the critical thing in terms of governance in the future.   

Even something like the Panchayati Raj for instance, we have got 
that; 73rd Amendment. 74th Amendment was the urban counterpart of 
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the Nagarpalikas and so on and so forth. Now you have Panchayati Raj 
coming under the Ministry of Panchayat and you have the Nagarpalikas 
coming under the Ministry of Urban Affairs and never the twain shall 
meet. Though the city depends on the rural areas for its water supply, 
milk, vegetables and the rural hinterland depends on the urban centre 
for various services. But the link is not there. We haven’t really thought 
adequately or sensibly about governance in futuristic terms. And 
governance as other things train slowly. Therefore, you can’t have instant 
changes like instant coffee. You must plan for this, train people for it. 
Change the mentality of people. Change the relationships between the 
various players and this takes time. We simply have not done that. Our 
thinking about the Civil Service is lacking in many respects. It is good as 
far as it goes but not good enough. 

What kind of Civil Service did you want? I mentioned Parkinson’s 
Law and a reference was made by Dr. Yogendra Narain and maybe by 
Mr. Kaw to the proliferation of officers. There are over 100 secretaries 
to the government. I don’t know how many ministries or departments 
there are; maybe about 70. There are others who hold secretary’s rank in 
various other capacities. Now is this really necessary? This proliferation 
of ministries and responsibilities has been the ruination of sensible 
government. Take something like energy. Energy is looked after by five 
ministries: Ministry of Power, Ministry of Coal, Ministry of Oil and Natural 
Gas, Ministry of Renewable Energy, the Planning Commission comes in 
and the Ministry of Water Resources because all the civil engineering 
for power, hydro comes there. You have Ministry of Environment for 
clearance. But you have conflicts of interests, no agreements, turf wars 
which make for non-governance. We tolerate that and go along with that. 
I think this is absolute mess. 

We also have Balkanized. Take in the states, food. In UP, you have a 
minister for cane. I think it is probably still there. Somebody for irrigation, 
somebody for animal husbandry and somebody else for fisheries and 
somebody for wheat and rice and those kinds of things. How do you 
function? You can’t function. There is a built-in inefficiency. It is creating 
jobs for the boys and there are turf problems. And sometimes things fall 
between the cracks because if you want to go for mixed farming, who 
looks after it? It falls between two or three departments. The structure 
of governance is something we haven’t applied our mind to and it is no 
use talking about having competitive examination. We do get the cream 
of our youth joining the Civil Service, though corporate world and other 
areas are very attractive and offer great opportunities and people are more 
attracted there but unless we have a proper structure of government, the 
civil servant with the best thing in the world is not going to function. 
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Then you have the ‘Yes Minister’ syndrome, Sir Humphrey Appleby 
who says Yes Minister and does his own thing and leads the minister by 
the nose. This happens quite a lot of the time but you have the opposite 
syndrome also of not just ‘Yes Minister’ but ‘Jee Huzoor’ (th gqtwj). The 
Secretary is an independent functionary. The minister is independent of 
the secretary. He is the government. Unless he signs the paper, or he signs 
the treaty, it is a piece of paper. The secretary has to sign; the minister’s 
signature is of lesser value. The minister is the boss but the secretary’s 
signature is what makes the government run. Yet, if he becomes a (th gqtwj)
person, then it is hopeless. Now this has happened both ways. This is 
because ministers have pressurized civil servants. Nowhere is this more 
apparent than in the police. In some cases, the civil servant has willingly 
surrendered his or her powers  to the boss either out of fear or out of 
seeking favours and this I think is again something very destructive of 
the moral and legal fibre of the Service. 

As I said, take the police. Police reforms have not come about because 
the police have now become an instrument and that is part of the Civil 
Service. Police is an integral part of the Civil Service. It has become the 
handmaiden of all governments and there is a cozy relationship between 
all the parties because you know you criticize this government but you 
hope to get in there next week and you do exactly the same thing. And 
you want to use the police, the CBI and the intelligence services and so 
on to do your dealing, to fix the other guy and protect your own people. 
Therefore, there is a singular unwillingness to have police reforms.

All the political parties are in it. Now many, they are honourable and 
I know many of them personally; they are fine officers and good friends 
over the years who are outraged by this and have stood up against it and 
have been persecuted and even prosecuted for it but many of them have 
gone along with this thing. The governments have carried on with this 
and therefore, police reforms have not happened. It does not happen. 
Even the Aam Aadmi Party, the party with a difference etc. which wanted 
to tackle corruption wanted to give illegal orders to the police which 
rightly stood up and said no. There is a due process which you must 
follow. But they did not file an ordinary challan in the Thana next day to 
do what they wanted to be done illegally the previous midnight. I do not 
recall any member of the Aam Aadmi Party from Kejriwal downwards 
who ever mentioned the word ‘police reforms’. You are in charge of the 
state and maybe, you are not fully in charge of the police because there 
is some kind of a division between the central government and the state 
government which is an anomalous kind of a position which needs to be 
cured and everyone has always mentioned that but that being so, there is 
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nothing to prevent them from saying that they need police reforms here 
and set this up. It was not done. Therefore, all the babble that goes on, to 
my mind, is secondary. Essential issues have been lost sight of. 

This has also led to dilatory procedures and loss of accountability. The 
Right to Information Act has brought about an element of transparency 
which is important and which has generated some pressures internally 
for things to move and for things to be more open. But at the same time, 
accountability is lacking because you have things like the single directive. 
On the one hand, you have civil servants who are not willing to stick 
their necks out. I should have thought the secretary to the government 
who finds himself being dictated to in corrupt terms by his minister will 
more than write a personal letter. Very few have resigned. Why not? I am 
told that the Secretary to the government can resign and retire with full 
pensionary benefits. I may be wrong but I believe that is the impression 
I certainly have. Why don’t they do that? We had recently a tiff between 
a former home secretary in very powerful and important position and 
his minister about interference in police appointments and so on and 
so forth. What happened? Nothing. Why should that happen? What 
signal does that send all the way down? There is no accountability. I had 
spoken to the Prime Minister about why have this single directive which 
means that you cannot prosecute an officer against whom, corruption 
charges have been made unless you get the permission, I believe, from 
an officer of joint secretary and above, unless you get the permission of 
the government and similarly the state. Why should that be so and the 
answer was that you don’t know the pressures that are there on the civil 
servants. Of course, there are but the answer to that is make punishment 
for a forced accusation so condign, so swift that by the third time someone 
is hung, drawn and quarted, you will not have anyone dare do that in a 
hurry. But you don’t do it. In all these matters, I say that far greater than 
any legal or constitutional authority, is moral authority. If you lack moral 
authority, you may be dressed with all the powers of the constitutional 
authority but it means nothing because it will not be respected. I think 
that is important. 

The other is this question about the way our systems work. We talk 
of reforms of various kinds and we need those reforms: police reforms, 
insurance, labour and everything else; true but we need systemic reforms. 
We cling to procedures. Hundred people must sign a piece of paper 
before it becomes a law. Why is this necessary? Wholly unnecessary; it 
is a complete waste of time. In this day and age of the cell phone and 
of the telephone and email, why do you have to send letters? So and so 
minister or secretary has written to so and so. How long does that take? 
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The babu does something, then it has to be corrected three times and the 
stamps will be licked by somebody else and somebody has to take it. This 
whole ridiculous process takes a week or a month. Then it goes and the 
same thing in reverse happens at the other end. A simple communication 
is totally lacking within the government. This is not governance; it is a 
tamasha. I speak in very strong terms and harsh terms because one sees 
this happening all around one and it is accepted as a system because no 
one wants to change these things. They have been hallowed by time and 
so forth. 

The other is if you look right from the early days to the present times, 
CAG reports and others, what are we looking for? We are looking for 
whether procedures were followed and not whether the end result was 
good. And as the Prime Minister rightly said on one occasion about these 
scams, wisdom in hindsight is a good thing. You learn from that but we 
did not have the benefit of hindsight. So don’t equate an honest mistake, 
an error of judgment with corruption. That is what we have done. And 
everyone who is alleged to be corrupt by the media which has played 
an absolutely mischievous role in all of this, is stated to be corrupt and 
the whole due process is subverted at the very start. The media is today, 
I call, is not the fourth state as it was, it is the first state. It is by far the 
most powerful organ of governments anywhere in the world not because 
of anything else but because of the communications revolution and the 
social media. I have got this and when I call someone or say something, 
it goes around the world in 15 seconds flat after which the chief of army 
staff, the head of RAW or the head of intelligence, the Prime Minister, 
the chief minister ask what the matter is and ask them to find out what 
is happening and they are terrified of this. 

Therefore, the other thing about our governance is, our motto is 
Satyameva Jayate but we don’t believe in passing the information. We 
have the most antediluvian laws of classification. Even under law, files 
after 30 years, now reduced after great reforms to 25 years, had to be 
made open to the public or put in the archives. This does not happen. 
And once they go to the archives, they are further classified internally 
and something like Jawaharlal Nehru’s private papers are not available. 
They are in private hands and private holdings. Some people have 
access and others don’t. This classification policy is one thing and there 
is no communication policy. The government’s communication policy 
is appalling. I think it is completely nonsensical to have this new system 
of everything going to a group of ministers. There are about 70 groups 
of ministers and some ministers sharing up to 20 and 30 of them. I don’t 
know what they do apart from drinking tea. Very little result comes out of 
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this. You also have a group of ministers down responsible for information. 
You have Mr. Chidambaram one day and Mr. Kapil Sibal another day 
appearing before the press. It is like the war is on. General headquarters, 
army headquarters, South Block is emptied out. The chief is somewhere in 
Kupwara on the firing line, the vice-chief is somewhere in another firing 
line and on the first bullet, they will dread who runs the war. No one. it 
is the most absurd communication structure that we have and nobody 
is on the same page. With the result that every time something happens, 
there is a communication disaster. Tell me what this has got to do with the 
Civil Service and with government. I think everything. Unless we are on 
the same page and sing to the same tune and can coordinate, government 
fails and this is what is happening constantly. 

Then there is a feeling that government knows best. Take for 
instance, Prasar Bharti by Act, by statute, everyone there has to be a 
government servant or a former government. Why? It is a professional 
organization. Why should you have government servants? By all 
means, have government servants. But the Director (Personnel), the 
CEO, Director (Finance) must all be ex-government. Why should that be 
so? And the result is when you have the government, if you don’t like 
them, Mr. Quraishi who distinguished himself before and also later as 
Election Commissioner was moved out without the notice of the board 
or anything else on the ground that and also it seemed that no one was 
informed including the chairman. We read about it in the newspapers that 
something would happen, that India might disappear or the government 
would fall unless Mr. Quraishi was repatriated to his parents cadre in 
Haryana being an IAS officer. And we asked why. Why he should go? No 
one had any answer. But once he was moved, it was said that it had been 
cleared by the Prime Minister, Deputy Prime Minister and when we asked 
why, there was no answer and finally, Mr. Quraishi was twiddling his 
thumbs for several weeks before he got a posting as Additional Secretary 
(Steel). The whole thing is absurd. 

Take for instance, the I&B Ministry. What does the I&B Ministry 
do? It is the least informed ministry in government. It simply does 
not know what is going on. What does it do? Why does it have to run 
information? Managing information is a form of censorship in itself. Leave 
the ministries to deal with information. Advertising, DAVP should be a 
separate corporate entity. The Publication Division should be a separate 
corporate entity. Films Division should be another corporate entity. 
Broadcasting should be another corporate entity. Why do you want an 
I&B Ministry? It is the fifth wheel in the coach. This happens all over 
the place. Why do you need the secretary to the government to be on 
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the board of Air India and half a dozen government servants which has 
completely ruined that institution? Free rides for the boys and holidays. 
That is what it has been. It is an absolutely deplorable story. This goes 
on and on and on. 

I have wandered from the main theme but what I really want to 
say is we have got to think through what governance is all about. What 
kind of person do you want? From the generalists, we now need high 
degree of specialization. We have someone grudgingly but we need 
much more lateral entry and send people out from the government to 
the private sector and other sectors and being people from there into 
government for a period of time so that there is cross-fertilization of 
ideas and also an induction of expertise. Now we have great expansion 
in several departments but take the Ministry of External Affairs. In terms 
of numbers, we are very weak on the ground. Now when you go to 
negotiate that whether it is the old GATT or new WTO or anything else or 
climate change, there are so many scientific, technical and administrative 
subtleties and legal subtleties that you need hundreds of people with 
different domain specialization to tackle with that problem. We simply 
don’t have that. We are running a foreign service that is not up to the job. 
I am wandering a bit but it reminds me of a good book that Muchkund 
Dubey, Former Foreign Secretary wrote about his experiences. And he 
made a point that after a point of time, because of the whole business 
of Annual Confidential Reports and playing favorites and going for the 
best, the nicest posts, the plum posts where you have a comfortable time 
or a convenient time and this is the foreign secretary speaking, when he 
was the foreign secretary, the kind of reporting you got from the field 
was what the Ambassador or his staff thought the government wanted 
to hear and not what the Ambassador thought they should hear about 
what was going on there. Now that is a very serious charge. But in part, 
it is true.  

There is a very fine book by Javed Chaudhry, Civil Servant, who 
retired as health minister. He was earlier in charge of Enforcement 
Directorate and so on. He was a Gujarat cadre officer. He writes about 
the tremendous infighting and maneuvering there used to be to get the 
post of Enforcement Directorate because you held the lies and honour 
and reputation of the people in the palm of your hand. And that was  a 
negotiable instrument apparently. 

These are the reflections of civil Servants which come from the inside 
and come out of a realization that there is a lot of good that is happening. 
I don’t want to suggest that everything in the government is wrong and 
they are all corrupt and are thieves. Not at all. You have extraordinarily 
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fine and dedicated people, younger as well as older. But we also have a 
lot of rot which we cover up. This is something we need to take care of. 

Specialization – in the IAS, earlier you had commerce, finance pool. 
You had the political service people hived of for the frontier regions and so 
on and so forth. You had the judicial bronze and so on. We have lost that 
to some extent. That should not be there but we do need special talents 
and skills and different kind of administration for our Fifth and Sixth 
schedule area, for the northeastern regions, for our mountain regions near 
the border where you can’t have the kind of administration you have in 
Delhi. We had the Indian Frontier Administrative Service at one time for 
the northeast and also in other border areas, in the Andamans and so on. 
It worked very well. And then it was wound up on the ground that these 
were small cadre limited promotional avenues. But look at the Fifth and 
Sixth Schedule areas, the northeast or some of these mountain areas, in 
the far-flung areas of the border regions of Himachal and Uttarakhand 
and so on. They are punishment stations, a large number of vacancies. 
People don’t want to serve there because it is difficult. So you need a 
different kind of an administrator who likes the open air life. You need 
a different kind of administration. The Indian Frontier Administrative 
Service (NIFA) as it was when it was first started, you had a single hand 
administration. The political officer was the district officer and all the 
powers of the government were in his hands. All the district level officials 
reported to him. His word was law and his word was honoured by the 
people at the secretariat. People did not have to run around and in those 
tribal areas, people can’t write and don’t know the law and legal niceties. 
It was all oral transactions. The word must be honoured and you must 
accept the word of the other fellow. That system needs to be there in our 
Fifth and Sixth Schedule areas. We talk about the Naxal areas having the 
most difficult internal security problem that the country faces but what 
have we done about it? There is no understanding of what the Naxal 
issue is about. The Fifth Schedule which is a part of the constitution 
has been torn up and thrown out of the waste paper basket with no one 
bothering about this constitutional atrocity. Even the Supreme Court in an 
observation had to say that the Fifth Schedule has not been implemented 
because of “constitutional oversight”.  

We are not dealing with the problem. We are not grappling with 
the problem. We don’t know the language. There are two views. The 
constitution says the governor has a specific role and the other view is 
the governor has no role. The attorney general has taken a view that the 
governor has a role and the additional attorney general has told the High 
court that he has no role. The law ministry has corrected saying that the 
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governor has a role. Governor is appointed at 3.20 a.m.; good choice but 
procedurally atrocious; cannot function in this kind of environment. This 
is all governance. And they control the Civil Service in that area. But it 
is not working. 

I would like to make one last point as far as the northeast specifically is 
concerned. I think our whole conceptualization of the northeast is wrong. 
The NEC and DONER are complete misfits. There needs to be a total 
restructuring. Our heart bleeds for the northeast but we don’t know what 
we are doing there and we don’t know how to set about it. Why should 
the northeast ministry and DONER, a bad acronym by itself but that apart 
be in Delhi and not somewhere in the northeast where it belongs? If you 
people say how you can do that, when the Ministry of Atomic Energy 
was set up, Homi Bhabha said if you want me to be as secretary, it will 
be in Bombay and the Ministry is in Bombay. You have a one and a half 
room here which is what the Department of Atomic Energy has where 
the chairman or the other officers come and sit when they come to Delhi 
and they deal with questions and answers to parliament in liaise with 
the other government officers. Otherwise, it functions out of Bombay. 
Likewise ISRO where Vikram Sarabhai said it will be in Bangalore and 
that is where ISRO is and that is where it is at a different level; it is not 
entirely governmental. But Kurien said the same thing about the National 
Dairy Development Board which is a government institution. It will be in 
Anand where the milk is and not in Delhi. Why should the North Eastern 
Council, DONER be in Delhi? These are structural problems and we have 
people who don’t understand the problem, who don’t want to go there 
and the phrase is commonly used, ‘suitcase officers’.

I think we need to change all these things. Government is changing 
from the files. Nothing can happen; nothing exists like we have them 
unless there is a file. If there is no file, it is out there. It is an absurdity. 
Now files get lost when they need to be lost. They are discovered years 
after the event when you want to fix someone. And therefore, in the age of 
e-governance, what are we doing writing letters and having files? We have 
got to change. It is happening. And we have to also move from the role of 
the civil servant. He is not the boss man but he is a facilitator as was rightly 
mentioned. Therefore, we have to move from a situation where you have 
this top down thing; from representative to participatory government 
where you are facilitating the local people to take governments in their 
own hands, guild them and help them within the framework of the law 
to see that things don’t go awry and carry things forward. Unless we 
make these structural changes, things will not happen. In the defence 
ministry, we have this extraordinary situation and Dr. Yogendra Narain 
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knows about the argument which has gone on for years about integrated 
services. Why should everything go from the Chief’s down to some babu 
and come back to Secretary Defence and go back and up and so on? There 
should be an integrated system. That is not there for the chief of defence 
staff or whatever it is. 

I think there are many things we have to do that have to change and 
we need to think along these lines and shape our training for the Civil 
Service and now it has recently been said that there is a move to shorten 
the training period of the civil servants particularly the district attachment 
saying it is a waste of time and let them learn on the job. But the point is 
the moment they get the appointment, they don’t want to go to the district. 
They all want to go to the secretariat. And people think that unless you 
can get to the secretariat, you have no future or you must be an absolute 
fool because you could not make the grade whereas the work is in the 
district and we all go along with that.

These things have to change and we have to look anew at many 
of these things and particularly as I said, the emerging things, urban 
government, e-governance and so on if you want to really have our 
administrative structures in Civil Service move with the times. But I will 
end by saying, as I said before, this is not to denigrate our civil servants. 
There are wonderful people who have done extraordinary dedicated 
work, very courageous work against odds who have stood up against 
all kinds of persecution and held their ground; hats off to all of them. 
They are part of Civil Service and it is they who make the Civil Service. 
Thank you. 

Shahid Mahdi: Thank you Mr. Verghese. We now open the floor 
for questions from the audience. Please indicate whom the question is 
addressed to. 

Question and Answer Session

Q: My question is addressed to you because it concerns all of them. 
I found that what Mr. Verghese expounded you said were the words 
of wisdom or something more than that if I can say when the Third 
Administrative Reforms Commission is set up post elections. Whatever 
he has said can be the executive summary of the recommendations of the 
Third Administrative Reforms Commission that will come up. Everything 
is known.

Shahid Mahdi: We are assuming that all the recommendations of the 
Second Administrative Reforms Commission have been ---

Q: I am coming to that Mr. Chairman because the processing will be 
done by the tribe who have formed formidable trade union, nobody can 
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look in and nothing can be processed that must not be processed which 
goes against the interests of Parkinson’s Law. When the Parkinson’s Law 
was defined, you had six DGPs and half a dozen Chief Secretaries in a 
state, I don’t know what further do we need in terms of making a mockery 
of this. But coming back to what Mr. Verghese said, we have wonderful 
people in the Civil Service individually but collectively something has 
gone wrong. My first question to my dear old friend Dr. Yogendra Narain 
said when the third phase came in from 1950 to 1991 and the fourth phase 
from 1991 to till date, my perception is the top bureaucracy, the superior 
service and all that sort of a thing refused to change. There is no change 
in the mental makeup from what it was ordained to and what happened. 

Secondly, we talked about the difference between governance, if 
I remember the words, good governance, ethical governance and Mr. 
Verghese added another phase called misgovernance. According to me, 
there is no difference. Governance is governance. It has to be good, ethical. 
If it is not there, it is not governance. When we talk of governance, our 
mental attitude is conditioned by this word governance and Mr. Verghese 
laid down a roadmap that the whole mindset has to change.  

Q: If that does not change, is there any hope in hell? Let me say the 
last word. We blame politicians. Can most of us sitting here search our 
souls and claim that most of us are probably more adept at teaching 
politics to the best of politicians. This ‘jee huzoor’ and the ‘mai baap’ 
culture, what is the crisis of character, crisis of leadership? Where is 
leadership? Leadership implies character. Leadership implies certain 
amount of sacrifice, strength and courage. And then the coterie sitting 
here has to probably search their hearts whether to that extent they have 
succeeded or not. 

Q: My question is very simple. Whenever you want a change, we 
always say it started with V P Singh. He said that and even Kejriwal said 
that we should change the system. Is there something wrong with the 
system or something wrong with the people?   

Shahid Mahdi: I suppose this is a chicken and egg situation. There 
is an old saying that tSlk jktk oSlh iztk I think the reverse is also true. tSlh 
iztk oSlk jktk 

Q: I don’t have a question but I want to make a statement. The topic 
Changing Role of Civil Services; I don’t think there is any change in the 
basic role of the Civil Services. Historically, the mandarins in China were 
the first like our civil servants. As it was said, they are necessary. The 
requisites of the civil servants are political neutrality and unimpeachable 
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integrity and all activities to be in accordance with the constitution, laws 
duly passed by a resolution and in larger public interest and the highest 
efficiency to execute the work of highest quality at the shortest possible 
time and at the lowest cost. What is happening is the change in the 
political system. Earlier, the Congress Party at the centre and the states 
continued to be there for a long time. Now that is changing very fast. That 
has affected the Civil Service. But still there is a way out. The way out is 
you maintain all your requisites. Suppose there is one person having low 
integrity, there will be benefit of doubt. There is a famous author who said 
that in India, the real power vests with the robust functionary without 
a cutting edge to the public and the officers in the field. He is ill trained, 
ill-educated and has maximum power. It is our job to break that system. 
Earlier, in the morning, it was an open house. At the house, he would sit 
outside in a tent and in the office anybody would come. The poorest old 
lady of the village would come. All that has been neglected. We should 
be the first to reach major calamities like train accidents, epidemic centre 
etc, but now, we are the last persons. The politician is always at the end. 
There is no difference in the role of the Civil Service; it is the same. 

Now, changes in the civil servants. Every new chief minister changes 
the top man like shuffling of cards. In a card game, every person would 
shuffle the cards. This is what happens. If I remember correctly, the 
Supreme Court in some case observed that there should be a three-
member committee to observe these rapid changes. Thank you. 

Q: The question is rather simple but the answers definitely are not. 
We are one-fifth of humanity. In fact, today, we have got as many people 
as we had 150 years back on the globe. We have such a large population. 
We are heading from the first wave to the second wave to the third wave 
now. One is looking at whatever through the rare view mirror and I totally 
agree with Mr. Verghese and even all the others and in our hearts, I totally 
agree. Let us look at that we have got a totally dysfunctional society, a 
totally dysfunctional administration. The second wave or the agricultural 
wave to the third wave is a tremendous opportunity we have. In fact, if 
you do a SWOT analysis for India, I look at it as its strength. Our systems 
are so screwed up for various good reasons and not based on people 
being bad but the system being bad. We have a chance of reinventing the 
systems. The systems in the developed world are also totally going to be 
out of sync shortly. They have already started cracking them. We in a way 
can start our systems almost with a level playing field. Looking at this, 
can we do a SWOT analysis, do a cloud source-based analysis? We have 
good intelligent people and find out what is the direction that we want 
to take and for that direction, what kind of administration, governance 
structure that we need and let it be thrown open. There doesn’t need to be 
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any camps. There is lot of vested interests. And all these vested interests 
would agree on one thing that whatever is functioning is not functioning. 
If after 60 years, we still have half of our people starving, where 150 years 
back, we had 25 per cent of the GDP, there is something seriously wrong. 
If you agree, there is something seriously wrong, then don’t start blaming 
this guy is good or bad or whatever it is. Don’t try to do a turf war because 
whatever turf war you have got is going to be very temporary. It won’t 
last much. But coming back to the question, can we do a SWOT analysis, 
can we build up a national consensus and based upon that, can we look 
at a structure which will hopefully work in the 21st century? 

Q: My question is with respect to the reforms in the Civil Services 
Examination. The Indian Forest Service has been included in the prelims 
part and not in the mains of the Civil Services Examination for some 
22 posts – IAS, IPS and IFS and the mains have been kept as a separate 
exam. Why is it so? 

Shahid Mahdi: This is a very technical question. Only somebody who 
is familiar with the latest thinking in the UPSC can reply to that. Most 
of us are really out of touch from the day to day happenings in UPSC. 
Maybe, Dr. Yogendra Narain can throw some light on this.

Dr. Yogendra Narain: I was involved in the changes that are taking 
place in the civil examinations. But his question is different. He is asking 
why the Forests Service people have been kept separate. It has been 
there even before these reforms took place. Forest Service always was a 
separate examination; it was never with the other central services and 
with the IAS and IFS and IPS. Traditionally, it has been so because of 
the specialized knowledge as far as I understand which is necessary for 
the officers recruited for the Indian Forest Service. I agree preliminary 
examination could be common. But the main examination will have to be 
different because Forest Service requirements are very, very specialized 
and very different from the generalized services. Thank you. 

Shahid Mahdi: I think the Forest Service should not be treated as an 
All India Service like the IAS etc. because as it has just been mentioned, 
it is a highly specialized area and those who have gone through the 
academics of the Indian Forestry suit or any such thing, those kinds 
of qualifications should be there. This was a question which has been 
discussed between the FAO and the Government of India many times. I 
think it is very difficult to change the old habits. 

Q: I was professor of economics at the Indian Institute of Management 
of Ahmedabad for many years. Dr. Narain towards the end of his 
presentation talked about good governance, ethical governance. You 
seemed to be saying that we need to do something about it. Mr. Verghese 
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talked about the structural challenges, problems that we face. How do we 
go about addressing these structural problems and the issue of bringing 
about ethical governance? The reason I am asking this question is, I 
am working on the issue of how to reform the management of public 
expenditure in India. How to eliminate the loot of public money which 
is visible? Unless, we bring about some radical changes in the way the 
country is governed, I don’t see much hope that you will be able to do 
much when it comes to eliminating this loot of public money. Unless 
we do that, the whole idea of inclusive governance to me doesn’t mean 
much. You may like to throw some light on this. Thank you very much.

Dr. Yogendra Narain: As far as the ethical approach to governance is 
concerned, I made a hierarchy of governance. I said earlier, governance 
used to be merely governance in the sense of maintaining peace and 
security and law and order. After that, came the concept of good 
governance which meant like a welfare state, caring for the people, 
looking for the development, having justice both social, economical as 
written in the preamble to the constitution. But nowadays, what people are 
demanding is not only governance or good governance, they say that even 
the governance that is being done should be ethical. For instance, you had 
the 2G scam. You had good governance in the sense that you introduced 
communication systems all around the country with 60 paise per minute 
you can call all over the world etc. But it is not ethical. The functioning of 
the government is not ethical; it is based on corruption, based on bribery. 
I don’t know if Mr. Verghese will agree with me but in the defence sector, 
because of this ethical approach, we have declined in our competitive 
grading vis-à-vis the enemy states all around us. Any single allegation 
is made, the entire deal is stalled. Our defence procurement procedures 
have gone for a toss. We have to be pragmatically ethical if I may say so. 
But the tendency of all people and that is why this AAP party came into 
power in Delhi. We need some sort of ethical governance now. It is not 
merely governance as usual. 

Q: Is there anything we can do proactively? 

Dr. Yogendra Narain: We are all retired people. As citizens, we must 
get involved in participatory governance as Mr. Verghese said. We should 
take advantage of the Right to Information Act and bring out the scams 
that are taking place. My opinion Mr. Verghese has always been that we 
have been concentrating too much on the higher areas of administration 
– the ministries, the central government but the main problems which 
are being faced by the common man are in the districts, in the cities, 
the urban governance that he talked about. It could be the RTO, police, 
thanedaar etc. We need some ethical governance at that level also. We 
are concentrating too much at the highest levels only. 
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Shahid Mahdi: Thank you very much. I think this has been a very 
exhaustive discussion. I would like to thank Mr. Kaw for the prelude to the 
discussion, Dr. Yogendra Narain giving a very comprehensive overview 
of the evolution of the Civil Service and my respected Mr. Verghese for 
giving the Citizens Report on the status of the Civil Service. 

I would like to approach the issue from a different angle because 
when we talk of Civil Service, we always have the All India Civil Service 
in our mind. Yes, that is very important in terms of making policies etc. 
but the common man has to deal with not the All India Civil Services 
all the time. It is usually, a more local Civil Service. And that is where, it 
has been very difficult. I would like to take a worm’s eye view of what 
is happening, looking at it from a district headquarters and there, the 
harassment continues. You will be surprised to know that it is not only 
the government functionaries who have a problem. The public sector 
commercial enterprises have been a source of harassment to their own 
agents who are sharing these things. I think the rot has gone too deep. 
I don’t think the reform of only the sort of higher Civil Service is going 
to help the problem. The only thing that can help is more education, 
more awareness among the people, more will on the part of the people 
to claim their rights even though it means repeated efforts etc. etc. Even 
for getting a small certificate, the prices are fixed. We will have to find 
multiple approaches. I have the example of railways; Mr. Shanti Narain 
is here. Sometimes, the solution will lie in technology. Of course, there 
will always be a margin of corruption in all these things you do. But 
I am told that with the help of technology, the passport services have 
greatly improved. In the beginning, there was a complaint that when 
you make too many hits, the computer crashes. But now, that has been 
expanded. I think a determined civil servant and I know the people who 
have streamlined the passport systems in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
and who were dedicated 24 hours to do this and got some results. I think 
this whole issue is too complicated. Of course, the responsibility of civil 
servants is there but the responsibility of the people is also there. We also 
go for shortcuts. Even in this passport business, if you are prepared to be 
in the queue, perhaps part of the problem will be solved. When we look 
at this whole issue of Civil Service, first of all, our focus is very narrow. In 
the whole discussion, the focus has been basically on the All India Civil 
Service. And there too, we have not gone into the other services which 
are there – revenue services, railway services and so many other services 
and what is happening on that side. 

The second thing is the common man is basically affected at the 
grassroots level. Those are not All India Services mostly; they are 
state services etc. If you want to make an improvement, it has to be a 
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combination of the political will of the political masters. Why certain 
states are better than others? For example, I would say why Rajasthan is 
better than Uttar Pradesh irrespective of the parties which they belonged 
to, whether it was the BJP or the Congress or whatever it is. Rajasthan 
has been fortunate to have a series of good chief ministers. And that 
has affected the whole ethos of the Civil Service also. Maybe, perhaps 
the same thing can be said about Himachal also. Good governance is a 
combination of the alliance of the political masters and the civil servants 
and partly the people also. These are the three things – political, the second 
is the instrument through which all three things are delivered and the 
third is the people. This is my impression as a citizen. We have talked 
and rightly so about the glass which is half empty but I think the glass 
is also half full because if you look at the last 10-15 years, irrespective of 
which political bosses have come in the centre or the state, there have been 
improvements. And in a country like ours, it will have to be a very slow 
process. We should reconcile to this because you can’t have everything 
together. You can’t have this kind of democracy that you have which 
is the envy of so many other countries and also have drastic changes in 
these things which are taking place. Thank you very much. I don’t think 
we were here to make prescriptions or solutions on all these things but 
we have been very good argumentative Indians and this should continue. 
Thank you very much.  

B D Gupta: I would request Mr. Mahdi to give a memento each to 
Dr. Yogendra Narain and Mr. Verghese. I request Mr. Shanti Narain to 
propose a Vote of Thanks. 

Shanti Narain

It is my very pleasant duty to propose a Vote of Thanks. I take 
this opportunity to thank on behalf of the IC Centre for Governance 
the eminent persons on the dais who collectively have provided a 
multifaceted evolution of the changing role of the Civil Services and the 
structural challenges that face us today. The chairman Mr. Shahid Mahdi 
has very well sumed up the proceedings and I don’t need to speak more 
on that. 

I would also like to place on record, our deep sense of gratitude to the 
eminent persons in the audience who very enthusiastically participated 
actively in the deliberations. I would also like to express our appreciation 
for the services provided by the India International Centre. 
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ReLATIONSHIP BeTweeN CIVIL SeRVANTS 

AND POLITICIANS

B D Gupta 

Good evening to all of you. I have great privilege to extend a hearty 
welcome to all of you on behalf of India International Centre and IC Centre 
for Governance. This evening, we are having the third lecture in the four 
lecture series on Civil Service reforms. Today’s lecture is on relationship 
between Civil Servants and Politicians. For a subject like this, who can be 
the better or more competent speaker than Shri B K Chaturvedi? It will 
be quite presumptuous on my part to introduce Shri Chaturvedi to all of 
you except to say that he has the distinction of having close interactions 
with politicians at state level, central level and also in federal basis in 
Planning Commission. During all these assignments, he has been having 
close interactions. In this role in the Planning Commission, he has truly 
performed the federalism principle there. 

The second speaker of the day is Shri Vinod Sharma who is the 
political editor of the Hindustan Times. We will be benefited by his usual 
incisive analysis of not only the bureaucratic and political personalities 
but also the events of social and political character. Particularly, we will 
expect his perspective on the relationship between politician and civil 
servant that should be in a democratic set up like ours. Shri Sharma is a 
known and familiar face not only in print media but also in visual media 
in CNN, NDTV, Times Now, Doordarshan and also BBC. Shri Sharma 
has been with the Hindustan Times since 1988-89. Prior to that, he had 
a stint with Kerala Magazine, The Week. I would request our President, 
Shri Prabhat Kumar to deliver his opening remarks and thereafter request 
Shri B K Chaturvedi to deliver his lecture to be followed by Shri Vinod 
Sharma. Thank you very much.

Prabhat Kumar, President, IC Centre for Governance    

Good evening ladies and gentlemen, I think in this lecture series, we 
have come to a point when we are going to address a very interesting 
topic; the topic of Relationship between the Political Executive and Civil 
Service. I think it goes without saying that in the task of state building, 
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we require “A Political Executive to envision the wishes of the people 
and a permanent Civil Service to translate the vision into reality”. The 
relationship between the two is extremely important for state building. 
And I think it is also true that the subject of the relationship between 
the political executive and permanent bureaucracy has not caught the 
attention it deserves from political thinkers. I, for one think that this 
relationship is crucial for the development and growth of a nation 
particularly for a young democracy like India. The political executive 
by design is an instrument of elected government to set policies for the 
country as a whole. They have these positions because they have won 
the verdict of the people and public policy. Therefore, it is expected that 
they are willing and able to devise these policies in the best interest of 
the people. They play a very decisive role in state building. I say ‘state 
building’ again because state building is the craft that is needed for a 
country like India or for similarly placed countries. In my view, the Civil 
Service plays an entirely different role. They implement policies besides, 
of course, helping to make it. And they bring this expertise and knowledge 
on the basis of institutional memory and domain knowledge. In India, 
generally, civil servants live their whole life in government. Though, of 
course, now this is changing. 

My first hypothesis is that these roles are separate and we must do 
everything we can to keep them separate. This must be understood by 
both the players – politicians and the civil servants. There should not be 
any confusion at all. If you recall, the shape of the Indian Civil Service 
was debated very extensively in the Constituent Assembly and at the cost 
of opposition from some of the members, Sardar Patel held the view that 
we must have independent Civil Service. In the Constituent Assembly 
in October 1949, he said that the Indian Union will go if we do not have 
Civil Service that speaks out its mind independently, we shall not have 
a United India. If we do not adopt this approach and don’t think of this 
system, substitute it with something else.  

As I said, there was opposition and opposition from some of the 
then chief ministers and some members of the Constituent Assembly. 
But Sardar Patel had his way. And that is why two All India services, 
IPS and IAS were established. They were established for just and fair 
administration and to safeguard these services from the vicissitudes of 
political convergence; it is a beautiful language used in the constitution; 
they were covenanted in the constitution. So we adopted a Weberian Civil 
Service; a permanent civil service appointed on merit and having the core 
values of integrity, efficiency, objectivity, political neutrality and the most 
important of it all is an ability to transfer its specialized knowledge and 
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loyalties from one elected government to the other. Ability to transfer 
its loyalty and expertise from one elected government to the other and 
ladies and gentlemen, I think that poses a problem. This last feature poses 
a problem. It may not pose a problem in other settled democracies where 
the mainstream political parties have their set ideologies. But in the Indian 
scene with the cacophonia of ideologies, I think the Civil Service has to 
play a role like a chameleon. And this new phenomenon of coalition 
governments makes matters much worse. 

I remember I was a junior functionary in the Ministry of Home 
Affairs. Some of my senior colleagues are sitting here. In the 1970s, 
everything was going on very smoothly and suddenly, the prime minister 
thought of declaring the state of emergency. After the promulgation of 
emergency, I was told by the then home minister to draft a White Paper 
for the justification of emergency and the White Paper was called Why 
Emergency. I did a thorough research in the writings and speeches of 
Jayaprakash Narayan and picked out the most objectionable parts and 
gave a draft. The draft was edited by my joint secretary, secretary and 
finally, it was tabled in the parliament. Come 1977, the emergency ended 
and we had a new government. All the civil servants took a U-turn 
including me. We started looking for instances of excesses committed 
during the emergency. I tendered papers in Shah Commission. I think this 
sort of situation is being faced by hundreds and thousands of bureaucrats 
in the country. 

There is another problem; the problem is of the Indian state. As we all 
know, the Indian nation came into existence because of the constitution 
and not the other way round. We have a union government and we have 
state governments; they are coexisting. Sometimes, they are ruled by 
different political parties, by different coalitions. The members of the All 
India services, I believe, had to change their dance steps very frequently 
shuttling between the central and the state governments. This is the 
reality. I don’t think much thought has gone into this. I will request Mr. 
Vinod Sharma to tell us little about whether something has been thought 
in literature about this sort of a state of affairs that we have.

Now we go back to the time of independence. Some of us will 
remember that in the beginning, there was some sort of an internal 
consistency in government; a synergy between the political masters 
and the civil servants. And this internal consistency, I call it ‘internal 
consistency’ was based on mutual admiration and respect. The civil 
servant respected the political leader for his leadership qualities. He 
had a mass following. He knew the pulse of the people; what the people 
needed. He was purposeful and pragmatic and the politician respected 
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the civil servant for his impartiality, his integrity, for his knowledge of the 
subject and the politician could rely upon the bureaucrat for right advice 
and faithful implementation of the policies. There was a mutual respect. 
This state of internal consistency started from the time of independence 
and I think it was there till the end of 1960s or the beginning of 1970s.

There are so many instances which come to my mind where this 
internal consistency played a role in the policymaking and policy 
implementation.  There are so many examples. I can give you one elegant 
example. Of course, you all know about it and that is the great Green 
Revolution of the 1960s. I remember I was at the field at that time that 
the politician and bureaucrat and scientist of course, sat together and 
decided on the policies and this was implemented at the ground level 
by both the politician and the bureaucrat. There was hardly any case 
of victimization. There was no case, at least, in my state of any political 
transfers. No district magistrate or no functionary was transferred on 
the basis of political favouritism or victimization. When the civil servant 
and the politician started working together, it was expected that their 
respective roles will be defined and further refined. The deepening 
of democracy required role definition which unfortunately did not 
happen. There was no role definition; there is no role definition even 
today. Merely saying the politician makes the decisions and the babus 
implement them is not enough. It leaves room for arbitrariness and slot 
and this is exactly what happened. It went on very well for a couple of 
decades. And thereafter, something snapped. It didn’t happen abruptly. 
It happened gradually. There was a gradual introduction of the element 
of temptation in governance and a new element was introduced and 
that was personal greed. The impulse came from extraneous sources. 
But something happened. It was very gradual. It was like the syndrome 
of boiling a frog. If you put a frog in boiling water, it will jump out but 
if you put the frog in cold water and slowly heat the water, then it will 
boil. That is what happened. 

Gradually I have seen it. Some of us older people have seen it; trust 
turned into distrust and mutual respect turned into uneasy coexistence. 
Together the bureaucrats and the politicians brought down the whole 
monolithic structure like a house of cards. And today, ladies and 
gentlemen, the situation is that the distrust has reached a stage where 
the civil servants are knocking at the doors of the judiciary to prevent the 
political executive, the Prime Minister and the chief ministers to transfer 
and post officers. If there was internal consistency, this would not have 
happened. So my second hypothesis is that an honest and effective Civil 
Service cannot exist in a self-seeking political system. Somnath Chatterjee, 
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Speaker said once ‘you can’t expect good governance from bad politics’. 
I think the reverse is actually true. An inspired political executive cannot 
tolerate a corrupt administrative set up.  

Today, we know what the situation is and we are seeing it every day 
appearing in the newspapers. The ministers are increasingly suspicious 
of the performance of the civil servants. The ministers do not want to 
take the blame of what happens in their ministries or departments. The 
civil servants are feeling insecure. We have seen instances where even 
secretaries are transferred at the instance of ministers for disagreements.  

I don’t hold a brief for either. The relationship between the two is aptly 
described by an anecdote. This man went to the zoo and saw that a lion 
and a monkey in a same cage. He was amazed and asked the zoo keeper 
as to how they got along. The zoo keeper said that usually they got along 
famously. But sometimes there is a disagreement and then they have to 
get a new monkey. The monkey maybe old or new but the thing is this 
internal consistency which I hold very high in priority, is affected. There 
is erosion. 

Finally, I would say that my third hypothesis is that there is a very 
strong need to restore this internal consistency. And this cannot be done 
unilaterally. This has to be done by both the parties. Somehow, the 
political leaders of all hues and civil servants of all services should come 
together on the table and try to generate some sort of consistency. How 
can this be done? Who will take the initiative of bringing the two together 
on the table? The media, the civil society; I don’t know. We will seek the 
answers from our learned speakers. Thank you very much. 

Vinod Sharma Political Editor, Hindustan Times

Thank you Mr. Kumar, Mr. Kaushal, IC Centre for Governance. I 
feel very humbled that I am being asked to speak on the subject being 
flagged by two former cabinet secretaries. It is a daunting task carrying 
coal to the New Castle. You people have been in the thick of it; you know 
it firsthand. I as a media person have a second hand version of it and 
so if I am wrong on certain points, please bear with me. My purpose in 
this presentation may be to present the big picture as I see it. I claim no 
expertise in administration nor am I a psychologist to enter into the minds 
of the Indian political class which as Mr. Prabhat Kumar just now pointed 
out is a mosaic of good and bad. I am very uncomfortable reading out 
from the written text that impedes natural impulse and thinking on one’s 
feet. I think administration is also a lot of thinking on one’s feet because 
the kinds of challenges that come need immediate attention. Most of the 
problems get aggravated for lack of adequate response. Let us try this 
thinking on the feet. 
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I have had the good fortune learning some bit of administration and 
the way the politics works in this country sitting at the feet of some of the 
old guard on each side of the divide because there is as Mr. Prabhat Kumar 
said, a divide today while there should be none. In 1989, I remember, 
that was the year of the centenary of Pandit Nehru and we decided in 
the newspaper I used to then work for as to how to make our readers 
interested in the phenomenon that was Nehru because so much had 
been written on his work and his achievements and on his personality 
and we would have to add value to that while factoring in the attention 
span of our readers because one problem that we have in this country 
today is that we are dealing with a generation which is increasingly 
being brought up on television and not as much as on serious inquiry 
or reading of books. In fact, I remember Henry Kissinger just remarked 
about the United States. He was here to deliver a lecture and Professor 
Bhabani Sengupta asked him as to why was it that the American policy 
with regard to South Asia is often seen as flawed by us and South Asia 
and he said they had a problem in their country. They were dealing with 
a generation that wasn’t brought up on books, brought up on the lesser 
techniques of learning and because their policies were influenced by the 
latest Gallup polls, they were more prone to error. It is simply put but it 
is a very complex scenario and it is as much today available in India than 
it was at that point of time in the United States. 

We decided to anecdotally tell about Nehru. In 1989, Mr. Haksar 
was alive and so was Mr. Ram Nath Kao and there was a graceful lady 
called Bimla Sindhi who used to be the housekeeper at Teen Murti when 
Panditji used to stay there. So my first call was on Mr. Haksar and I 
remember he used to stay in Vasant Vihar and it was very hot those days. 
On one very warm afternoon, I knocked at his door and by that time, 
he was beginning to lose his eyesight. He let me in because I had gone 
there with an appointment and he placed himself on a rocking chair and 
I was sitting in another chair next to him. I told him about the purpose 
of my visit. I told him that we wanted to use anecdotes to reintroduce 
Panditji to the people. It was almost like Munnabhai Lage Raho. It was 
all mused at approach which came much later to reintroduce Gandhi and 
I think these techniques at that time worked because Nusrat Fateh Ali 
Khan reinvented qawwali to make it relevant to the younger generation. 
First of all, he was livid with me. He said, “What joke are you playing 
on me? You want me to encapsulate that rich life, that towering persona 
in a couple of anecdotes. It is impossible. It is an insult to his memory”. 
I said, “No sir. It was not an insult to his memory. We are celebrating 
his memory. We want to commemorate his memory. And in journalism, 
we had a way of telling things. We were story tellers basically. We are 
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neither historians nor academics”. Anyway, I could persuade him and 
once he allowed himself to be persuaded, he took my cassette recorder 
in his hands and started speaking with his eyes shut. 

I will relate the story to you but when I went back to my office and I 
transcribed it on the typewriter, I didn’t have to change a comma or a full 
stop. His pauses, long and small and short told me all. He said that he used 
to be the JS, External Publicity in the Ministry of External Affairs and on 
a languid afternoon, a BBC staffer barged into his room very distraught 
and very upset to look at. He said that he needed his help. He asked him 
what it was about. He said that he was visiting and travelling in Orissa 
and he happened to take some photographs, some pictures of a tribal 
woman feeding a child and those images of his had been confiscated first 
by the state government and that confiscation had been endorsed by the 
Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. He thought that it was unfair 
and stifling the freedom of speech. Haksar was on the side of the BBC 
Correspondent. He was in no time on the line with Mr. Keskar, the then 
Minister for Information and Broadcasting and he tried to reason with him 
but Mr. Keskar would not allow himself to be persuaded. He said those 
were different days, Mr. Sharma. Even the Prime Minister was a phone 
call away. “I was on the line with Pandit Nehru. I told him that there was a 
problem. First because, there had been an error of judgment on the ground 
and it had been compounded because there was a difference of perception 
between me and the Minister of Information and Broadcasting”. Pandit 
Nehru asked him to come across. He said, “I walked across to the Prime 
Minister’s Office. I told the story to the prime minister and luckily for 
me, the Prime Minister was also on my side”. He was on the line in no 
time with Mr. Keskar and he told Mr. Keskar, “this is Jawaharlal on the 
line and I am told that you think that a woman feeding her child is lurid 
and obscene. I was told that you have been educated at Sorbonne and I 
thought you had a level of cautiousness. I think a mother feeding her child 
is the noblest image that we can send out of this country regardless of 
whether that mother is poor or rich. Release the photographs and he put 
down the receiver”. This was the age of innocence, ladies and gentlemen 
and I have given you one example. 

I then went to Mr. Ram Nath Kao. I think he was also in Vasant Vihar. 
And he used to have a study which used to overlook his living room. I had 
a photographer with me and we were ushered into his study. In his study, 
there was a very old radio set lying and some image of horses carved in 
wood. The general ambio I got was that it was something straight out of 
the pages of Sherlock Holmes. I was a young fellow coming face to face 
with Ram Nath Kao, the super spook. Mr. Kaushal would bear me out, 
when there was a hold up in South Avenue or North Avenue where an 
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MP was held hostage by some Left-wing activist from Jharkhand mines. 
I think Dalbeer Singh was the name of the MP who was overpowered by 
an officer of the Delhi Police. That was the first time I saw Mr. Ram Nath 
Kao, all white. He was a very tall man unlike the present day R&AW 
officers who perhaps are even seen on television but he was very rare 
to be seen. We contacted him because he was in charge of the Naini jail 
where Panditji was in prison there and later, he had the good fortune of 
working with Pandit Nehru. He had a long chat with me and during the 
conversation, he told me that it was a much mistaken belief that Pandit 
Nehru was a romanticist about China. He says that the first ever IGs 
conference that he addressed, he told us in a closed door session that 
though we may perceive Pakistan to be a bigger danger but the real threat 
to us shall come to us from China. That is what Mr. Kao told me. I was 
not aware of it until then and then various kinds of other anecdotes and 
all. He was not keeping good health and so he had to use his washroom 
pretty often between this conversation and each time he would go to 
the loo, some fellow would appear from nowhere to stand watch on 
us. It was very exciting talking to him. And as I was leaving, he threw 
an envelope. He said, “I keep on getting these clippings of letters to the 
editor which various people write and you may like to go through it”. I 
came out and read those letters and those letters were all about people 
being circumspect and skeptical about Rajiv Gandhi’s proposed visit to 
China. That was in 1989. I came out. He didn’t tell me. He just told me 
two stories and it was an intelligent guess that I linked the two together 
and deciphered the message the old man had given me that he was not 
on the side of the Prime Minister going to China at that point in history. 

These were men of substance; they weren’t of straw. They used to 
tell big stories briefly and even without uttering a word. And there was 
no way that the leadership of the time would not have listened to them 
or not respected them. Now cut that to the age of manipulation because 
this was the age of innocence. Let us come to the age of manipulation. 
There was an unfortunate incident where foreign secretary was sacked 
publicly in response to a question by a correspondent from Pakistan. I 
was a great admirer and still I am in some ways of Mr. Rajiv Gandhi. But 
I think that was one mistake, one blunder he could have been better off 
having not committed. I happen to meet Mr. Venkateswaran consequent 
to that episode. I asked him what was wrong and he gave me a couple 
of instances which I will recount. He said that once there was a meeting 
convened by the Prime Minister’s Office attended by the then Principal 
Secretary, the very erudite, very cerebral Mr. Gopi Arora and also by Mrs. 
Sarla Grewal and a couple of other people. The foreign secretary was there 
and the issue under discussion was appointment of ambassadors. And 
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a proposal came from the Prime Minister’s Office to appoint a retired 
general as ambassador to one of the countries; perhaps it was Germany. 
He said they first discussed it amongst themselves as if I was not there 
and then they asked me what I thought of it. He said, “Mr. Sharma, I 
thought in that rather difficult situation, I will resort to some lighthearted 
banter. He said appointing a general as an ambassador is fine with me 
sir, so long as you are open to appointing a diplomat as a general”. In his 
assessment, the Prime Minister understood the joke but not his advisers 
from the Civil Services. They perhaps interpreted that as an act of defiance 
and there was a slight downhill between the equation of the foreign 
secretary and the Prime Minister’s Office and we all know that the Prime 
Minister’s Office has always had for many years now, a major stake in 
foreign policy regardless of who is the external affairs minister. That was 
the problem. When he was sacked publicly, I met him again because we 
had heard about this problem earlier. Retrospective only proved that Mr. 
Venkateswaran had a great sense of humour. I asked him if I could see 
him. He said, “Yes, of course, Mr. Sharma. You are welcome to see me. I 
am lying in state and you can file past me”. 

I wonder how many of the present day civil servants have that kind 
of a sense of humour and conviction in their own abilities to stand up and 
be counted in a minority of one. And this ability, ladies and gentlemen, 
you would agree is required in every sphere of life more so in the political 
sphere. Perhaps relatively less amongst bureaucrats because as former 
home secretary coming from the state of Bihar, I would not name him 
because I don’t have his permission and this is a comment he made on 
one of his successors who had recently joined a political party, almost 
immediately, within months. I asked him, “Sir, what do you have to say 
about this?” He said that in the best of times and perhaps also in the 
worst of times, the relationship between a minister and his secretary 
has to be spousal in the sense that the wife can question the husband 
without fearing divorce. I thought it was pretty close to the truth that this 
relationship has to have a degree of commitment minus subjugation or 
total submission. This kind of relationship is a very tenuous relationship to 
pursue but it must be attempted I suppose for good governance, for perfect 
communication between the engines and the wheels. Engine is the elected 
representative and the wheels are the bureaucracy. The Prime Minister 
otherwise would not have mentioned the outgoing prime minister in his 
very first address at the ramparts of the Red Fort. His concern was the 
delivery system. And what is the delivery system? Delivery system is the 
bureaucracy. The captains of that team are the many of the people who 
have been the captains of the team and then the lower bureaucracy and 
then the provincial bureaucracy. There used to be a time, I remember, 
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when a senior IAS official or an IPS officer at the centre or in the state 
spoke to his subordinate at the district level. He was shown as much 
deference as was shown to the minister in charge because a bureaucrat 
in my view is a more complete administrator than a politician. The value 
that the politician brings to the table is that the politician is expected to 
be in good knowledge of what is required at the grass roots. A politician 
is a good pathologist and the bureaucrat is a man who prescribes the 
medicine. Unless there is a perfect coordination between these two, it 
will lead into a situation which was so vividly brought out in that great 
book called the The Final Diagnosis where a man is dying on the deathbed 
and the pathologist is an old style pathologist whose report is not coming 
and the doctor is waiting and waiting to decide the course of treatment 
and by the time the report comes, the patient is dead. I think for the final 
diagnosis to happen quickly, it requires chemistry between these two 
entities. 

Many years ago, there was a shooting incident at the Lal Bahadur 
Shastri Academy where a young probationer had taken out a revolver 
and shot some bullets in the air. Perhaps Mr. P S Appu was then the 
Director of the Academy. And all of us would know P S Appu for his very 
stelloquotes so to speak. At least, I remember him for that quote. I met him 
and he said, Mr. Sharma, the Indian Administrative Service is the Indian 
Automatic Service. This surely proves what Mr. Prabhat Kumar says, to 
keep the system going, I mean, political convergence. That is what these 
people do. You all have done all your life. But now, it has become the 
Indian Navigated Service. It is navigated by circumstances, it is navigated 
by vested interests and unfortunately, it is also navigated by personal 
greed; the lust for the riches that are abounding around us in this age of 
liberalized economy where resources are there but they are there in the 
hands of a few and they are not being honestly, equitably distributed. 
This situation is not sustainable because I think the ground rules have 
changed in the recent years. What Lohia used to say earlier, zinda qaum in 
paanch baras intezar nahi kiya karti. Woh aaj ke din nazar aa raha hai. A 
whole lot of legislations maybe brought grudgingly, half-heartedly under 
whatever compulsions or circumstances and are seen to be preparing for 
a climate where the elected executive and the steel frame as Sardar Patel 
called them has to be in consonance with each other. They can’t anymore 
afford to be working at cross purposes. There are three things. Theodore 
Roosevelt once said when there is a roll call in the Senate, the senators 
want to know whether they should say ‘present’ or ‘not guilty’. This is one 
of the quotes of Theodore Roosevelt. Juxtaposition it with what Kennedy 
said that ‘Communism has never come to power in a country that was 
not disrupted by war or corruption, or by both’. And there is a third one 
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by the lead singer of the band called ‘Nirvana’, Kurt Cobain who said 
that ‘the duty of the youth is to challenge corruption’. All three things are 
happening together in the country. The terrain has to alter. 

The process has started. The Right to Information, as they say, 
information is power, once the information is available to the people, it 
leads to an empowered public opinion which makes democracy robust 
because when an empowered electorate goes to the polling booth, he is 
swayed not as much by emotion as by reason. And democracy in India has 
to be reason-based if this country has to succeed and if this system has to 
succeed. And you cannot, at the time of elections, disturb the equanimity 
of the mind of the Indian voter to capture his mandate. In fact, I have 
often said and many people have dismissed this as a Utopian dream 
that the Election Commission should also look at this that whether there 
exists in this country, a situation where a voter should go to the polling 
station with equanimity of mind and how shall that equanimity of mind 
be achieved or bequeathed to the voter? It is another story and another 
debate. But we were on this that the Right to Information has opened up 
the gates. And there are a whole lot of other legislations which should 
embolden the bureaucracy. 

Indian bureaucracy has been so conservative until now, conservative 
out of its very character or conservative as an instinctive self-protection 
mechanism. But it has to be in step with the changing public mind. A 
bureaucrat no longer cannot be accountable so long as he is the part and 
parcel of the decision-making service. This is not to suggest that we create 
a situation which unfortunately could be if there is no reasonable shield 
offered to the bureaucrat as is available to the judiciary in this country. 
It is another matter that judiciary too has often used the law of contempt 
more as a sword than as a shield. I think the bureaucracy also has to look 
at the first Single Directive more as a shield than as a sword. And this 
Single Directive has come to be viewed as some kind of an insidious link 
between a corrupt politician and the bureaucrat who is there to work at 
this diktat. I think some serious introspection has to be done and centres 
like the IC Centre for Governance can perhaps come up with some 
other mechanism which would at once enable a bureaucrat to be honest 
upright and fearless in tendering his views to the elected executive and 
yet not be endangered by some scurrilous charges or complaints which 
are motivated or which are being promoted by vested interests. 

I would suggest that there should be adequate peer mechanism 
run by peers in bureaucracy. You have these IAS associations, IPS 
associations; I don’t know what kind of work they are doing. They are 
behaving more like trade unions when their inspiration should be like 
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Institute of Chartered Accountants who can delicence a fellow or if he is 
found to be involved in corrupt practices, I am not saying that they are 
running a very ideal system but what I am saying is any action which 
is taken or recommended or executed by peers, has legitimacy it should 
command rather than somebody from outside or rather than the courts 
dictating. Repeated interference of the Indian judiciary in the running 
of administration and political system is a very, very pernicious trend. 

It is not that we don’t trust our bureaucracy. It is just that we hate not 
trusting our civil servants. It is not that we don’t trust our judiciary but it 
is antithetical to democracy to not trust the very people we elect because 
they are the guys who come back to us in five years and we can tweak 
their ears and send them out. Democracy indeed is not the best system that 
man has practiced but then again it is a fact that we haven’t yet evolved 
a better system where there is participation. The changing nature of the 
Indian democracy from being a representative to participatory between 
elections is going to create a situation and is going to unleash forces 
which will correct the system. This is my belief. Now this change may be 
painful at times, this change may seem as chaotic at times but it is going 
to throw up an alternative which would be broadly acceptable to all and 
which can be honed into perfection over a period of time because there 
is no shortcut either to success or to changing a system. It is not like you 
have entered an ATM booth that you put the card and the money comes 
out. I don’t buy these kinds of campaigns. There have been campaigns 
like this that we will change the society. That happens only in films. I 
believe we need to take gradual steps in our lives to bring about the 
needed change. That is what we need to strive towards. We must however 
stipulate a condition. Recently, a Commissioner of Police joined a political 
party from Mumbai, a former R&AW Secretary joined a political party, a 
General joined a political party, a home secretary joined a political party. 
I am sorry. These are positions which don’t allow you to have political 
predilections so pronounced that within months or days of demitting 
office or superannuated, you join a political party.  These are positions 
which should be kept out of the pail of politics in my view. I am not 
talking about the Commissioner of Police. Surely, I am talking about the 
Home Secretary, the General, the Chief of the Army Staff and the R&AW 
Secretary. These are prestige positions. The R&AW Secretary belongs 
equally to all, so does the home secretary, so does the army chief. And 
if people with prolonged political predilections are going to be holding 
these positions, there is a strong possibility, ladies and gentlemen, of a 
partisan administration and a partisan administration can only produce 
a society which is split down the middle. Thank you so much. 
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B K Chaturvedi

Mr. Prabhat Kumar, Mr. Sharma and friends, we have had two very 
fine speeches and I must say, Prabhat while laid down the parameters of 
the issue at hand, Mr. Sharma with full of anecdotes, stories of stalwarts 
and the problems at hand has really raised many issues and tried to 
suggest some solutions. What I plan to do in the next twenty minutes 
is to mention how in the 1950s, the relationship between the politicians 
and civil servants were, what changes have taken place over the past five 
decades and how I envisage what are the possible scenarios in the next 
twenty years down the line and how we see this relationship emerging 
and evolving. Will it ever become that of trust or will it continue to go 
downhill? It is quite clear that if you go outside this room and we can’t 
just really look off at the civil service; it is the society at large that we 
have to look after. And if we look at that, two things are very clear. First, 
people are pining for economic growth, they are pining for better quality 
of life. Secondly, a major challenge before the Indian nation is how do 
we deliver this growth which is there to the common man. How do 
we let these benefits come to the common man? And it is here that the 
governance becomes an importance issue. 

When governance is talked of, invariably, it is hugely impacted by its 
relationship with the politicians, with the ministers, with the politicians 
with whom you interact on day to day basis. You cannot really talk of 
governance without this being fully understood in the context of this 
relationship. The constitution framers had put the All India Services. They 
thought that the services were important and they had put this as part 
and they were the creatures of Article 312 of the constitution by which 
these All India Services were framed. And when we got independence, 
there were two very clear positions. First, the services and I am talking 
of the top most civil servants, the Services had an impeccable record of 
honesty, integrity, uprightness; no one said that this ICS officer is very 
corrupt. Second, they had independence of working. And as Prabhat 
mentioned earlier, when the question came to the Constituent Assembly, 
the then deputy Prime Minister Sardar Patel said and even at the cost 
of repetition, I would like to quote his speech because I do consider this 
very memorable. He said that if you want an efficient All India Service, 
“I advise you to allow the Service to open their mouth freely. If you are 
a Premier [in the States] it would be your duty to allow your Secretary, 
or Chief Secretary, or other services working under you, to express their 
opinion without fear or favour. But I see a tendency today that in several 
provinces, the services are set upon and told: `No, you are servicemen, 
you must carry out our orders.' The Union will go - you will not have 
a united India... if you have not a good all-India service which has the 
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independence to speak out its mind, which has a sense of security that 
you stand by your word and that after all, there was the parliament of 
which we can be proud of, where their rights and privileges are secure”. 
That was the first part and then he mentioned in the second part that 
"Today, my Secretary can write a note opposed to my views. I have given 
that freedom, to all my Secretaries. I have told them `If you do not give 
your honest opinion for fear that it will displease your Minister, please 
then you had better go. I will bring another secretary. I will never be 
displeased over a frank expression of opinion”. This was the thought 
then. Over a period of years, twenty years down the line, in the 1970s, 
we started with the concept of a committed bureaucrat. It was said that 
the bureaucracy should be committed and when questions were raised 
that this commitment can only be to the rule of law and can only be to 
the government, it was explained that this commitment is to the policies 
of the government. It was the first time that we talked of committed 
bureaucrat and the changes in bureaucracy started. Since then, there 
have been several changes in the positions in the last five decades or the 
four decades thereafter. 

Let me however mention five issues for your consideration. 

1. There has been a gradual increase in the incomes even in the 
last decade of 2000-10. Per capita incomes have gone up 3 times just 
over a period of 5-6 years. From around 450 dollars around 2004-05 it 
has gone up to 1450 odd dollars in 2011-12. But what they were in 1970s 
have gone up several times. As incomes have increased, the greed of the 
people both the politicians and the civil servant has gone up. And quite 
often, they have competed and colluded with each other to provide for 
each other’s needs. There has been a sharp deterioration therefore over a 
period of years both in the political set up and also in the Civil Services. 
The politicians also need money for their elections and since the cost of 
elections is going up, despite the Election Commission monitoring the 
expenses, the political parties are spending a huge lot of money and so are 
the individual candidates themselves. Between the two, they are spending 
a huge lot of money and that money has to be got from somewhere, from 
some people and when that money is given by someone, he has to be 
returned the favour. There is nothing like a free lunch. Quite often, in 
that context, the Civil Service and the politicians have joined hands to 
meet each other’s needs. This again is a very sad phenomenon which 
has happened. 

2. The governance system that Mr. Prabhat Kumar and Mr. Sharma 
talked of, on the stalwarts which was very nice, very fine people but the 
question is that when the people judge us, they judge us by what we 
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deliver to them, how we provide them the services. If they are looking 
for registration of property, if they are looking for a caste certificate, 
if they are looking for a ration card, how have we been able to deliver 
them? If we have not delivered them well, then we may be the most 
learned men, we may be the best of men, but we are of no use as far as 
the governance system is concerned. Unfortunately, we have failed to 
improve the governance system as a service. This is partly because of lack 
of our own interests, partly the political executive has not paid attention 
to in spite of all the Administrative Commission Reports, the first ARC 
report, the second ARC report, we have not been successful in providing 
good governance to the people. What this has done is the reputation of 
the civil servant has really been given a sound beating and now, they are 
criticized by everyone. When the colleague journalist of Mr. Sharma feel 
that we must run them down, they say that these  babus, babu is a term not 
because they are going to appreciate them but they say that when babu is 
mentioned, that means that these wretched creatures who have failed to 
deliver A, B or C things. In the eyes of the people, we have, therefore, not 
gone down very well when we have failed to provide good governance 
whatever maybe the reasons but this is really what has happened.

3. Important developments have taken place and at the political 
level, there have been a great reluctance for reforms.  Two orders came of 
the Supreme Court; one in the case of Prakash Singh case for reforming 
the police service. I remember I was the cabinet secretary then in 2006 and 
insisted strongly to put committees. Since then, the Supreme Court has 
appointed the Justice Thomas Committee to monitor; the Supreme Court 
has been after the states. They have called the chief secretaries, they have 
called the DG; they have called everyone.  But the spirit of the reform 
has not gone down. The fact that we will provide them independence 
to police was an anathema to all the chief ministers and they have really 
just not accepted this disposition. These reforms where we wanted the 
police to function in an independent manner so that you don’t collect 
money out of the transfers of the sub inspectors and A, B, C, D, that there 
is a security of tenure etc.; these are very simple reforms. Since 1978, 
there have been a huge number of committees starting from the Saxena 
Committee and a large number of committees coming up and giving all 
these recommendations year after year but we have done nothing about it.

The second reform was required when Mr. TSR Subramaniam, the 
former cabinet secretary and a number of other people gave this. The 
Supreme Court has just passed the orders. Prior to that, the DOPT had 
amended the rules and asked the state governments to fix up tenures of 
officers in senior levels. The state governments were not willing to fix these 
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tenures. This again has happened and I am not sure with what alacrity 
they would implement these orders. But these are reforms are not wide 
ranging reforms which will change the face of governance systems. All 
these are doing is really making the civil service accountable because if 
you are there for a period of two years, then you are accountable for your 
actions but if you are there for a period of fifteen days, how can you ever 
be accountable for that action? That is the third thing which has happened. 

4. The fourth thing which has happened is that unlike the 1950s 
when one could say with great pride that the senior civil servant has an 
impeccable integrity and is honest and is a role model, today, we cannot 
really say when we find that integrity of a large body amongst the Civil 
Service is being questioned. When secretaries to government or chief 
secretaries are sent to jail for amassing wealth disproportionate to the 
income or for other purposes, certainly, it does not prepare a role model 
which we can tell the younger officers that this is the model that you 
ought to be adopting. We have not really covered ourselves with glory 
in respect of the value systems. Over a period of years, the value system 
in the society has deteriorated, very strong manner of the Civil Service 
and equally strong manner of the politicians and the political class.  

In the above context, if you have to see the Civil Service relationship 
with the politicians and how this would emerge in the coming two 
decades, will we be able to have that relationship which Prabhat was 
talking of trust which was there in the 1950s? I do recall that in the 1970s, 
one of the ministers who was there and I told him that his party people 
were misusing the emergency provisions and it was terrible. And the 
next day I found that all those party people had been thrown out of 
the party. Today, I will be thrown out of the district if I were to tell the 
concerned ministers like that. But the point I am making is that how do 
we envisage then if the situation that has arisen will continue over the 
next two decades. I see four alternative scenarios but there could be many 
others. But I see four alternative scenarios emerging. 

Senior civil servants, IC Centre for Governance is there and Mr. 
Sharma mentioned about the new developments taking place like Right 
to Information. Many people draw sustenance from that. Laws are 
coming up whereby the Lokpal Act and the Lokayukta Act is coming 
up. In view of all this, many people may revert back to the values of the 
Civil Service which were once upon a time very valued ones. I recently 
wrote an article in Yojana and there I mentioned 19 such values which I 
do consider important for Civil Service. While I would not like to recount, 
let me recount six of them. 
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The values of honesty and integrity are one of the most important 
ones.  

The value of fair play in implementation of rules, laws and regulations 
because that is what people look up to.

The value that you must be very thorough in the job which has been 
given to you because quite often civil servants are transferred from A, B, 
C to D, E and F and therefore, they have to be thorough in preparing for 
the job which is at hand because that is when you draw respect from the 
people. You must know your job well; that is the third part.  

Your ability to deliver results; people are not interested in how you 
are or what sort of language you speak. You may be speaking a very 
sophisticated language but if you are a fine field officer and are able to 
deliver results, then that is what people are looking at. You must be able 
to deliver results. 

When confronted with a minister, you must be able to put forth 
your views clearly. You must also realize that in a Westminster model 
of governance, the government makes the policy. So first of all, your 
commitments to policies must remain very strong. You cannot really say 
that you don’t agree with this policy. If you don’t agree with the policy, 
then don’t join the Civil Services but within that policy, how this can be 
best implemented, what are the long-term interests, you must bring that 
out very clearly in your analysis and quite often I have seen people coming 
and saying that the minister won’t like it. It is not a question whether the 
minister will like it or not; the question is what do you consider most 
appropriate and proper and just and that is what is supposed to be said as 
far as the civil servant is concerned. That is what your advice ought to be. 

Lastly, the question of commitment to good governance because 
this is a very wide area. Good governance means your empathy for the 
weaker sections. Good governance means your ability to deliver the 
public services, hassle-free services. This is important. In case, we find 
that we are able to have Civil Service which because of all these things, 
the senior most civil servants, secretaries to government in the central 
government, secretaries to the government in the state government follow 
these laws and norms. It is possible that this will gradually percolate down 
to their additional secretaries, joint secretaries and as it percolates down, 
initially maybe, it will meet with resistance from the political masters but 
subsequently, you will find that it will have great acceptance. 

Normally, I don’t like to talk about myself in person because I always 
feel that this self propaganda is the worst propaganda but I cannot really 
help recalling one incident and that was in 1984, I then used to be the Joint 
Secretary in the Ministry of Commerce looking after Eastern Europe and 
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we had a corrupt minister. Each time, my note would go I knew my time 
was up. I was looking after East Europe and East Europe in those days, 
Russia and they were the czar of the Indian trade. 20 per cent of India’s 
trade was with Russia and other countries; very powerful trade. After 
sometime, I found the minister started signing exactly on the dotted lines 
which I wrote and when delegations came, the last line of the para of the 
note would read, ‘in view of the above, the minister may like to raise 
the following points’. He would read it just like this that in view of the 
above, the minister would like to make the following points. He would 
read that as well apart from the points which I had said. That was what 
he realized that it was no use touching this person. We will transfer him 
somewhere else but he realized that there was a strong commitment. The 
point is if you persist with your approach possible, 30 per cent you may 
be thrown out, 70 per cent you will be retained because the politicians, I 
have realized, do appreciate such persons. So there is a chance this may 
happen.   

The second possibility which may happen is what happened in the 
case of Lee Kuan Yew; what he did in Singapore Civil Service reforms. 
This may come from the top. The chief ministers and the prime ministers 
may get together. There is the ARC report, they must say that we must 
have a Rule of Law, we must provide support to the Civil Services and 
we cannot have politicians meddling with this day in and day out. That 
is again possible because I find that there is such a strong pressure now 
from the society, from the NGOs, from other people that this may also 
happen. I don’t see this outside the pale of possibility. 

The third thing that may happen is that the politicians want to win 
elections. They may realize that if they have to win elections, just by saying 
that so any Muslim votes, so many Jat votes etc., they can’t win elections 
for long. Elections must be won on development agenda. They must be 
won on the fact that how much economic growth and development you 
have brought. How much better quality of life you have brought to the 
people? They will gradually realize. And as they realize this, they will find 
that unless they have competent officers, unless they have officers whom 
they allow the Civil Service values, they really cannot win these elections. 
And it is quite possible that as they realize this, the body of such persons 
will keep on increasing. As this body increases which is competent, more 
upright, follows the rules and yet delivers the results, others which are 
in the minority may also follow suit. It is quite possible that this may 
happen. In the Planning Commission, we meet the chief ministers every 
year when they come for their annual plan discussions and I found that 
practically, every chief minister would like to spend half an hour to tell 
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us how well he has done for development. In case, in the coming years, 
if this is what is going to win them elections, this is what they say.

Coupled with the fact that Mr. Sharma was mentioning, the society’s 
pressure on the fact that RTI is there, the Lokpal is there, the Lokayukta 
is there and other preventive measures are coming up which are sort of 
tightening the belt and closing the tap on getting illegal money, coupled 
with that, they may find that this is a much better way for continuing in 
the process. I know one state in the northeast, Tripura where the Chief 
Minister has won five times. Generally, it is not practiced to appreciate 
the chief ministers, but I would say that he is one of the finest and honest 
chief ministers I have ever seen in this entire thing. People do vote for 
such people who would deliver results.

Last possibility is that our incomes are rising. We have an income of 
around $600 per capita. Planning Commission’s assessment is by 2025 to 
2030, our incomes will be somewhere in the range of around $6000-8000 
per capita. And as the incomes rise, the greed and the lust for money will 
slightly reduce. We recently did a study on how our country is related 
with good governance and corruption, we found that countries in this 
range in the coming $6000-8000 and 11000-12000 per capita, we find that 
the society has started asking questions like what is being done for social 
development, this and that. Therefore, perforce the governance systems 
improve and the governance system cannot really improve unless you 
have a good and effective Civil Service and that is when the respect for 
and the relationship will go up. The point which I am making is that the 
relationship ultimately has to be based on law where the Civil Service 
works in accordance with law, rules and regulations and it is fully 
acceptable to the political executive. If that is what we are looking for, 
these are the possible four scenarios and there could be other scenarios too. 

Let me end with a quote by Dr. Ambedkar. He was asked while 
framing the Indian Constitution as to how he thought this Constitution 
was going to work. And he and also Dr. Rajendra Prasad, President of 
the Constituent Assembly said but instead of two quotes, I am giving 
one quote from Dr. Ambedkar that how in case, you have to have Rule 
of Law, it is not important that for the Civil Services, we must amend the 
Constitution and we must bring reforms or we must ask the politicians not 
to take money and therefore, bring other amendments in the Constitution 
or make such changes in the Constitution, no amount of changes in the 
Constitution will work unless people who work the Constitution are men 
of integrity and abide by the Constitution. That is what he said. “I feel 
however good a Constitution may be, it is sure to turn out bad because 
those who are called to work it, happen to be a bad lot”.  However bad a 
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Constitution may be, it may turn out to be good if those who are called 
to work it, happen to be a good lot”. That is what is going to happen if 
we are going to work in this manner and in this scenario and the Civil 
Services have to abide by good values, good norms, norms of uprightness, 
integrity which have been mentioned. Then and then alone, I think we 
would be able to break this logjam or it could happen in one of those 
scenarios. Unless this happens, I am afraid, if we start blaming each 
other that the politicians are bad or the bureaucrats are bad, I am afraid 
both will have to answer to the people and we would both be criticized 
for this and no amount of being very friendly and a cozy relationship 
between the minister and the civil servant would be any good if it does 
not do any good to the people. Thank you very much. 

Prabhat Kumar: I think we have had two scintillating talks. I have 
learnt a lot from these two talks. I think the subject is being more and 
more interesting now. At least three of us agree on one thing that things in 
the past were better. I think one of the lessons that we draw is something 
needs to be done to improve this relationship. I agree with Vinodji that 
the problem that we have created is at one level of technology, at one level 
of thinking and that problem cannot be solved at that level of thinking. 
We have to rise about that. How we can do that is the question. Before 
we close, we have some time for some questions. I would request you to 
kindly comment rather than ask questions because there is nobody here 
to answer. As a matter of fact, we don’t have answers. Therefore, I think 
it would be much better if you could kindly give your comments and 
observations and any possible solutions. Thank you very much.

Comments, Question and Answer Session

Q: I could have listened to these two talks for another hour because 
they were most interesting and enjoyable. I want to make one point that 
we have got five knights in shining armour which is going to help the 
bureaucrats in a way: CAG, CBI, CVC, social activists and of course, the 
electronic media. It is also a trouble because quite often, the bureaucrats 
get caught up in false complaints or in false assumptions like CAG where 
it is said that it is a notional loss and the media caught up and said that 
we have suffered huge losses. It is useful and I hope these five knights 
in shining armour are able to make the necessary impact and get things 
back on track that used to be fifty years ago. Thank you very much. 

Q: Today, we have this discussion on the relationship between 
politicians and civil servants. I think there is a need to discuss the 
relationships amongst civil servants, the relationship between a senior 
and a junior because there is as much politics in Civil Services than 
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politics in politics. We all know what is happening inside the black box; 
that is a known fact. It is not just that you can have reforms one after the 
other and things will improve. If there is a secretary or a joint secretary, 
if he is asked to do a certain thing by a minister and if he does not do it, 
there is another bureaucrat who is there to do it for him. You just can’t 
blame the politicians for that. Bureaucrats themselves are responsible. 
Mr. Prabhat Kumar made a very interesting point about the domain 
knowledge and the institutional memory. The problem is do the civil 
servants have the domain knowledge particularly in the changing world 
where specialization has become so much important. There are several 
ministries and you also have a cabinet minister who is politically blind 
and you may have a bureaucrat who is partially blind because of lack of 
knowledge about the domain knowledge. So you have two blind people 
leading one another. There could be exceptions to that. But these are 
problems which you face. The problem is we all talk about greed and 
things like that and if we really want to improve the relationship between 
the bureaucrats and the politicians and everybody knows about it here. 
Stop your post retirement rehabilitation of the civil servants both joining 
politics. Nobody does that. Every bureaucrat will say and everybody 
has a hope that he will do something when they retire.  If they don’t get 
anything after retirement, they will talk about having post retirement 
rehabilitation of civil servants. 

The second thing is there should be evidence-based policy making. 
We don’t do sufficient research. In fact, the politicians in UK wanted UK 
to be part of the Europe Monitoring Union. It was the bureaucrats who 
opposed it. They gave 22 reasons why UK should not join the European 
Monitoring Union. There have been several instances where the civil 
servants in the UK, where we talk about the Civil Services, evidence 
policymaking is the need of the hour. If you look at the civil servants, we 
have the TSR Subramaniam versus the Union of India giving tenure to 
the IAS officers. It seems that if you give tenure to a bureaucrat, to an IAS 
officer, things will be fine but don’t you need a tenure for a junior civil 
servant? Don’t you need a tenure for your LDC or for your inspector? 
You just give tenure to a senior civil servant. What happens? Look at a 
department like VAT. If you have a corrupt bureaucrat as a Commissioner 
VAT, the kind of postings and transfers he would effect; look at the police 
commissioner who is corrupt, the number of postings and transfers he 
would effect in his department, where is the political interference? And 
we keep talking about political interference. I think there is a lot of politics 
in the Civil Services and I think firstly, the Civil Service needs to put its 
own house in order. Thank you.
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Prabhat Kumar : Thank you very much. You made a very interesting 
point.  

Q: I have been attending a number of these lecture series but I must 
say that today’s was perhaps the best. Prabhat laid down the great scenario 
of the changes that have taken place. Mr. Sharma, an outsider, brought 
out the essence of a good character of a politician and a bureaucrat. And 
what Mr. Chaturvedi did was a very hopeful sign that it is the self interest 
of the political class that will seek the right officers. I say this because in 
the early 1970s, we used to hear the politicians saying, vQlj cgqr vPNk gS 
ysfdu gekjs dke dk ugh gS (he is a good officer but of no use to us). Now an 
officer who doomed Mr. Raja, I think everybody would be careful of such 
officers. Either he was weak or whatever may be the reasons but I am 
very happy that Mr. Chaturvedi’s whole essence was to a very optimistic 
future. And I agree with him that it is going to be the self-interest of 
the political classes and the pressure of society that will give us better 
administration. Thank you.

Q: I have to make one concrete suggestion. As has already come 
out, it is the fear of transfer which makes many a bureaucrat yield to 
the political pressure. If something could be done to provide a backup 
system for upright bureaucrat not to succumb to political pressure for 
fear of transfer, if we create some institutional arrangement for him to 
sustain himself when he is penalized in order to come out of that state. 
And we have some entrepreneurs who take regular interest in these 
matters and if they can finance or think of any arrangement that can be 
made of this nature, it will prevent a large number of bureaucrats to stand 
up. Of course, amongst us, we have ambitious people who suffer from 
the disease of alma mater; I hope you understand what I mean by alma 
mater, and going their way forward. You will always have that type but 
we must do something to have the other type. Thank you very much. 

Q: The present day confusion in this country is probably because our 
politicians, bureaucrats, media are unable to solve the burning problems 
of the country. And the countries problems are not only not solved, they 
are not even identified correctly. They are sidetracked because of shame, 
because of other reasons. For example, India has the largest amount of 
indebtedness in the whole world. More than 10 trillion dollars are owed 
by India and still we are saying that we are having 9 per cent growth rate. 
I am not trying to embarrass anyone but want to put the truth before the 
audience and truth sometimes is bitter. Another problem is India is not 
able to recover the land occupied by China in northeast and Aksai Chin 
and nobody talks these days about this because they understand that even 
though our foreign stature has diminished a lot because of indebtedness 
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and occupied land like Palestinians but we don’t want to talk about this. 
This is a very sad commentary and that is why our people are losing faith 
in our bureaucrats, politicians and also a little bit on the media who don’t 
have any solutions. Thank you.

Q: After hearing the two speakers, I am, of course, benefited and from 
these distinguished speeches, a question has come to my mind which is, 
are we really looking for a good public opinion in good governance or 
publicized opinion? Publicized opinion and public opinion, in my mind, 
is not one and the same thing and more so, today as against the 1950s 
and 1960s, which the distinguished speakers referred to. I think, thinking 
about the changing role of the Civil Services, we must also try to delineate 
what is public opinion and what is a publicized opinion and in this, the 
values which Mr. Chaturvedi mentioned, reminds me of what we have 
heard in the school and colleges from some philosophical teacher that 
we often speak of. In Hindi, it is said as uhfr (policy), fu;e (rules) vkSj fu.kZ; 
(decision). When I wanted to join Civil Services, I went to my old Guru 
at school who told me not to go by uhfr] fu.kZ; vkSj fu;e which would do 
no good. Look at the fourth which is the uh;r. What uhfr] fu.kZ; vkSj fu;e is 
not important. If the uh;r (intention) is bad, then a pat on the back has 
no meaning. In the long-run, you will suffer and the government and the 
people will be harmed and if the intentions are good, you should see that 
in the relationship between the bureaucrats and the politician.

Q: Two small observations. Things just cannot change if you talk only 
of the politicians and bureaucrats. You have to look into your feeder lines. 
Feeder lines begin at the primary school; 70 per cent of the neglected 
primary schools of India. Gunnar Myrdal wrote in his famous book, Asian 
Drama, that the teacher training institutions and the process of teacher 
training, teacher training institutions are the power trends for quality, 
efficiency and commitment for developing countries. We forgot about it. 

The second observation is Dr. D S Kothari wrote the famous report 
of the National Commission on Education entitled Education and National 
Development in 1964-66. After about 25 years, somebody asked him that 
if he became the chairperson again, what changes would he make in the 
report? And the answer was yes, he had thought about it and said that if 
he became the chairperson again, he would change the title of the report 
to Education for Character Building. He explained later on that if we had 
focused on character building in the 1960s, we would have got trained 
young persons, committed, honest, men and women of integrity. Even 
if the process of development had got delayed what would have been 
achieved would be a first class quality. Thank you.   
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Q: uh;r and fufr were talked of earlier. Elections are around the 
corner and I have been attending several press conferences in and around 
Delhi and outside Delhi also. New coalitions are being formed and Mr. 
Chaturvedi in the end talked about constitution. It is being said and I 
have also heard and read and I don’t know how true it is, we don’t have 
any Indian element in our own constitution which is there and all are 
borrowed: Russian, Belgium with of course, England dominating. What 
we have is our pk.kD; uhfr. This is my comment. Unless we have that sort 
of policy, corruption and whatever we are talking about it is not going 
to be eliminated.

Q:  I will comment on the talk given by Mr. Sharma. He earlier 
mentioned about the age of innocence and later on, it turned into the age 
of manipulation. He also commented that terrain must be altered and the 
process has started. What would be the next age?

Vinod Sharma: I am inspired by this age of Kali Yuga and Sat Yuga. 
Frankly, it is true. Like the character of a city can be determined from 
the state of its traffic, the nature of a club like this can be gauged from 
the quality of its membership. The climate, the environment which is 
existing in a country, be it a very pious environment, very conducive for 
building, doing work, it is all the doing of human beings; you and me. 
Everybody has an equal stake in that. And I think the next age, we shall 
be in the next age and before the next age has risen, we will desist from 
forgetting history and repeating it. That is the immediate history. I quite 
agree with the professor that you have to start building character from the 
beginning but there is a problem in that. The problem is our development 
model is such that it is very difficult to insulate young, growing people 
with impressionable age from the demonstrative wealth which is littered 
around them and that breeds peer pressure which first the children suffer 
and then bring to bear upon their parents. I was very much impressed 
by a television advertisement perhaps by the income tax department 
where the dad is asking someone on phone how to evade income tax 
and once he puts down the receiver, his son, you always wanted me to 
be honest and do the right things but you yourself are trying to evade 
tax. If we bring up our children better than we have been brought up, 
it won’t be peer pressure but it would be your own blood telling that 
you are not doing the right thing. Whenever in a society, women and 
children make up their minds, transformation is inevitable. And we 
have to focus in my very humble view and there are better people to 
direct on that, that we have to in some ways bring this human resource 
into the mainstream very early to give our country a new direction. We 
must place women in key positions. It is not easy to corrupt a woman; 
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it is easier to corrupt a man. It is not easy to compromise a woman. A 
woman, in my experience, has a will power very stronger than that of a 
man. If a woman brings up her children the way she wants to bring them 
up and if she is well-trained herself, you will have a citizenry in the next 
generation which will be in quality terms much better than us. I think 
so. It may sound very philosophical and it is a time consuming process. 
It requires a whole lot of systemic changes. It requires a change in our 
curriculum. As far as curriculum is concerned, it should not be allowed 
to be dictated by political concentrations because today, we have forces 
in this country which are fighting for the mind of India not for the right 
causes. We need forces in this country which fight for the mind of India 
with right causes on which there is a broad consensus. 

Speaker: Meaning thereby it will come through transparency?

Vinod Sharma: That fight will come through early education and it 
will come through transparency at different levels. 

Prabhat Kumar : As Mr. Mahajan always tells us, it is going to be the 
age of information and knowledge. Thank you very much.

Comment: It was a wonderful evening. This session was great on 
the relationship between the civil servants and the politicians. I have a 
couple of comments to make. We have talked of principles of governance, 
particularly the instrumentality of the politician and the bureaucrat 
to deliver to the people what they really need like addressal of the 
grievances, betterment of the prospects of their development and also 
a better atmosphere for living together well. Today’s politicians and 
bureaucrats seem to be concerned about the goals of prosperity. They both 
don’t know much about the Indian history, Indian culture and civilization 
or the ethos of the Indian people. Unless the people also understand the 
ethos, the philosophy and the ethics in governance, society, they cannot 
come correct to our judgment. What I want is say is the tenure of the 
politicians, the experience of the politicians to the principles of governance 
and to the objectives of the Constitution and to the grievances of the people 
is very little. Our politicians don’t do much and their only objective is to 
win elections. They also don’t know what elections are but to them, it is 
power. The objective of the bureaucrats today appears to be the fulfillment 
of his need of self advertisement and also now apparently, much greed 
and lust. If those are the objectives and motives, then we cannot expect 
much results. In my view, the politicians need good training, they must be 
good people and there must be a qualification for the politicians. Similarly, 
there must be better training of bureaucrats. I quite agree that we must 
insist on character building from the very initial stages, at school state 
so as to have good bureaucrats and good people governing this country. 
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There should be a level of period of training for the bureaucrats. They 
only know little about the principles of constitution, law etc. They do not 
much about the Indian history, history of Indian Civil Services and how 
the Indian Civil Services have grown in different times. 

The second aspect was I was wondering whether we can really 
condemn this concept of country bureaucracy. We have country 
bureaucracy in other countries of the world. We have country bureaucracy 
in America. They appoint people who are committed to the principles and 
policy. If in India also, we have bureaucrats committed to the principles, 
the objectives of the Constitution, there is nothing wrong with it. I think 
we must inculcate the sense of commitment to the Constitution for the 
welfare of the people, well meaning of the people and the bureaucrats. 
What seems to be the case is the bureaucrats are committed only to their 
self-interests. That is a very depressive feature that we must take care 
of. Thank you. 

B D Gupta: I request Mr. Prabhat Kumar to present mementos to Mr. 
Chaturvedi and to Mr. Sharma.
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         ROLe Of CIVIL SeRVICeS IN THe 

PROCeSS Of DeCeNTRALIzATION 

B D Gupta

Good evening friends, a hearty welcome to all of you on behalf of India 
International Centre and IC Centre for Governance. This evening we are 
having the fourth and the last lecture in the current series of the changing 
role of Civil Services. Earlier, three lectures of this series mainly focused 
on higher levels of Civil Service like historical perspective of Civil Services 
as they evolved from the colonial times to post freedom and till now; 
essential reforms required to enable it serve the present day requirements 
and the relationship between the politician and the civil servant. Today’s 
lecture is to emphasize the role of Civil Services to reach the grassroots 
of democracy, that is, the basic village level growth and development. 
We are all aware that towards this end, our parliament had passed 73rd 
and 74th amendment to the Constitution, more popularly known as the 
Panchayati Raj amendments. There have been very divergent views in 
the society about the progress of real work done in this regard. There is 
a section in the society which feels that very little work has been done; 
rather, Panchayati Raj system has created pockets of privilege, influence, 
vested interests and also even corruption whereas others feel that lot of 
work has been done and the work has to be improved upon. There is 
one more section of the society which feels that bureaucracy has created 
enough roadblocks to impede the progress in this matter. Hence, there 
is a need for all of us to sit together and deliberate as to what should our 
further plans be. 

Today, we have two eminent speakers to speak on the subject, 
Dr. George Mathew who is on the dais and Mrs. Sudha Pillai, Former 
Member Secretary, Planning Commission who is shortly to arrive. Mrs. 
Sudha Pillai has been Member Secretary of the Planning Commission 
till recently. She is an IAS officer of 1972 batch Kerala Cadre. Prior to 
Planning Commission, she had served as Secretary Labour in the union 
government and prior to that, she had served many other ministries: 
Industry, Corporate Affairs, Panchayati Raj and Mines. 
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Dr. George Mathew is the Founder Director and currently the 
Chairman of the Institute of Social Sciences. Dr. Mathew has been a 
Visiting Fellow of the University of Chicago and Visiting Professor, 
University of Padova in Italy. He has participated and presented in 
international conferences on political process, democracy, federalism, 
human rights, religion and society. He is currently specializing on the 
local government system, decentralisation and gender equity. His major 
works include: (i) Panchayati Raj – From Legislation to Movement (ii) 
Status of Panchayati Raj in States of India (iii) Grassroots Democracy in 
India and China and (iv) Inclusion and Exclusion in Local Governance: 
Field Studies from Rural India. He has also produced the film: “Swaraj: 
The Little Republic” which won the national award from the President 
of India in 2003.

Today’s lecture session is being presided over by Shri B K Taimni. Shri 
Taimni after serving five years in the Indian Army joined IAS in 1965. After 
serving in many important positions in the state government including 
his contributing in drafting and getting passed the MP Panchayat Act in 
1994, he was deputed to central government. He worked as Secretary, 
Department of Food and Public Distribution. Post-retirement, he has 
worked as Member Judge of the National Consumer Dispute Redressal 
Commission. He has written three books: Food Security in 21st Century, 
War on Poverty and Agriculture in 21st Century. 

Before I request Mr. Prabhat Kumar, President, IC Centre for 
Governance to deliver his opening remarks, I have a small announcement 
to make. From this lecture onwards, we wish to harness the value of net 
by using social media, that is, You Tube. We will upload the lectures so 
that you can view them at your convenience and comment upon. You can 
send your video clippings and in a way, it will continue the discussion 
further beyond this room. All interested may contact the email address 
iccfg.vipin@gmail.com for further advice in this matter. I now request 
Mr. Prabhat Kumar for his Opening Remarks.

Opening Remarks by Prabhat Kumar

Shri Taimni, Dr. George Mathew, colleagues of the IC Centre for 
Governance, ladies and gentlemen, Mr. B D Gupta has not told you that 
we have been organizing these lectures for the last eight years. We started 
in 2005 and till now, we must have organized more than 50 such lecture 
evenings. I just want to inform you that all these lectures are reduced to 
the written word, transcribed and published by the centre. Also most of 
these lectures are available on our website. The website is www.iccfg.net. 
If you see these 50 lectures, all transcribed verbatim is like a compilation 
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of accumulated wisdom of domain experts. As Mr. Gupta told us, this 
lecture concludes this series of lectures and now we will be embarking 
on a new lecture series. You will hear about the new lecture series maybe 
in a month’s time or two month’s time.

The changing role of Civil Services and how the Civil Service or civil 
servants fit into the process of democratic decentralization is the subject 
of today’s evening. As we all know that the decentralization of political 
authority started after the enactment of the 73rd and 74th amendments of 
the Constitution. It has been two decades since we have had the Panchayati 
Raj. In the last two decades, the track record of decentralization, that is, 
bringing down the democratic institutions to the lowest level of the village 
has, to say the least, been uneven. This has been very uneven. While there 
are so many examples of meaningful democratization across states, there 
are various studies state which give a very critical analysis of the extent 
of democratization that we have achieved. In fact, these studies suggest 
that there have been shortcomings in the process of decentralization. And 
these shortcomings in some of them are:

1. For example, that the blending of developmental and 
representational functions, these two functions are blended together 
in Panchayati Raj and that has curtailed the autonomy of the local self 
government Institutions. This is one of the findings. 

2. Then again, these studies say that the three-tiers of democratization 
do not operate as functional authorities. In fact, the higher structures treat 
the lower structures as subordinates and this is against the principle of 
democratization. 

3. It is also widely known that the inadequacy of funds, devolution 
of finances by the state has been one of the main causes of also the relative 
success of the democratic process. 

4. Also, the 73rd and 74th amendments were conceived to secure the 
participation of the people in government. Today, we find that the district 
level and sublevels, most of the administrative and technical positions 
are manned by the government officials. 

5. Besides, the indirect election of the members of Panchayat Samitis 
brings in the element of bribery and corruption. Even most of the members 
of the Zilla Parishad, the district board are ex-officio members. And most 
of these ex-officio members are government servants. 

6. And finally, as Mr. Gupta said, there are indications in certain 
regions that the democratic process is vitiated by casteism, factionalism. 
There is a scant regard for rules and regulations and there are parochial 
loyalties. All these things are there as shortcomings of the system that 
we have adopted. 
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Now, what is the present status of democratization, decentralization? 
Interestingly, National Council of Applied Economic Research (NCAER) 
has developed and refined, Dr. George Mathew can tell us more about 
it, a comprehensive Devolution Index and it combines six parameters. 
They started this in 2006 and the last report, perhaps, gives this measure 
for 2012-13, that is last year. This Devolution Index is made up of six 
parameters: Framework, Functions, Finances, Functionaries, Capacity 
Building, and Accountability. These six parameters are there and they 
are taken across the states, and this measure is built up.  

According to the Devolution Index of 2012-13 of NCAER, the overall 
national devolution index is 38.52 per cent which obviously is not very 
satisfactory. There are variations across states. The top ranking states are 
Maharashtra, Karnataka, Kerala and Rajasthan and their devolution index 
are something like 64, 62, 55 and 52 respectively. There are laggard states 
and the laggard states are Jharkhand, Jammu and Kashmir, Bihar and 
Punjab. These are the lowest ranking states. This is the state of affairs so 
far as the actual devolution which has taken place. 

There is another revelation which has been made and that is the 
process of decentralization suffers most because of lack of funds and 
functions, the functions which have been delegated to these institutions, 
PRIs. The devolution index of finances is merely 29 per cent and it is 34 
per cent for functions. So it appears that the creation of these democratic 
institutions stands in an administrative and fiscal semi-vacuum. While 
the devolution of political authority has been there, the structures have 
been created but how the low-capacity bureaucracy and low-capacity 
political institutions are going to respond is not yet clear. 

There are some other facts also. For example, though the government 
has been given to the villages, to the districts, but still, there are parallel 
structures. There are so many projects in the districts which are funded 
by external agencies and which are supported by the state governments 
and the central government. These projects are not accountable to the 
PRIs. The funds which are sent though they are meant for the beneficiaries 
but they are not channelized through the PRIs. And therefore, there is 
a dichotomy. There is 'project staff’ and there is ‘PRI staff’ and more 
than that, when a certain project is completed, then the problem arises 
regarding the maintenance of those assets. So the short point is that the 
PRIs should be more strengthened. And all these activities which take 
place at the ground level should be made answerable to the PRIs. 

As it is, while the states talk about democratization but the fact 
remains that these PRIs, the municipalities and Pachayati Raj institutions 
remain as derivatives of the states. They owe everything to the state; the 
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state government and the state legislature. The functions are given to them 
by the state.  The state government can dissolve the PRIs and inspect their 
records, inquire against the chairpersons and members of the PRIs.  The 
state government can resolve the disputes between the PRIs. Not only 
that, the taxation powers of the PRIs are subject to the rules of the state 
government. So they are derivatives of the state. 

Therefore, whatever we are discussing today, I suspect that we 
are addressing a paradox. The 73rd and 74th amendments of the 
Constitution were conceived to give powers. As a matter of fact, they 
enabled the state legislatures to make laws for establishing these PRIs 
and municipalities and conferring upon them such powers and authority 
to run the local governments; run the local governments through the 
elected representatives. That was the concept and that is the concept. So 
where is the place for civil servants, permanent civil service there except 
to carry out the decisions made by the PRIs?

If we see the organized bureaucracy in our country, or in any country, 
the organized bureaucracy is highly centralized. The civil servants 
function according to the rules and regulations laid down by centralized 
agencies leaving very little room for innovation, democratization or 
discretion at the local level. That is why we see very few innovations at 
the local level by the civil servants. In fact,  if a civil servant bucks the 
regulations and processes, he either wins a Prime Minister’s award or he 
gets suspended by the state government. That is why I say it is a paradox 
and we have to find some ways of getting out of this paradox. 

My hypothesis is that there are two different concepts: institutional 
democratization and structural decentralization. Institutional 
democratization, that is, the institutions should be democratized and the 
second is structural decentralization. Now we have achieved structural 
decentralization but what about institutional democratization? In fact, 
I believe that the democratization of institutions should precede the 
decentralization of democratic institutions. This has not been done 
but whether we can attempt something now is a question that may be 
answered by our experts today. 

And the second related question is what about the problems of the 
‘last mile’? If we take the democratic process to the grass roots, then we 
also take the problems of the finishing line there. Those of us who have 
seen the projects at the district level or at the state level know that each 
terrain is unique. In our country, each terrain, each state, each region is 
unique. We can’t have universal solutions. Somebody sitting in Delhi who 
provides a solution for everything which is happening in a village, I think 
that is not possible. In fact, we cannot have such generalized solutions 
for context–dependent local conditions.  
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If you recall the debates in the Constituent Assembly, there was a 
concept of Gandhiji ‘Ram Swaraj” which was discussed there. Gandhi’s 
concept said, ‘each village should be a republic. There should be a village 
panchayat with full powers’. That was the Gandhian concept. Whereas 
Dr Babasaheb Ambedkar famous words were that we cannot have such 
a utopian ideal in our country because I quote ‘the villages are a sink of 
localism, a den of ignorance, narrow mindedness and corruption’. That 
was an exaggeration but what I mean to say is the local conditions are 
important. The short point is when we take democratization to the grass 
roots, we should understand the world as it is. What is the reality? In 
what way can the civil servants or Civil Service help us in doing this? 
And the final question before I end is what should be the autonomy 
of the embedded bureaucracy? Embedded bureaucracy in the PRIs, in 
the Panchayati Raj system, what should be its autonomy? That is, these 
civil servants can play an effective role, ‘midwifery’ role, ‘midwives’ of 
democratization.

I think these should define the role of the Civil Service in general and 
the civil servants who are embedded in the PRI system. I don’t have any 
answers. We look to our experts, Dr. George Mathew who has immense 
experience and knowledge on the subject, Smt. Sudha Pillai who will be 
joining us and Shri B K Taimni. I leave the rest of the discussion in the 
hands of our chairman, Shri B K Taimni. Thank you. 

Dr. George Mathew, the Chairman of the Institute of Social Sciences

Chairperson Shri B K Taimni, Shri Prabhat Kumar, Shri B D Gupta, 
distinguished participants of this programme, I consider it as an honour 
and a privilege to be with you all this evening. I see many of my friends 
who have served this country, contributed immensely for the growth and 
development of this great country. After 66-67 years, we can happily sit 
here with some confidence and seeing the elections going on. In other 
ways, when you compare with other countries, we are so happy and 
we are very proud. I came to Delhi from Kerala in 1974 and when I told 
some friends in Kerala that I was going to Delhi, they asked me as to 
why I was going to Delhi as it was very difficult there. But the way this 
country has grown with people from all over weaving together. When I 
came to join Jawaharlal Nehru University to do my PhD. and my studies, 
what a campus it was. It created entirely a different understanding of 
this country, the people and its ideas. Whenever I meet friends like you 
all who are committed to the people of this country, it is a remarkable 
experience and that is the hope for the future. 

After the brilliant presentation by Mr. Prabhat Kumar in which he has 
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posed all the important issues, I must say I have very little to contribute 
in the sense that he has really underlined what is happening as far as the 
local government system in the country is concerned. You all know that 
1970s was a very difficult period in our history and that is why Prakash 
Karat and all our friends were in the campus of JNU and we were all 
thinking as to what was going to happen to this country. In 1977, when 
West Bengal got a new government, the first thing it did was to introduce 
a new generation of Panchayati Raj and the person behind that was, of 
course, the chief minister but Namboodaripad in Kerala. I still remember, 
in the Ashok Mehta Committee report, Namboodiripad mentioning that 
we have democracy at the centre and the state, that is, the union and the 
state and bureaucracy at district, block and below. That is the famous 
quotation of Namboodiripad. And the wonderful experiment which West 
Bengal launched at that time under the leadership of Jyoti Babu was a great 
inspiration for 7, Jantar Mantar here where I used to go on a motor cycle 
and sit there. In 1982-83, when Ramakrishna Hegde and Abdul Nazir Sab 
came to power, they introduced another generation of Panchayat. And for 
that, they sent the legislators to study how the panchayats were working 
in West Bengal and they came back and introduced the Panchayati Raj 
system in Karnataka. By the way, when Hegde and Mr. Nasir Sab were 
doing all this, they had a neighbour N T Rama Rao and said that what 
was being done in Karnataka, he should do it as well in Andhra and he 
also took up these issues. 

When Rajiv Gandhi came to power, he looked at the whole situation 
and he was not a politician as all of us know, and asked his advisors as 
to why Bengal, Karnataka were popular and what were the people from 
Andhra Pradesh talking about and wanted to know what was happening. 
They said that it was because they were giving power to the people. That 
was the concept. Where were the people? They were in the villages and 
not in Hyderabad, Bangalore or in Calcutta or in Delhi. All of us know 
what happened afterwards. Rajiv Gandhi held a number of meetings, 
consultations and then he said that, ‘the district administration is not 
responsive to the needs of the people and for that, we need democracy at 
the local level’. On 15th May, 1989, he introduced the 64th Constitutional 
Amendment and it was defeated in the Rajya Sabha. What to do? Of 
course, there were problems. At that time, I had the great privilege of 
working with three people, three great men of India – S K Dey who was 
staying at Lajpat Nagar at that time and I used to go and meet him there 
and discuss with him. The second person was Nirmal Mukherjee and 
the last person was L C Jain. These three people said that India’s future 
was only local governance, Panchayati Raj, giving power to the people. 
Then all of us know how the 73rd and 74th Constitutional Amendments 
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came and it was passed on 22nd and 23rd December 1992 but for that to 
become the part of the Constitution, Part 9 and 9A, it took several months 
– 24th April for 73rd Amendment and 1st June for 74th Amendment. As 
mentioned by Mr. Prabhat Kumar, 21 years have passed since it became 
a part of the Indian Constitution, as an Institution of Self-Government, 
not as administration or waiting for somebody but as an institution 
of self-government. And after 21 years, where are we? Tomorrow, a 
Yemenis delegation is coming and our institute is hosting that. Governor, 
Mayor of Sana, Aden, about 7-8 people are coming. They are writing a 
Constitution now and their main concern is how India’s democracy is 
working, federalism is working and local government is working. 

I have invited Mr. K C Sivaramakrishnan who is a specialist on 
urban issues. I call him Sivaji and asked him to meet them. He said, 
after 21 years, we must write RIP for 74thAmendment and I don’t know 
about your 73rd Amendment. I asked him what he was saying. He said 
and I knew very well what he was saying. In other words, Mr. Prabhat 
Kumar also said there is a lot of disappointment, frustration regarding 
the implementation of the 74th Amendment specially and also the 73rd 
Amendment. There are so many factors and not just one factor. I don’t 
have to go into the details of that in a country like this and if that is the 
situation, how can we go forward and ICCFG has narrowed down one 
factor for today’s discussion and that is, Civil Services, bureaucracy, 
administration, officials or whatever. I am not in administration but I 
am only observing how things are happening. I am only looking at this. 
Sometimes, I am subjective but as much as possible, I try to be objective. 
And one of my most interesting activities is being a sociology student. I 
go and stay in the villages and ethnographic study and see how things 
are. I will tell you about that within a minute. But before that a mention 
was made about the film I had produced, Swaraj: The Little Republic. 

When the 73rd Amendment, the state assemblies within one year had 
to have their own legislations and in Tamil Nadu, things were going very 
slow and even after that, the elections were not taking place. In 1996-97, 
after the other political party came into power; there was the election 
and one lady in a Weavers’ Colony in Madurai contested the municipal 
elections. And she said that in the Weavers’ Colony in the Madurai area, 
they had no water. Pipeline was laid but there was no water. And they got 
water through tankers and they had to pay Rs2 per bucket of water and 
she said that if people voted for her through the democratic process and 
elected her as the counselor of Madurai, she would see with her powers 
how water can be brought through the pipelines that had already been 
laid. Water was life and the people voted for her. She won the elections 
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and it took about 6 months for her in the meetings, fighting, struggle and 
all that things and finally, the water came through that pipeline. And in 
the evening, when the water came, the people in the Weavers’ Colony 
were all dancing; it was a wonderful evening. Next day morning, this 
lady went to a provision store to buy bread and something else for her 
two daughters who were going to school and she was standing in front 
of the counter. Two people came with a sickle and hit her on her neck 
and killed her on the spot. They shouted, “what is your democracy, you 
woman. What the hell were you doing? And from tomorrow, where is 
our income for the tankers?” She was killed on the spot. I read this single 
column news. This kind of news has very little space. This appeared in 
The Hindu and I read it in one column.

I somehow managed to reach this place within 2 days. You won’t 
believe the sorrow, the agony, the tears of the people in the whole area, 
what a life? Democracy, women’s participation, 33 per cent; everything is 
wonderful. We are telling the whole world that we are like this and what 
is the ground reality? It was one of the most painful days or moments 
of my life. I thought I could write an article in the newspaper and it will 
certainly get published in The Hindu and other newspapers. I thought 
that this message must be spread all over the world. And I came back 
here and wrote a story, first we thought that it can be shot in Madhya 
Pradesh and I approached Shri Digvijay Singh and he was very happy. 
But our directors and experts said that it must be shot in Rajasthan. So 
it was shot in Rajasthan. ‘Paani, Paani’ was the whole slogan. That film 
was shown all over the world and I received the gold medal from the 
President of India in 2003 in Vigyan Bhawan. I was so happy because 
that was a very proud moment in my life. But the point I am making is 
the message through that film is reaching the people even today. Then 
there is one question which can be an important point for our discussion. 
Were those people who were instrumental for this tragedy arrested or 
punished. No. Even today, I am chasing it. This is the situation. Who is 
responsible for this? One we can say are the politicians but what about 
the other? This nexus is the biggest problem we are facing in this country. 

That is why a question that we have to really interrogate and reflect is 
that whether we are having a Panchayati Raj or a Collector’s Raj. Are we 
having the Panchayat at the block level or is it a BDO raj? At the village 
level, is it a Panchayati Raj or Gram Sewak Raj? And you go to villages 
even today, I have several committees in Bihar and other places and when 
I ask them to give their documents of the Gram Sabha and the reply I 
get is that it is with the Secretary and when I ask for the Secretary, he is 
walking around with a Jhola, sling bag and the documents are in that. 
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When I ask for the document, they say no. There is no record. 

Let me ask a question to all my senior friends here. Panchayats have 
Panchayat Bhawans. And we are saying that this is the third tier of the 
government, institution of self-government. Sudha Pillai is aware of it. 
She has been in Kerala and every Panchayat has a Panchayat Bhawan 
and it has 5 or 10 rooms for every elected member. It is a very decent 
place and you have counter to pay money and receive etc. I go to Bihar, 
Jharkhand and other places with this bag on the shoulder. This is the 
reality on the ground. 

What I would like to say is that how the local government system 
is functioning and how it is not functioning. I went to Maharashtra. 
Maharashtra was one of the states before the 73rd Amendment which was 
in the forefront. And I went to several villages and I wrote an article which 
says Maharashtra’s Gram Sewak Raj and I went and met a lady sarpanch 
whose name was Mangal Swamy and belonged to the Scheduled Caste 
category. She had studied up to 7th class. She confesses that in the first 
three and a half years of her five year tenure, she had no power and the 
Village Development Officer or Gram Sewak was controlling everything. 
We can say that the elected member is the chief minister of a village, a 
chief minister of a block, chief minister of a district. If that is the concept, 
why not even after 21 years, it is not happening? I stayed in this village 
for 2-3 days and everywhere, they are saying that the elected members are 
only for namesake and all these things are done by these officials from the 
lower level to the higher level. And if that is so, how can we go forward? 

It is not that we don’t have human resources. Sudha was the secretary 
for several years. How many training centres do we have? State Institute 
of Rural Development (SIRD) well-equipped; every state has SIRDs but 
I am sorry to say that in a group like this as to who is the Director of this 
SIRD? They reply it is so and so and when asked about his experience, 
they say it is a punishment transfer. You can attack me and say I am wrong 
but this is what I am seeing when I go and talk to some of these people. 
Where is our brilliance? Where is our resource for training them and 
equipping them for becoming the best people and this is not happening?

Therefore, my dear friends, we are in a very difficult situation. And 
we have to think and plan something for the future. And our younger 
generation is looking at us asking what is going to happen. 

Finally, my point is that today do not have a decentralized governance 
culture. Our culture of governance, administration is very different. I don’t 
want to repeat what Mr. Prabhat Kumar has already mentioned. We need 
a culture of local government. We need a culture of Panchayati Raj where 
people respect and from below, from the bottom, it comes up and up and 
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up. The edifice of democracy must be with a strong foundation and that 
foundation is the elected member and the bureaucracy at the lower level. 
We have to struggle for that and create a culture. Thank you very much.

B K Taimni: Thank you Dr. Mathew for a very enlightened talk with 
personal examples which make it very important and groundly real. 
I now request Smt. Sudha Pillai, Former Member Secretary, Planning 
Commission to make a brief presentation on today’s topic which is the 
Role of Civil Services in the Process of Decentralization.  

Smt. Sudha Pillai, former Member Secretary, Planning Commission

First of all, I would like to thank the IC Centre for Governance for 
organizing a discussion on the subject. I am also grateful for providing me 
an opportunity to speak about something to which I devoted some years 
of my career and they were sometimes a very lonely struggle but then 
there were people like George Mathew and it was a good partnership. It 
was actually a very interesting time and I am actually referring to the time 
from 1996 to 2001 when I came as Joint Secretary to Government of India 
and then when I went back, I went back as Principal Secretary, Finance. 
And during the later period of my stint as Joint Secretary, we were also 
working on guidelines for Panchayats for maintenance of accounts and 
their audit. When I went back, it was like one had to travel in the bus that 
one had actually set up or implement what had been produced here in 
Delhi in the office of the Comptroller and Auditor General in consultation 
with the Ministry of Finance and Department of Rural Development 
which is where I was working. The subject actually is so timely and one 
has had the occasion to see how the entire constitutional structure actually 
can either be enforced or it can be jettisoned by the individual approach 
of the individual officers. The system in India is very personalized, very 
individualized and when on my return again to Delhi after my stint 
in Kerala, I was put in charge of the Ministry of Panchayati Raj which 
had been created then. I was pulled out of the Ministry to which I had 
actually come on deputation and then we set about creating the Ministry 
of Panchayati Raj. There were a series of round tables with the state 
governments on various subjects. At that time, of course, we had a very 
energetic minister who was very, very pro-panchayats. 

But let me go back to 1996. In 1996, it was just three years. The 73rd 
Constitutional Amendment actually came into force in April 1993 and 
we were just very young at that time. But it was very good for me to 
discover, very heartening to discover that from the Department of Rural 
Development to Planning Commission and to many other entities such 
as the Chief Secretaries of states, very strong letters had gone saying that 
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now the constitution had actually recognized Panchayats as constitutional 
entities and as entities of self-government and not as some kind of 
societies, samitis or stuff like that but they are governments and a whole 
lot of things were listed out in those letters and subsequently, in fact, we 
began to compile all these letters that had been written. That was also a 
period of struggling. 

Even though the Ministry was sending very unequivocal messages, 
at the state level, we found that even the elections were not being held. 
And I remember that we were prosecuting the state governments. I 
remember going once to the Supreme Court on a Saturday and finding 
that our advocates on record had not come and the matter was coming 
up in the court on Monday, so the kind of Saturday you spend, in fact, 
even the special registry was kept open for us till 3 pm which normally 
closes on Saturday by 1 pm. We were actually sprinting in the corridors 
taking court fee stamps from private advocates because when you give 
your plaint in, there are so many formalities. Even for delivering by hand, 
the plaint that we were filing or counter affidavit to the representatives 
of the government, in this instance of Bihar.

It was an exciting time. It was like we were all ready for the good 
fight and we were, I think, on elections, we began to be successful. They 
began to hold elections. In the meantime, within two months of my coming 
to Delhi, we had this Bill in the parliament and this was Panchayat’s 
extension to Scheduled Areas Act. Actually, it was a revolutionary piece 
of legislation in the sense that it recognized the fact that the report on 
which it was based had so many other things but we brought it down to 
the basics, basics of what actually needed to be done in order to ensure that 
the tribal societies managed to have local governance that was suited to 
their ethos. That we did not mindlessly extent the panchayats to Schedule 
V areas without any recognition of the fact, that is, the tribal societies 
had certain rights which had been recognized by just about everybody. 

Very interestingly, again, Orissa government challenged this matter 
and somehow, they managed to get the Attorney General to appear for the 
state of Orissa. The file was a big fat file. On just carefully going through 
it, I found that India’s law officer was going to appear in a matter that 
would actually oppose a law that was actually passed by the Union of 
India. I had to run and I remember constantly being on the run most of 
the time. I went and told him that it was actually something in which 
he cannot make an appearance because there would be a clash, there 
would be a conflict of interest and it would be very embarrassing. He 
was actually stunned and he called his juniors and to cut a long story 
short, he actually withdrew from the case. By and by, we actually began 
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to win cases in Jabalpur High Court, Bombay High Court, Orissa High 
Court and we had a lot of struggle in Chennai, Tamil Nadu where even 
Pondicherry joined them where they said something about the reservation 
for backward classes and brought in a whole lot of red herrings and all. 
There were states which had passed the law but which would not hold the 
elections for some reason or the other. Andhra was one of them. Andhra 
would not hold elections. It had drought, it had floods and then it had 
this and that. That at least, looking back now, is not the case. Elections are 
getting held. There may be some hue and cry like we saw in West Bengal, 
the State Election Commission may get attacked and there would be lot 
of apprehensions about what the outcome could be but the elections are 
getting held. I think this is the first solid achievement that people have 
actually managed in the last several years. 

Recently, I went through two reports. There was one report which 
I think Mr. Mani Shankar Aiyar was chairing and it was an Expert 
Committee report. Mr. Mani Shankar had also called from the Indian 
Institute of Public Administration somebody called Professor Alok and 
Alok had done a series of reports on the status of implementation in 
various states. I went through that and recently, I wrote an article for 
a magazine called ‘Inclusion’ which looked at number one, two and 
number three status. I find that Maharashtra, Karnataka, Kerala, Rajasthan 
on paper, there is a lot of devolution. Lot of attention has been paid to 
Schedule 11 of the Constitution which lists out the 29 subjects that the 
Panchayats are supposed to handle. But what I find in the fine print is 
that while functions may be devolved, you may not give enough money. 

In fact, hardly anybody, other than Kerala, gives enough money to 
Panchayats. Kerala has actually been very emphatic. It had a late start 
on Panchayati Raj but Kerala’s Panchayati Raj is being done in a very 
sincere manner. In fact, as the finance secretary, I used to find that we 
are actually giving more than one-third because we are also including in 
that calculation, the money that is actually that of the Electricity Board. 
Be that as it may, different states actually vary in many ways and the 
implementation is poor. Let us accept that. During the later period also, 
during mid 2000-05, we began to consult the Law School at Bangalore as 
it was called. We went into the entire issue of whether we had actually 
created local governments and the final verdict was that actually if the 
state elections are not held to the Legislative Assembly and if the budget 
is not passed by the Assembly, then you have a constitutional crisis. There 
is no such crisis if the Panchayats don’t get a penny. And also you have a 
state list, you have a concurrent list and you have a central list. But after 
many years of thinking of how to push the process forward, I reluctantly 
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came to the conclusion that yes, possibly now is the time to look at 
amendments again. Earlier, we used to say, there is the will, there is no 
need for a Bill etc. etc. We used to go with that and we also took great joy 
in the performance and achievement of very many women, particularly, 
many people from marginalized communities who actually performed 
very well; extremely well, I would say, at the Gram Panchayat level. 

But the role of the Civil Service, this is where we come to. Maybe, 
at some later stage, if the governments are very sincere, the central 
government really wants to carry the agenda of decentralization or 
devolution of powers forward, I think they should be thinking in terms 
of a Panchayat List. I think it is time possibly now, after 21 years when 
you have attained majority in a technical sense, to put in a Panchayat 
List where the state government as the case now, actually it is the 
state government’s discretion, Article 243G does not say that the state 
government shall phase in a way that Panchayats will be enabled to 
function as institutions of self-government. But so much has been left to 
the state government because at that particular point of time, to get this 
amendment through, these compromises had to be made. 

Now let us think that this amendment, after all, the need for a 
Panchayati List is a debatable point. Let us say it is my opinion that there 
should be a Panchayati List. It may not be the opinion of ten other people. 
But in the meantime, what is to be done? We several times requested the 
LBS National Academy of Administration not only to include module 
on Panchayati Raj but to actually make Panchayati Raj the underlying 
theme of governance in this country. 

Today, I was in the Union Public Service Commission and it was very 
nice to hear some people who have come from the villages and who have 
then gone on to IIT, to work even in places like New York and who have 
come back to India talking about the need for Panchayats to be empowered 
if we are going to get anywhere. Basically, if you just look at Panchayats 
as being responsible for delivery of services for education, for health, I 
would say, even for social justice, the basic equity or let us say, even the 
status of women, unless huge amount of work is done by the civil servants 
who are used to, who are trained for, and whose job it is to bring that 
degree of rigour to skill development or to capacity building, you will 
not get anywhere. Anybody can see that whenever any minister comes 
who is pro-Panchayati Raj, for some time, all the officers work very hard. 
They make sure that Panchayat’s powers are given, GOs will be issued, 
secretary and others will come to the office of the Secretary, Panchayati 
Raj and the Secretary, Panchayati Raj really glorifies in that power that 
is emanating from a higher source and a lot of things will get done. I 
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have seen this happen in UP in Kalyan Singh’s time and in a number of 
other places. But if it is left as a kind of something that will happen as a 
matter of course, then again, it will change from district to district. In fact, 
the level of the DM or the officer who is appointed to assist the District 
Panchayat whose entire approach to development will actually make a 
difference. There are district magistrates who do not think they are the 
repositories of wisdom, who do not think that the ‘mai-baap’ kind of 
sarkaar will help them in any case. We are operating below par. The kind 
of money that we are spending, we are getting nothing out of it. That is 
because 80 per cent of the time, you will be surprised to know, people 
don’t even know what is intended for them. Nobody tells them. And the 
district level officers even in a state like Kerala are quite unaccountable. 
Accountability is really not there. Of course, Kerala village Panchayats 
are very strong. Kerala block Panchayats are also pretty okay, district 
panchayats are also okay but there again, the role they can play or their 
equation with the district magistrate is actually a very sensitive equation 
and on that, unless we catch our officers young in the National Academy 
of Administration and tell them that they lose nothing and they only gain 
in power if in the district, your district is doing well.

To me, the role of the Civil Service has really not been articulated as 
well as it could either at the entry level in the government. Personally, I 
feel that you come to Government of India and get into senior positions, 
everybody should do a three months stint in Ministry of Panchayati Raj. 
Anybody who has gone and worked there, what they see transforms them 
and transforms them to an approach which makes them pro-Panchayats. 
It is much better for the local people to know how to hold the teacher 
accountable, how to ensure the teacher comes to the village school rather 
than have somebody who will just come and go, who will never be there 
and who will be transferred and you will never know where that person 
has gone.

This is where I am at this point of time and I must say that I am 
grateful to you for listening to my views. In all humility, I would say 
that, at least, eight years of my life, I have really struggled to ensure that 
the Panchayats maintain the accounts properly, they get the right kind 
of power but looking back, I think much more needs to be done. In so 
far as the Panchayats extension to Scheduled Areas Act is concerned, 
you can see any website and you will find that by non-implementation 
of this law, we have created the naxalism problem. Rs. 50000 crores is 
the value of their dues alone which is what we have snatched away and 
handed it over to either contractors or to the tender mercies of the state 
corporations. So where are we? We have to think and we have to continue 
to think. Thank you very much.
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B K Taimni: Thank you Mrs. Pillai for your very upright concept as 
well as the schedule for action for the future. We really appreciate what 
you said. I am sure many of us who can do something will do and take 
action to realize this dream of Jan Panchayati Raj. Having heard three 
distinguished speakers: introductory remarks by Mr. Prabhat Kumar, 
Dr. George Mathew and Mrs. Sudha Pillai, the house is now open for 
questions.

Question and Answer Session

Q: Madam, you have suggested some amendment to the constitution 
for Panchayati Raj list. It is laudable and no doubt, a good suggestion. 
But can there be a mechanism devised so that officers of the Planning 
Commission can be utilized to put a rider in the finances given to the 
states to ensure that proper utilization goes to the Panchayats. Then only 
further sanctions shall be granted. It will obviate the need for gigantic task 
of amendment in the Constitution. I would like to hear your comments 
on the same.

Sudha Pillai: ftldks dgrs gS] vkius nq[krh jx esa gkFk j[k fn;kA You have 
actually touched on a raw nerve. I casually mentioned that in 1996, we 
were writing very strong letters to the Planning Commission and within 
the Planning Commission, we had very deliberate and very detailed 
discussions on this issue and I said that when we had detailed planned 
discussions with each state government and we had the data and in any 
case, we knew who has done what within Schedule V, who has done what 
on devolution of powers on the 73rd Constitutional Amendment. Why is 
it that we are not actually linking it to certain things? Then honourable 
members who were in charge of the Panchayati Raj, then I was secretary 
and later on, I was Member Secretary, they were the people who were 
in charge and they said that they were a federal set up and in a federal 
set up, they should rather incentivize, give positive incentives, carrots 
rather than sticks. Then I was going through Schedule V and Schedule V 
is such a strong part of the Constitution. We are not even willing to use 
the powers given with Schedule V. I would personally subscribe to UV.

Q: We have worked in the districts and if you see a district, there is a 
population of 5-10 MLAs in a district, out of which two or three do become 
ministers. And there would be only be one Zila Parishad, Sabhadipati 
or head of the Zila Parishad. Obviously, there is going to be conflict of 
interest or competition for power. In one district, there is only one head 
of the Zila Parishad and there are three or four ministers. They would 
not like that somebody else gets eminence over them. And I can see that, 
that competition was the key to why the elected representatives tried to 
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kill the Panchayati Raj Act. At least, that was my reading in Haryana. I 
think somewhere we have not really thought about how this conflicting 
interest or competing interest could be accommodated. 

And secondly, when we did make the Panchayati Raj Act, we did 
not talk of Gram Sabha where actually, people could be empowered to 
take decisions. In fact, those who got elected, they have also gone around 
spending money to get elected and then recovering that money. That kind 
of culture did permeate and that way, it did not really do much good 
to the people. If it was really doing great things, then the demand from 
the people would have been very high and the administration would 
really have taken cognizant of that. It could not arouse the interests of 
the common man in that sense. What is your take on the Gram Sabha 
not being put in the Pancyhayati Raj Act? Empowering the Gram Sabha 
is a notional thing. It has not been really empowered to take significant 
decisions. 

Sudha Pillai:  The Constitution very clearly begins with the institution 
of Gram Sabha. I remember we had declared 1999 as the year of the Gram 
Sabha. And we said that at least, one meeting a quarter should be held 
and all the important approvals have to be given in the Gram Sabha. 

Q: But it cannot do anything; it has no powers.

Sudha Pillai: I would say that recall is kind of a very extreme step. 
Even within Haryana, I have gone to several districts in Haryana and 
the character changes as you move from district to district, from block to 
block depending on the personalities not of the MLAs, some Panchayats 
can keep the MLAs also at an arm’s length and not let them interfere 
with the work. The role of the MLA and the role of the President of the 
District Panchayat are very clearly defined. And now MLAs have been 
given MLA LAD and all that, enough for them to play around with but 
the role the MLAs are playing is distortion of our democracy. They are 
legislators; they are not people whose job it is. Mr. Mani Shankar Aiyar 
used to say “well, if you want to do fadak and khadanja and all that, you 
may resign and fight the local elections”.

B K Taimni: That is a different language. I will come to that later. I 
would only like to add to what she said. Firstly, a Model Panchayat Bill 
was circulated to all the states. According to me, the weakness of the 
system, subject to any correction, lies in the amendments, in Article 243 
from A to ZG. Article 243 C which deals with the Panchayats says, “Subject 
to the provisions of this Part, the Legislature of a State may --------”.

Similarly, for urban bodies, “power authorities and the supposedly 
municipalities subject to the provisions, the Legislature of a state may, 
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by law-------”. Perhaps there could be two views. India being a federal 
structure, if the ‘may’ could be substituted by ‘shall’, the result will be 
quite different from what you say.

Sudha Pillai: In one of the court judgments, the Supreme Court stated 
that the plenary responsibility, the word ‘plenary’ was used, responsibility 
is that of the Government of India. Where does it leave us? It indicates that 
if there are state governments which are not enforcing, not implementing, 
then you have to step in whether it is by way of amendment or whether 
it is by way of any positive or negative incentives, it is the plenary 
responsibility of the Government of India.

Q: I would like to highlight that among the infrastructure, we could 
make it work and it will really change India in a big way. I am very 
honoured to hear such distinguished speakers and I have two very simple 
questions. Dr. Mathew had mentioned about the story of Tamil Nadu. 
These are very common stories and we know that it is happening in every 
district. So what is so great about that story? It is happening all over. But 
the point is the people who are doing the law and order, what were they 
doing? How did they allow it to happen? 

The other thing which is coming out of this august discussion is that 
perhaps this institution still is not being democratized and it is coming into 
the hands of the civil servants. It seems to be a very positive development 
to me. The challenge is that we should all change the system. We should all 
educate the elected representatives and bring out the change. As madam 
pointed out, it is happening individually. Why can’t we make it happen 
universally? I would only like to quote the example. I have read the life 
of Lee Kuan Yew. I get very impressed by it. It has three volumes and I 
have two set of volumes given to me and would like to donate one set to 
your library. Here is a man who collected 100 civil servants and changed 
the whole country. We have 3000 civil servants, some of the brightest 
brains in the country thinking about the nation. Why can’t they change 
the situation? Why can’t they bring about the changing role in this society 
when the politics is really getting very weak? Thank you very much.

Q: I am from the management consulting and IT field. I have been 
more in corporates but courtesy my friends and colleagues in the core 
group, I find that a lot of their problems can’t be solved by the corporates 
and so I was trying to understand the government system. I can tell you 
that it drives you crazy. But I only want to say one thing as very cynical 
when I got into this whole thing. I am amazed that we are what we are. 
It is truly as somebody said the Russians came down here and they were 
building Bokaro or something like that and after six months, the Russian 
said, I never believed in  god but I believe there is a god now’. This is 
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really true and I feel it from deep down. This is on the funny side. I look 
at what is happening in the political sphere just now and we are heading 
for a change, right or wrong. Power shifts have never ever been smooth. 
There is going to be chaos. People in power are not going to let go unless 
you have another Gandhi coming in or whatever it is. We have to go 
through the power shift. 

There are two other factors that I observed which I would like to 
bring to your notice. Being from the IT field and if you go through the 
Toffler and the change three waves, we are actually heading into the 
knowledge economy, information economy and this is not theory. If you 
read his recent books, this change is taking place. And there are two or 
three reasons why it is making a difference. One reason is the economy 
as it existed till now is going to rest for a while. It does not make any 
sustainable, logical sense. We are heading for a disaster. Global warming 
is here. In 2001-02, Al Gore brought out a movie and we talked about 
this stuff that this is theory and so on. We are facing the music and there 
are lots of other changes taking place and the way our lifestyle is right 
now working, this earth is not sustainable. The Industrial Revolution 
that took place was basically financed by cheap energy. We have burnt 
up a lot of the fossil fuels in 200 years and now we are running out of it. 
At that time, the oil prices was 1$ or 5$ per barrel. Today, we are already 
paying 150$ or whatever it is. It is going to go up. We have peaked that 
thing. All these changes are taking place. The brighter side for India, 
that’s where we are, is that this is a knowledge-driven economy. The 
Industrial Revolution facilitated because of cheap energy centralization. 
We could have big factories and you needed big factories because you 
did not have 10000 people who could produce cars. Today, you have a 
decentralized modern economy. That means we industrialized India. 
Agriculture is decentralized and we have to centralize it for our cities 
etc. Today, with modern technology, we have decentralized sectors. We 
are heading towards decentralization. In fact, a decentralized economy 
is much more viable and productive.

Secondly, to change from agriculture to industry is disruptive. We 
have seen it often. Industrial Revolution took about 200 years to come 
through and it created havoc. Now, we are heading from the second wave, 
that is, the industrial wave to the third wave which is the knowledge 
wave. Now that is equally disruptive. But if you go from the first wave, 
agriculture into the knowledge economy, in about 20 years’ time, you can 
change smoothly and easily. That is where I think is the future of India. 

Q: We have been talking about these institutions. I don’t think we 
have thought about the existing structures of power. The Civil Service 
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represents an existing centre of power. Then MLAs and at higher level 
represent an existing centre of power. We have not thought about sharing 
of power between these three or four centres of power. That is why things 
are failing. That is what brings us to the topic of this discussion. What is 
the role of the Civil Services and how that power structure which is being 
represented by the Civil Service is going to change or should change? 
Thank you. 

Q: It was a very interesting and an illuminating discussion on the 
subject of today’s lecture.  I think Mr. Prabhat Kumar in the beginning 
spoke of 6 parameters. Of this, we have well covered partially, the legal 
or the structural thing. I have a feeling and I may be corrected if I am 
wrong, that the real issue of decentralization which is also in my opinion, 
a Panchayati Raj system or municipal decentralization. It should also 
mean deconcentration of power. Unless we look into the concentration 
of power and make deconcentration, decentralization will not take place. 
And by law alone or by constitutional provisions alone, no change of 
such a nature, very important change of total administration, total social 
outlook and total governance will come through. For this particular event, 
to speak on the role of Civil Service in the process of decentralization, I 
think more emphasis need be given; we have noted whatever has been 
given about the year with keen interest that more than two decades have 
passed and there is need to reorient the civil servants at the grassroots 
level who will come to the IAS cadre. Those sitting in the air-conditioned 
room alone cannot decide the fate of that. This is my request that this 
wonderful organization gives a little more thought about how you can 
achieve deconcentration by reorienting the civil servants. Today, we are 
talking about the role of Civil Services and not of politicians. Thank you.

B K Taimni: Just for information, in the Constitution itself, as part of 
the amendment, there is Schedule XI and Schedule XII which deals with 
the subjects to be dealt by the local bodies.

Q: I would like to make a brief account. Mr. Prabhat Kumar flagged 
very important issues. We have to distinguish between democratization 
of institutions and the functioning of institutions. They are two different 
things. For democracy to be very effective, it is very important that the 
institutions in a democracy function effectively. For example, the judiciary 
has to perform the function of protecting the rule of law, enforcing the 
rule of law. If the judiciary does not do that, then what is the purpose of 
that institution? Look at the press, functioning of the press. It is a very 
top-down approach. How many reports do we get from the press about 
the Panchayati Raj institutions? You have the institution of Civil Services 
because the functioning of the local self government does not take place 
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in vacuum. It is connected to many other institutions in a democracy. So 
the effective functioning of the institutions is very important. We cannot 
just talk about the democratization of the institution. Thank you. 

Q: I have a question for Mrs. Sudha Pillai. I have come from Karnataka 
wherein there is a concept of district in-charge minister. And along with 
that person, even with the Gram Sabha Chairman, you will be having 
regular meetings with the District Magistrate. How is it for a civil servant 
to cope up with the pressures and dual command from the minister as 
well the Gram Sabha Chairman? How difficult is it to make sure that you 
tackle their problems?

Sudha Pillai: As I said, if you analyse, Karnataka does rate among 
the first few states in terms of devolving powers, functions, finances 
etc. on paper. But this concept of Minister in-charge just creates another 
superstructure and it actually causes problems. But look at some of the 
good moves in Karnataka like the minutes of the Gram Sabha Panchayat 
meeting have to be promptly put within 24 hours and they have to be 
pasted on the wall of the Panchayat Ghar and there are Panchayat Ghars. 
There are lots of very good reform measures on Gram Sabha etc. but 
at the end of the day, we have to create demand from below for good 
governance and I think in this country, the demand is now emerging. 

Q: In my opinion, on the topic today, there is no basic change in Civil 
Services requirement vis-à-vis decentralization and neither is there any 
change in the qualification of the civil servants. The posts remain the 
same. The only change is that the attitude has changed. We are quite 
willing to respect a minister rather than an elected member of the Zilla 
Parishad or the block. We don’t respect. The attitude has changed. This is 
people’s democracy and as a part of our training, we have to spend one 
full month at the block level and one or two days with the patwari. That 
will give us an insight into what is happening in the field. 

Another thing is to develop a practice not to follow the orders of 
the interest which are not in the public interest without getting any 
punishment for the same. And that is very much possible. For example, 
this may require the Planning Commission’s approval or the Finance 
Minister’s approval ----. You can avoid that.

Lastly, decentralization has to be there. In a vast country like India, 
working in so many directions, one sitting at Delhi and assuming the 
wisdom exist in all these bhawans is not correct.

Mrs. Thatcher was known as the Iron Lady and there is a saying about 
it. Yes Minister; a film was also made. I have seen it practically in India 
when Badal came all by himself, Barnala came all by himself and called 
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his immediate officers. He said, from tomorrow, you will find sardars 
in the room. I would have asked so many things but don’t do the wrong 
thing. esjh csbTTkrh er djuk ----- Therefore, like Mrs. Thatcher’s Yes Minister, 
go on saying it but don’t do it. Thank you very much. 

Q: Thank you. Personally for me, it was a very illuminating discussion 
because I did not know so much about Panchayati Raj system etc. But 
based on my little experience so far of the Indian bureaucracy and we 
are a publisher. I have visited in the last two years, several departments 
of the government and in many, many states. There is something called 
low hanging fruit and high hanging fruit. Certainly, laws will be made 
in the parliament with a lot of discussions, consultations over decades. 
But what concerns me today as a young citizen of this country is that the 
delivery of the service that a young citizen of this country who is trying 
to get heard with hard work and dedication faces so many obstacles 
starting from the problem of access to bureaucrats, getting heard by the 
bureaucrats, even a 30 seconds meeting becomes difficult. Not getting 
responses from the bureaucrats for months and months and ultimately, 
not getting anywhere and relying only on the private market place or 
the private economy that is in place. We as publishers are a part of the 
knowledge economy and we have the capacity to contribute in a very, 
very significant manner in some of the very critical areas of this country 
such as skill development etc. and still, we face such road blocks. I do 
not know much about this world. However, I can, in a very small space, 
that I am operating in, I can present those real life problems. From this 
panel of experts, I would like to know if there are any solutions to this 
problem of access, getting heard, getting responses and finally arriving at 
any decisions or conclusions. We are not saying yes, or always. But any 
decision at all from the bureaucracy for which there are no special laws 
to be made, no special permissions to be taken from the higher ups but 
which happens within the realm of their individual offices. 

B K Taimni: Very briefly responding to you, one may say since you 
are in Delhi, look at two things only because I can discuss at length. 
You mentioned delivery of service. Delhi is one of the 12 states or union 
territory in the country which has Public Service Guarantee Act. If you 
have not heard about it, please read that. There are 52 services; time-
bound services that you may like to know as to how many people had 
applied and so on. You can get it under the PRI. Similarly, they also have 
a grievance redressal mechanism. I will leave the rest to you and we can 
discuss it later on.     

Thank you ladies and gentlemen and I would like to thank Dr. 
Mathew, Sudha Pillai and of course, our friend and guide Mr. Prabhat 
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Kumar. With this, if you permit me, I will also take about 5 or 7 minutes 
to say something on the subject. I do not know that how many of us know 
that the word centralization itself came into existence for the first time in 
the French dictionary or the French language in 1794 at the time of the 
advent of French Revolution. It came to English dictionary or English 
language much later in mid 1980s. And the first article ever published 
according to me was in 1863 on decentralization by a French bureaucrat 
named Maurice Block. As one is aware, decentralization is one of the three 
modus operandi for delegating powers to the lower authorities. One is 
deconcentration which someone mentioned, second is delegation and the 
third is devolution. We have got enough material. As Sudha was saying, 
I have that article. The latest study on Devolution Index was carried out 
by IIPA in 2012-13 which is not very old and it has indexed several states 
like Maharashtra, Karnataka and Kerala and many other states which 
are above average. 

A lot of things have been said including by George about the third 
perception and also what happened. But being positive, in positive terms, 
I would like to draw your attention to the work done by two sarpanches 
in two different states namely Chhavi Rajawat in Village Soda in Tonk 
District in Rajasthan since recognized by the United Nations in New York 
and the work done by Rangaswamy Ilango in Kuthambakkam Gram 
Panchayat in Thiruvallur district in Tamil Nadu. It has been appreciated 
by several European countries including perhaps Germany for which the 
Institute of Social Studies is getting visitors in his special mission.

Chhavi has been able to provide assured drinking water and electricity 
supply uninterrupted to the villages. She has also been able to ensure 
rural employment to the poor, BPL and also bring in transparency, 
accountability in the functioning of the Gram Panchayat. To our surprise, 
ladies and gentlemen, Rangaswamy has been able to ensure average 
income to the villages of Rs40000 per family per month. Rangaswamy, 
on the other hand, has not only been able to ensure much higher income 
to the villagers but has also taken a remarkable initiative of starting, 
as somebody mentioned, a Panchayat Academy which has trained 
150 Panchayat Presidents and 600 women self-help groups and much 
more. The only one thing common between Chhavi and Rangaswamy 
is that both of them are qualified persons. While Chhavi is an MBA and 
Rangaswamy is a graduate and both of them left their professional jobs 
to come and work for the upliftment and welfare of the villagers. Not to 
say, Rangaswamy was almost on the verge of having the same fate as 
the lady because he also comes from Dalit family. But he survived and 
withstood and is one of the leading personalities as success stories. 
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According to me, the following steps would go a long way in 
attaining the aims and objectives in letter and spirit of the Constitutional 
Amendment enshrined in Article 243 of the Constitution.

1. As many of us have shared about the funds, functions and 
functionaries, central government could accelerate and rationalize 
the process of adopting of guidelines of the central sector and central-
sponsored schemes, the principal source of funding of Panchayat 
Raj Institutions to ensure the centrality, the PRIs, the planning and 
implementation of the schemes in conformity with the letter and spirit 
of Part IX and Part IXA of the Constitution. 

2. There is a crying need to incentivize the states to further empower 
the PRIs and also to incentivize PRIs to be transparent and accountable in 
their transactions besides steadily contributing and increase share of their 
expenditure that they themselves mobilize. A point was raised perhaps 
by Mr. Mathur on the money part. Each state under Article 243 of the 
Constitution has a state finance commission and they are functioning. 
Veronica will perhaps share that this is also being done by UNDP latest 
strategy of centralization. A study has come and they are doing some very 
good work and the state finance commission has been able to delegate 
funds to the local bodies. 

3. There is an imperative need to make available untied block 
grants to the PRIs so that they have adequate reserve financial resources 
which they can plan and implement for local economic development and 
economic justice. 

4. This I have added. Provision of minimum educational 
qualification requirement for being elected sarpanch because the two 
successful examples I gave were of qualified people who could withstand 
and could go and no collector or for that matter, the chief minister have 
not been able to bully them because they could withstand that pressure. 

5. Lastly, there must be a mandatory requirement for the elected 
members at all levels of rural and urban local bodies to undergo a short 
training to be made familiar with the Panchayat law as also their rights, 
obligations and expectations from the local representatives. A need will 
perhaps rise to develop well-developed indicators that shall help monitor 
and evaluate the progress and achievements of a given programme 
objective in real and substantive terms. There shall need to be a provision 
for social audit as well. 

All these as George in the beginning said, I still remember, we 
started this in West Bengal. The Collector and the District Magistrate 
was the ex-officio secretary of the District Panchayat and he was obliged 
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to get the orders for the elected representative. That somehow has got 
lost but civil servants still are playing and can play a very positive role 
wherever they are in two ways: like Maharashtra has transferred large 
number of schemes along 16000 functionaries to the Gram Panchayat. But 
the question is that those people should be well informed or educated 
enough to take advantage and put them to good use. We are talking 
about the block level and Panchayat level and maybe, also at the district 
level. There is a need for higher level civil servants to put things in its 
correct perspective and convey this message to their functionaries about 
the good work which they can do in cooperation and get guidance from 
the local people. And civil servants are capable and are doing good job 
in certain places. The only question is of replicating this and making it 
cover a wider circle. 

How we can do that? One suggestion made by Sudha was at the 
Academy and I would like to add that the Lal Bahadur Shastri Academy 
of Administration but also at the state level and at the Panchayat Raj 
Institutions and one example I gave from Tamil Nadu was having a 
Panchayat Academy at the Panchayat level. It may not be possible in 
all the places but there is need for Panchayati Raj Institutions training 
centres in all states. It is only a question of use of them and message must 
go and the civil servants at the higher level can play a beautiful role in 
this regard. We hope this message reaches them and we can also request 
Mr. Prabhat Kumar and both the speakers today that all the Civil Service 
officers who come for training, this particular subject could also become 
an integral part of sharing thoughts with them about the decentralization 
and use of bureaucracy in this regard. Thank you ladies and gentlemen 
for spending your time with us. 

B D Gupta: I request Mr. Prabhat Kumar to give away mementos to 
the eminent speakers. I request Mr. Vipin Mahajan to propose a Vote of 
Thanks.
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Vote of Thanks by Vipin Mahajan

It is my privilege and great pleasure to thank our speakers Mrs. 
Sudha Pillai and Dr. George Mathew for their brilliant insight. First 
time, it has been recorded so well. I would also like to thank Mr. B K 
Taimni and the brilliant overview which started off the topic with Mr. 
Prabhat Kumar. From my side, I just wanted to thank all of us for the 
simple reason that as Mr. Gupta who is organizing all our lectures said 
we have just started planning to use social media and there have been 
some glitches in recording these lectures; I was recording it myself. We 
will put them on You Tube and the purpose is we will send the links to 
the people who could not see it hopefully. And more important than 
this is You Tube is the third most popular social media after Facebook 
and Twitter. I was surprised myself and when you actually go through 
You Tube, there is a provision for giving comment. You can say whether 
you like it or don’t like it or make me post a comment, give links. It is 
just like a whole ecosystem. ICCFG proposes to start an ecosystem and 
all the people who would like to join this and continue the dialogue that 
we had here. I would like our speakers if they could also to participate 
in that. If you could kindly send me your email details, I will post you 
the forms. It will be the Google form and then we would make this into 
a regular network and all of us can participate. And some of these things 
can survive much longer than a meeting or an hour. Some of them can 
go on for couple of weeks and a lot of useful things would come out of 
it. I will be chaperoning this project till it gets going. I will personally 
be doing it. Then I will make an institution so that it can be done in my 
absence. But my email address is: iccfg.vipin@gmail.com. Kindly send 
me an email or in case if you could leave your email address outside, I 
will send them out. I will also circulate this email to likeminded people. 
We can have a network of people talking about Civil Service, governance 
and decentralization besides the other topics that Mr. Gupta will brief 
you all. Thank you very much.  
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